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Abstract
One of the major efforts for turbine engine research is to improve the thrust to
weight of the system. One novel concept for accomplishing this is the use of an Ultra
Compact Combustor (UCC). The UCC attempts to shorten the overall combustion
length (thereby reducing weight) by performing the combustion in the circumferential
direction along the outside diameter of the core flowpath. One of the major benefits
of this design is enhanced combustion due to the establishment of a high-g field in the
circumferential cavity. AFIT and the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) have
been teamed for several years in understanding the fundamental aspects of this design.
Prior to the research presented in this report, work has focused around small-scale
missile-sized combustors. There is a current push within AFRL to investigate this
system for a larger, fighter-sized engine. AFIT has led this push by performing Com-
putational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations to scale the UCC. This thesis outlines
this overall effort. Increasing the diameter of the UCC presents several challenges in-
cluding how to control the fluid velocity in the circumferential cavity and how to turn
the centrifugal combustion flow back to the axial direction into the high-pressure tur-
bine rotor while presenting a uniform temperature across the turbine blades. Several
numerical parameter studies have been conducted to establish relationships to pre-
dict tangential velocity based on cavity inlet conditions and determine a configuration
that minimizes pressure losses through the combustor section. As a result of these
investigations a 0.75m diameter UCC combustor design has been developed along
with a hybrid turning vane which replaces the last compressor vane and high-pressure
turbine vane. Furthermore, the issue of cooling the hybrid vane in the exhaust of the
UCC, where not all the fuel is combusted within the circumferential cavity causing
additional reactions within the vane section, was investigated. A film cooling experi-
mental study was conducted in an effort to reduce or remove the negative effects that
result from secondary combustion of unburned fuel with oxygen in the film coolant.
iv
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Analysis of Flow Migration
in an Ultra-Compact Combustor
I. Introduction
1.1 Ultra-Compact Combustor
A large majority of the current axial turbine engines in operation today utilize
a combustor design that in principle has not changed much since the creation of the
jet engine in 1929 by Sir Frank Whittle. The materials in the combustor have been
updated to handle higher temperatures and with the introduction of film cooling, the
combustion temperatures can exceed the material failure temperature of the combus-
tor liner. The concept of the traditional combustor uses axial flow straightened by
the compressor exit guide vane and a long combustion region on the order of 25-50
centimeters to fully combust the fuel prior to entering the high-pressure turbine inlet
guide vane (IGV). Historically, turbine engine combustion has taken place at an over-
all fuel-to-air ratio much less than stoichiometric [1]. Combining the low fuel-to-air
ratio and the long combustor sections allowed the fuel and air to mix, evaporate and
fully burn prior to exiting the combustor section. To improve engine efficiency and
specific thrust the value of the turbine inlet temperature (T4) has been steadily in-
creased over the past many years. Increased combustion temperatures can be achieved
by increasing the fuel-to-air ratio closer to stoichiometric.
In recent years, the effort to improve the thrust-to-weight ratio of turbine en-
gines has led to advanced combustors which are more compact than the traditional
combustor discussed above [2]. An ultra-compact combustor, UCC, could be the so-
lution to an increase in T4 and a decrease in the length of the combustor which could
lead to improved efficiency and an increased specific thrust. The UCC is a revolu-
tionary combustor design under development at the Air Force Research Lab, AFRL,
which has the potential to meet thrust-to-weight and efficiency goals of future turbine
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engines. The UCC shortens the combustor section compared to traditional engines by
combining the combustor, compressor exit guide vane and turbine inlet guide vane in
one package. Figure 1.1 shows an illustration of a traditional combustor and a UCC.
The UCC reduces axial length by burning a swirling fuel-air mixture in a cavity in
the circumferential direction around the outside diameter, OD, of the engine. The
idea behind combustion in the circumferential cavity is to provide the fuel ample res-
idence time like that provided in a traditional combustor while drastically reducing
axial length. Additional length is saved using a UCC by integrating the compressor
exit guide vane and turbine inlet guide vane into a single vane located directly below
the circumferential cavity. Overall the UCC is estimated to shorten the combustion
section by 66% [2] which results in significant weight savings as well.
Figure 1.1: Traditional combustor (below), Ultra-Compact Combustor (above)
In a traditional combustor, air flow is in the axial direction where residence time
is a function of the flow velocity and combustor length. To allow complete combustion,
the combustor must be long enough to allow the fuel to completely mix with air and
burn before exiting.
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In a UCC, fuel and air are injected into the cavity at an angle to force the
fuel-air mixture to flow in a circumferential direction. This circumferential versus
axial burning increases the g-loading on the fluid and provides two benefits. The
first benefit is that combustion products burned under increased g-loading experience
increased flame speeds as introduced by Lewis [3] in 1973. An increase in the reaction
rate results in a decrease in the combustor volume. The second benefit is that the
heavier, unburned fuel particles are forced to the OD of the circumferential cavity
by the g-force. This migration ensures that these particles stay in the cavity until
they are consumed and converted to lighter exhaust products. The lighter exhaust
products are pushed toward the inside diameter, ID, of the circumferential cavity
where they exit the cavity and interact with the turbine vanes. Allowing the heavy
unburned fuel to remain in the circumferential cavity until it is fully broken down is
the equivalent of an infinite combustion section which only occupies about 5 cm of
axial length.
Due to the compressed size and light weight design of the UCC, the concept
is being investigated for use as a second-stage combustor as well. A second-stage
combustor is also referred to as an inter-turbine burner, ITB, and is located between
the high-pressure and low-pressure turbines. Large amounts of low-pressure energy
can be extracted from the low-pressure turbine with a moderate temperature increase
across the ITB [4]. The additional energy could be used to drive a large fan for an
ultra-high bypass ratio engine or a number of other applications.
The UCC design presents a significant challenge to cooling the turbine vanes
below the circumferential cavity and presenting a uniform temperature in the radial
direction to the first turbine stage for fighter size engines. The cooling challenge arises
due to the integrated nature of the vanes into the combustor and the high design fuel-
air ratio. Introducing oxygen rich cooling flow to combustion products immediately
after exiting the circumferential cavity increases the potential for a combustion reac-
tion to occur with unburned fuel on the surface of the vanes, significantly reducing
component life. The temperature distribution challenge is to extract the combustion
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gases from the circumferential cavity and evenly distribute and mix the hot gases
with the core flow prior to impacting the turbine, a distance of approximately 10.5
centimeters.
1.2 Turbine Film Cooling
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the desire to achieve improved efficiency and spe-
cific thrust have led to an increase in the turbine inlet temperature, T4. Common sense
would say that T4max should not be higher than those temperatures above which tur-
bine material failure can occur. However, beginning in 1960 cooling methods used
on turbine airfoils allowed T4max to be higher than the turbine airfoil material could
handle. These cooling methods involved convective cooling schemes focused on cool-
ing the inside of the turbine blade with high-pressure compressor bleed air. In the
1970s holes were drilled into the airfoil surface to allow the bleed air to escape the
internal cooling passages, forming a cooling film on the airfoil surface and film cooling
technology was born [5].
Figure 1.2: Comparison of turbine inlet temperature to material limits [6]
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Figure 1.2 shows the relationship between T4 and turbine material limits over the
past 60 years. The gap between turbine inlet temperatures and the turbine material
temperature limit highlights the necessity for cooling. In recent years, improvements
in turbine materials have resulted in more heat tolerant structures but even with these
improvements the requirement for cooling still exists.
1.3 Potential for Heat Release in Film Cooling
Until the time when engine components can be made from a material that can
directly handle the heat of a turbine engine, manufacturers will depend on film cooling
to prevent catestrophic material failure. However, with modern engines operating with
elevated fuel-to-air ratios and less time and combustor volume to burn the fuel, the
likelihood of heat release in the cooling film due to fuel streaks reacting with oxygen
rich cooling film in the turbine section is high. This secondary reaction of fuel with
the turbine cooling film is illustrated in Figure 1.3 which shows the process of burning
in the turbine as described by Lukachko et al. [7].
Figure 1.3: Secondary combustion reaction from a traditional combustor [7]
There is still another challenge to turbine cooling beyond reacting fuel streaks.
With modern combustor temperatures rising, some of the combustion energy will be
stored in the flow in the form of dissociated highly energetic species such as carbon
monoxide rather than as increased exhaust temperature [8]. The energy stored in the
dissociated molecules could be released in the relatively cool turbine section of the
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engine where cooler temperatures promote molecular recombination. The likelihood
of recombination is even greater in the turbine cooling film due to the low temperature
relative to the mainstream gas. If energy is released in the cooling film, regardless of
whether it is the result of a secondary combustion reaction or molecular recombination
of dissociated gas, the result is a drastically decreased cooling effectiveness of the
turbine cooling scheme. Since modern engines operate with T4 well exceeding the
material temperature limit, a reduction in the cooling scheme effectiveness will result
in a severe reduction in engine component durability or immediate component failure.
1.4 Objectives
The objectives of this research were to incorporate several aspects of UCC re-
search into a single design. The primary objective was to migrate the hot combustion
products from the circumferential cavity and evenly mix it with the cooler core flow to
present a uniform temperature fluid to the high-pressure turbine. There were several
sub-objectives and research that played into meeting the primary objective. The first
was to obtain a full understanding of the UCC geometry and inlet flow conditions
that control the tangential velocity of the fluid in the circumferential cavity. By un-
derstanding the parameters that impact the tangential velocity, correlations could be
drawn to achieve any desired cavity velocity and thus any g-load to maximize the ben-
efits available from g-loaded combustion. The second sub-objective was to investigate
UCC turbine vane modifications to aid in achieving the most desirable temperature
distribution at the turbine inlet. The third sub-objective was to experimentally inves-
tigate film cooling techniques that could be used in high fuel-to-air environments since
the UCC turbine vane located below the circumferential cavity will require cooling in
the presence of fuel rich exhaust. Evans [8] researched the topic of heat release in tur-
bine film cooling but the current research attempted to mitigate the negative effects
of secondary reactions in the cooling film. The UCC analysis was accomplished using
computational fluid dynamics, CFD, while the film cooling analysis was performed
experimentally.
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II. Background
2.1 Ultra-Compact Combustor
The UCC was initially conceived by Sirignano [9]. The design takes advantage of
circumferential combustion versus axial combustion supplemented with an additional
benefit of g-loaded combustion which results in an increased flame speed. This finding
was originally documented by Lewis [3] who reported that beginning at 200 g’s the
flame speed began to increase. From 500 to 3,500 g’s there was a steady increase
in flame speed with increasing centrifugal force. In this range, Lewis found that
the burning rate of the fuel-air mixture was proportional to the square root of the
g-loading. Lewis attributed the increase in flame speed to the presence of bubbles
or eddies that traveled ahead of the flame front and resulted from the centripetal
acceleration. If the bubble velocity (SB) exceeds the turbulent flame speed, the flame
propagates at the bubble velocity given by Equation 2.1 [3]. If the bubble velocity is
slower than the turbulent flame speed the turbulent flame speed controls the reaction.
These two cases are shown in Figure 2.1 where the dark circles are the flame bubbles
that travel at velocity SB in the time ∆t and the dashed lines represent the turbulent
flame front at the time t+ ∆t.
Figure 2.1: Bubble velocity controlled flame propagation (Left) and turbulent flame
speed controlled reaction (Right) [3], [2].
SB = 1.25
√
g (2.1)
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In Equation 2.1, g is the g-loading with units of ft/s. Lewis noted that 1.25
coincidently is the 1g bubble velocity in ft/s. Below 200 g’s the turbulent flame speed
controls the flame propagation and the velocity is independent of g-loading. The
g-loading value as defined by Zelina et al. [4] is given in Equation 2.2.
g =
U2tan
gcrcavity
(2.2)
Here, gc is Newtons constant with a value of 9.82 m/s
2, rcavity is the radius of
the UCC cavity and Utan is the tangential velocity and is defined by Equation 2.3 [10]
Utan =
ṁcavity
ρcavity Aexit tanβ
, (2.3)
where β is the angle from the tangent line to the surface of the circumferential cavity,
ṁcavity is the mass flow through the circumferential cavity, ρcavity is the density in the
circumferential cavity and Aexit is the area of the circumferential cavity exit.
Lewis found that there was also a maximum value of g (3500 g’s) above which
the flame speed and and bubble velocity quickly decreased for increased g-loading
until blowout occurred between 7,000 and 8,000 g’s. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship
of flame speed and bubble velocity (given in ft/sec) as a function of g-loading.
Zelina et al [2] showed the magnitude of enhanced flame speeds due to g-
loading using the UNICORN CFD code. The study examined flame propagation
for a hydrogen-air mixture in a 50-mm by 1000-mm two-dimensional tube using a
laminar, time-dependent solver. The solution was run for a number of applied gravi-
tational loads between 0g and 500g’s. Figure 2.3 shows the flame propagation at three
time steps for an applied g-load of 10g’s and 500g’s. It can easily be seen that the
higher g-loading case had a significantly increased flame speed shown by the enhanced
flame propagation at each time step compared to the lower g-load case.
Additionally, initial experimental studies by Zelina et al. [2] on small scale UCC
systems operating at atmospheric and increased pressures showed a combustion effi-
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(a) Propane Flame Propagation Rate (b) Bubble Velocity
Figure 2.2: Flame propagation rate and bubble velocity as a function of g-
loading [3], [2]
Figure 2.3: Flame propagation at 10g’s (Left), Flame propagation at 500g’s
(Right) [2].
ciency between 95 and 99% over a wide range of operating conditions burning JP-8
+100 fuel. This study noted that the axial flame length from the UCC was approx-
imately 50% shorter than conventional combustion systems which could help reduce
or eliminate any burning in the turbine problems. A series of lean blowout, LBO,
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tests conducted by Zelina et al. [2] which recorded the equivalence ratio in the cavity
at blowout for varying g-loading found that a stable flame could be maintained over
a wide range of operating conditions with a maximum g-loading value approximated
between 7,000 and 8,000 g’s. The maximum g-loading value is supported by the data
presented by Lewis [3]. Figure 2.4 shows the results of the LBO study.
Figure 2.4: UCC cavity equivalence ratio at blowout as a function of cavity g-
loading [2]
A study by Anderson et al. [10] was performed on a small scale UCC combustor
section which observed the effects of main swirl direction on high-g combustion. The
study found that there was a difference in the stability of the flame by varying the
flow direction, however, it appeared that the main differences in the flow were a
result of the fuel and air injector locations relative to the UCC turbine vanes. The
positioning of the fuel injectors and vanes was not symmetric and the relative distances
between these components varied depending on the direction of flow. In one cavity
flow direction the fuel exited the cavity almost immediately after striking a UCC
turbine vane, while the reverse direction allowed the fuel to remain in the cavity
longer and exited after passing over the vane. This study confirmed that the air and
fuel injector placement can impact the stability and usefulness of the system.
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2.2 Secondary Flows
The UCC turbine vanes experience fluid interactions from two directions, one
of which is a cross flow. When a body with an endwall exists in cross flow, the effects
of secondary flows must be considered. A secondary flow is comprised of the three-
dimensional, vortical structures that develop around obstructions in the flow such as
turbine vanes. Langston [11] provided much of the early work regarding secondary
flows and identified two dominant vortical structures that result from the flow around
a body protruding from a surface. His research identified the vortex structures referred
to as a horseshoe and passage vortex. An illustrated diagram of secondary flows as
related to turbine vanes is shown in Figure 2.5. As flow passes over the surface, a
boundary layer is developed resulting in low speed flow near the wall and high speed
flow away from the wall. As the fluid approaches the protruding body the higher
momentum fluid travels down the face of the obstruction into the lower momentum
fluid. The downwash rolls up into a vortex that is then swept around the obstruction
and grows as it convects downstream. These structures are primarily seen in the
endwall regions of three-dimensional structures due to the presence of large gradients
in velocity and fluid properties.
Figure 2.5: Illustration of secondary flows [11]
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The presence of secondary flows has both positive and negative effects on the
current study. From a positive point of view these structures could be a driving
factor in achieving a uniform temperature profile at the exit to the UCC section. In
particular, the secondary flows along the OD endwall of the vane which will encounter
the shear from the cavity circumferential flow. This interaction could be exploited to
aid in the migration of the hot flow exiting the cavity. The migration across taller
vanes than previously experimented with is one of the key aspects of the current
study. Understanding the flow properties across taller vanes will be an important
factor as the UCC transitions from small scale testing to a larger fighter scale. To the
knowledge of the author no research has been performed on a UCC for a fighter scale
engine.
The negative impact of secondary flows is that the same motion that enhances
mixing also hinders film cooling of the turbine vanes as the vortical structures en-
train fluid near the wall sweeping away cooling flows [6]. Lethander [6] researched
techniques to mitigate the effects of the secondary flows by effectively removing or re-
ducing the vortical structures by adding a fillet to round the endwall into the turbine
vane.
Much of the research regarding secondary flows as applied to turbine engines
has been directed to the turbine region of an engine that uses a conventional combus-
tion system. The long can-type combustor provides an undisrupted surface where a
boundary layer could form. Hermanson and Thole [12] [13] studied the effect of inlet
conditions and Mach number on the formation of secondary flows. The inlet in their
study was the exit properties of the combustor section. Their research showed that
larger boundary layers resulted in a horseshoe vortex that spread further around the
leading edge. Additionally, they showed that when no stagnation pressure gradient
was present, no horseshoe or passage vortex formed. Based on these results it can be
concluded that knowing the compressor exit conditions (for a UCC), or combustor
exit conditions (for a conventional combustor) directly impacts the ability to predict
the secondary flow properties around the turbine vanes.
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Hermanson and Thole [13] also provided an excellent comparison of experimental
results using a laser Doppler velocimeter, LDV, to numerical flowfield predictions from
the k-ε and RNG k-ε turbulence models along the stagnation plane of a turbine vane.
Figure 2.6 shows the results obtained by Hermanson and Thole. This study was
specifically concerned with the ability of the turbulence models to replicate horseshoe
and passage vortex secondary flow structures around the turbine vane. Anticipating
a secondary flow dominated regime and the importance these structures could play
in mixing hot fluid from the circumferential cavity with cooler core flow, this study
was of particular interest.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of turbulence models to experimental LDV measurements
along the stagnation plane of a turbine vane [13]
From Figure 2.6 it can be seen that the RNG k-ε turbulence model most closely
matched the experimental result. The vortex structure was located in the same X/C
location and only slightly higher in the Z/S position. An additional comparison for
this model showed the predicted magnitude of the y-vorticity to be equal to the
experimental levels. Hermanson and Thole also compared the RNG k-ε simulation
to the experimental results in six additional planes around the turbine vane. The
largest difference between the numerical results and the experimental data was that
in each plane the model predicted the vortex to be 1-3% higher off the endwall. The
standard k-ε turbulence model predicted the vortex to be too close to the endwall and
the stagnation plane and did not capture the rotation. The RNG k-ε turbulence model
was anticipated to provide the most accurate results do to the presence of additional
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terms in the transport equations for k and ε which can handle stagnation flows and
high streamline curvature. Hermanson and Thole [13] completed the remainder of
their study using the RNG k-ε turbulence model.
2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
Prior to 1970, designs for vehicles and systems involving fluid mechanics and
heat transfer were developed using a combination of experimental and theoretical
methods [14]. Development of computational fluid dynamics began in the 1970’s to
simulate fluid flows, thus adding a third method to engineering design, numerical
analysis. In the 1980’s CFD advanced to solve the first two-dimensional and later
three-dimensional Euler based solutions. In the mid-1980’s development of more
complex viscous flows using the Navier-Stokes equations became the focus of CFD
research. At this same period turbulence models began to emerge with various levels of
numerical complexity [15]. In current times, computational fluid dynamics is routinely
used and has a wide range of applications including, but not limited to, fluid dynamics
of internal and external flows, combustion analysis and heat transfer; all of which are
applicable to the current study.
Proper grid development is the key to achieving realistic results in any CFD
solution. A well constructed mesh can remove problems that could ultimately lead
to instability and greatly increases the likelihood to achieving a solution [16]. Grid
generation is not a trivial exercise and becomes more challenging with more complex
flow physics. The required grid spacing at the wall is dependent on the type of solution
(viscous or inviscid) and the turbulence model used, if any. In general, to resolve the
viscous sublayer of a viscous flow down to the wall, the y+ value of the first cell should
be ≤ 1 [15] with a smooth growth rate of approximately 20% for each successive cell.
The function y+ is a non-dimensional relationship involving the properties of the fluid
and the distance of the cell to the wall as shown in Equation 2.4 [17].
y+ =
uτy
ν
(2.4)
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The symbol uτ is the friction velocity, ν is the kinematic viscosity and y is the
distance to the wall. The definition of uτ is given in Equation 2.5 where τw is the wall
shear and ρ is the density.
uτ =
√
τw
ρ
(2.5)
For cases where the solution does not need to be integrated to the wall, wall
functions can be used. A wall function is based on the logarithmic “law-of-the-wall”
relationship and the understanding that the viscous sublayer is fairly universal across
all flows. Through the use of wall functions the boundary layer equations are solved
using a turbulence model on a relatively course grid and an approximate solution for
the near-wall region is found using the “law-of-the-wall” relationship. The “law-of-
the-wall” is assumed valid when the first cell away from the wall is within the range
30 < y+ < 200 [14].
In addition to the size of the cells, the type of mesh used, whether structured
or unstructured, must be selected. In general a structured mesh is desired from
a computational point of view, however, for complex three-dimensional geometries a
structured mesh is not practical. Depending on the solver, a combination of structured
and unstructured cells can be used, producing a hybrid grid which typically enhances
grid quality when using structured cells to resolve boundary layers and triangular or
tetrahedral cells for the remainder of the domain [16].
Turbulence models range in increasing computational demand from simple alge-
braic models up to the very computationally expensive Direct Numerical Simulations,
DNS. Somewhere in between these extremes there are a class of turbulence models
referred to as RANS models or Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes models. This class
of models breaks the variables in the Navier-Stokes equations into a mean and fluctu-
ating component and solves for the mean values which are typically most important
to engineering applications while modeling the fluctuations [15]. These models pro-
vide a sufficient level of fidelity while limiting the computational expense. In all of the
RANS models the common goal is to solve the closure problem caused by the Reynolds
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stresses in the averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equations by solving for the value of
the turbulent or eddy viscosity, µt. Within the RANS category there are still several
sub-categories of turbulence models including first-order models (0-2 equations) and
second-order models. The most common models in use today are the two-equation
models, specifically the k-ε and k-ω models. Both of these models are based on the
solution to equations for the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the turbulent dissipation
rate, ε, or the specific dissipation rate, ω. There are benefits and drawbacks for each
of these models. The k-ε model performs best away from walls in a constant pressure
or favorable pressure gradient. This model requires a damping function through the
viscous sublayer to remain valid which results in turbulence equations with stiff source
terms [15]. Typically the k-ε model is not integrated to the wall, it takes advantage of
wall functions for a near wall solution. Since the solution is usually not directly solved
in the viscous sublayer, this model is not the best choice for wall flows. Additionally,
the k-ε model should not be used in adverse pressure gradients or separated flows.
The k-ω model on the other hand is seemingly just the opposite. This model performs
well in adverse pressure gradients and at the wall and does not require a damping
function. k-ω is, however, very sensitive to the free stream value of ω and thus can
vary significantly in the wake region of the flow. The k-ω SST model, or Shear Stress
Transport model, combines the positive features of the k-ε and k-ω models. The k-ω
equations are used in the sublayer and logarithmic regions of the flow (near the wall
where k-ω performs best) while the k-ε equations are used in the wake region and in
free shear layers where k-ε performs best. Variations of the k-ε equations also exist,
most notably k-ε RNG which is tuned to handle stagnation flows and conditions with
high streamline curvature. This model can be used for internal, wall-bounded flows
but requires that the first computational point away from the wall occurs within the
range of 30 < y+ < 60.
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2.4 Film Cooling
2.4.1 Convective Heat Transfer. The mathematics of heat transfer
and convection have been around for many years. Over the past 40 years the equations
have been adapted to further understand the concept of film cooling. Film cooling in
turbine engines works by buffering the engine surfaces from the hot freestream gases
with a thin film of coolant air ejected from discrete holes or slots. Even with the
coolant flow protecting the engine components it is still important to know the heat
transfer to the surface. Equation 2.6 shows the definition of convective heat flux to
the surface per unit area, q′′. While these equations can be found in many sources,
Bogard and Thole [5] provides an excellent overview of the equations of heat transfer
as applied to film cooling.
q′′ = h(Tref − Ts) (2.6)
In the above equation, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, Tref is an
appropriate reference temperature (temperature above the surface) and Ts is the sur-
face temperature. Determining the value of q′′ in a film cooling flow is challenging
due to a fluctuating heat transfer coefficient and variable temperature located directly
above the surface. The temperature variation above the surface is due to the mixing
of coolant air at temperature Tc and the freestream fluid at temperature T∞. If the
coolant fluid ejected from the component surface remained attached to the surface
and no mixing took place, the temperature driving the convective heat transfer would
be Tc. Since separation and mixing do occur, the driving temperature is the film
temperature, Tf , which ranges between Tc and T∞ depending on the distance from
the coolant ejection site and the amount of mixing taking place.
Under experimental conditions where the film temperature and flow conditions
are known, the adiabatic wall temperature, Taw, can be found. The adiabatic wall
temperature is the temperature of the wall with no heat transfer to the surface, it
is also the temperature of the fluid directly above the adiabatic surface. Due to
the discrete distribution of coolant holes, the adiabatic wall temperature and local
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convection coefficient can vary widely over the entire component surface. If Taw
is known, the film cooling performance can be determined in the form of the non-
dimensional adiabatic effectiveness, η, as shown in Equation 2.7.
η =
(T∞ − Taw)
(T∞ − Tc,exit)
(2.7)
In Equation 2.7, Tc,exit is the coolant temperature at the coolant hole exit. In
many cases Taw is not known or the surface is not an adiabatic surface. Additionally,
Tc,exit is a difficult temperature to measure because the presence of a temperature
probe at the exit of a small hole disrupts airflow out of the hole and impacts the
temperature at the exit. Another non-dimensional parameter known as the overall
effectiveness, φ, is used to determine the impact of film cooling without requiring the
adiabatic wall temperature or coolant temperature at the coolant hole exit. Equation
2.8 shows the relationship of the overall effectiveness.
φ =
(T∞ − Tm)
(T∞ − Tc,i)
(2.8)
Here Tm is the metal temperature of the cooled component and Tc,i is the internal
coolant temperature prior to entering the coolant hole. There is a limitation to using
this parameter. If the metal surface is actively cooled by other means, such as water
in the case of the experimental tests conducted within this report and Evans [8], the
value of φ is calculated to be significantly higher than would be achieved without the
water cooling. Therefore, the results can not be directly compared to other reports
that did not use water cooling and can not be directly applied to performance in an
engine.
The value of h fluctuates widely over the component surface and is highly de-
pendent on flow conditions. In many cases the disturbance to the flow caused by the
coolant hole or coolant jet can increase the value of the convection coefficient. Under
certain circumstances the increase in h can actually accelerate the heat transfer to
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the surface for a constant Tref . The designation of h is changed from Equation 2.6 to
hf designating the convection coefficient with film cooling. This change is shown in
Equation 2.9.
q′′ = hf (Tref − Ts) (2.9)
Since the film temperature is very difficult to measure, the reference temperature
used in this report will be T∞. Additionally, to account for heat release in the cooling
film, the convective coefficient is replaced by the effective convection coefficient, heff .
Equation 2.10 shows the final form of the convective heat transfer equation used in
this report.
q′′ = heff (T∞ − Ts) (2.10)
2.4.2 Flow Physics. There are several factors within the geometry and
flow properties of a cooling scheme that greatly impact the cooling effectiveness. The
mass flux ratio, M , also referred to as the blowing ratio, is the first important fluid
factor to mention. Equation 2.11 shows the relationship to calculate the value of M .
M =
ρcUc
ρ∞U∞
(2.11)
In Equation 2.11, ρc is the coolant density, ρ∞ is the free stream density, Uc is the
coolant velocity and U∞ is the free stream velocity. The relationship in Equation 2.11
does have the limitation that it requires knowledge of the exact density and velocity
for each fluid and it is extremely difficult to measure these properties in a fluctuating
flow field. For experimental purposes the inlet area of the coolant holes and free
stream channel is known and the mass flow can be measured. The relationship in
Equation 2.12 shows how the mass flow and area are related to density and velocity.
ṁ
A
= ρU (2.12)
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In the above equation, ṁ is the mass flow rate and A is the cross-sectional area of
the coolant hole or channel. Using the relationship in Equation 2.12 and substituting
into Equation 2.11 yields Equation 2.13:
M =
ṁc,totalA∞
ṁ∞Ac,total
(2.13)
where ṁc,total is the total mass flow rate through all coolant holes or the mass
flow rate into the coolant plenum assuming no pressure rise in the plenum, Ac,total is
the total area of all coolant holes, A∞ is the cross-sectional area of the free stream
fluid inlet and ṁ∞ is the mass flow rate of the free stream fluid.
The effect of M on η downstream of a cooling hole has been documented in
many sources, several of which reference the research of Baldauf et al. [18]. Figure 2.7
shows the results obtain by Baldauf et al. for a cooling hole with an incidence angle
of 30◦ to the surface for several blowing ratios.
Figure 2.7: Spatial distribution of film cooling effectiveness at various blowing
ratios [18]
Looking at Figure 2.7 it can be seen that the test cases with higher blowing
ratios have a minimum effectiveness immediately after the coolant hole. The reduced
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effectiveness surrounding the hole is likely due to the tendency for higher blowing
ratio coolant jets to separate from the surface. In the cases shown in the figure that
did separate (M=1.2 - 2.0), the flow appeared to reattach to some degree further
downstream in the region with an increase in effectiveness. Based on the lack of dark
gray regions with the higher blowing ratio test cases it is shown that higher blowing
ratios have a reduced area averaged effectiveness due to separation. As the blowing
ratio decreased, the region of peak effectiveness moved closer to the coolant hole with
the effective length of the coolant jet also decreased.
The injection angle of the coolant flow also plays a role in the downstream effec-
tiveness. Baldauf et al. [18] performed an additional study to compare the results of
a 30◦ injection angle relative to the surface and coolant holes that were normal to the
surface. The results shown in Figure 2.8 show that for low blowing ratios the angled
holes achieved a significantly higher effectiveness across a larger area while at high
blowing ratios the flow from both holes appeared to separate resulting in minimal
effectiveness over the test area.
Figure 2.8: Effect of injection angle on film cooling effectiveness [18]
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Shaped coolant holes offer improvements to film cooling effectiveness and the
ability for the coolant to spread cross-wise after exiting the coolant hole. The three
primary hole shapes are shown in Figure 2.9 and include cylindrical (normal or an-
gled), fanshaped and laidback fanshaped.
Figure 2.9: Three common coolant hole shapes [5]
The primary benefit to using a shaped hole over a cylindrical hole is that the
velocity of the fluid is decreased at the exit of the hole due to the increase in area,
and thus a higher blowing ratio can be pushed through a shaped hole while avoiding
separation. Figure 2.10 shows how the effectiveness downstream of each hole type
varies with increased blowing ratio as presented by Gritsch et al. [19].
Figure 2.10: Local Effectiveness for cylindrical (left), fanshaped (center) and laid-
back fanshaped (right) at three blowing ratios [19]
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As expected, the shaped holes performed better than the cylindrical holes at
higher blowing ratios and impacted a substantially larger surface area. The cylindrical
hole had a higher effectiveness than the shaped holes at the M=0.5 blowing ratio
while the shaped hole covered a larger area with a slightly reduced effectiveness.
Figure 2.11 shows a comparison of spatially averaged film cooling effectiveness for
cylindrical holes and fanshaped holes across a range of blowing ratios. This plot also
highlights the impact free stream turbulence plays in the film cooling effectiveness.
Higher free stream turbulence reduced the effectiveness of the cooling scheme due
to the increased mixing of coolant with the free stream fluid. These results are also
supported by Dittmar et al. [20].
Figure 2.11: Comparison of spatially averaged film effectiveness of shaped holes
and cylindrical holes for two turbulence levels and varied blowing ratios [5], [21]
The momentum flux, I, of the coolant film is an important factor in determining
whether the coolant jet will separate from the component surface. In fact the mo-
mentum flux is a better indicator that separation will occur than the blowing ratio.
Equation 2.14 shows the relationship of I.
I =
ρcU
2
c
ρ∞U2∞
(2.14)
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The determination of whether separation will occur is based on how forcefully
the coolant ejects from the coolant hole relative to how forcefully the free stream
flow can push the coolant jet downstream and turn it into the wall. The coolant
jet separates for I > 0.8, remains attached for I < 0.4 and initially separates then
reattaches downstream for 0.4 < I < 0.8 [5]. Figure 2.12 shows results presented
by Thole et al. [22] of thermal profiles along the centerline of a coolant hole for a
situation where the coolant remains attached (a), coolant detached then reattached
(b) and fully separated (c) from the wall.
Figure 2.12: Thermal profiles along coolant hole centerline for (a) attached, (b)
detached then reattached and (c) fully separated coolant flow [22]
In Figure 2.12, θ is the normalized temperature defined by:
θ =
(T∞ − T )
(T∞ − Tc)
(2.15)
Teekaram et al. [23] and Liess [24] both performed studies into the effect of pres-
sure gradients on film cooling. Both papers agree that there is a negligible impact on
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film cooling due to weak pressure gradients. The papers also discuss a decreased heat
transfer coefficient and increased film cooling effectiveness in the presence of acceler-
ated flow due to strong favorable pressure gradients. In the case of the UCC there
is a small pressure drop across the entire combustion section and a weak favorable
gradient on the suction surface of the turbine vane.
The series of papers by Leylek’s group at Clemson [25], [26], [27] and [28] provide
a detailed investigation of CFD modeling of non-reacting film cooling schemes includ-
ing discrete-jet film cooling, streamwise injection with cylindrical holes, compound-
angle injection with cylindrical holes and streamwise injection with shaped holes,
respectively.
The study of discrete-jet film cooling [25] found that the flow inside a film cooling
hole is very complex and contains counter-rotating vortices and jetting effects. The
strength of the vortical structures and jet effects were controlled by the cooling hole
length-to-diameter ratio, blowing ratio and injection angle. The other three papers
on the subject all performed similar experiments applied to different cooling schemes
and provided the corresponding results. A review of all three papers allowed the
differences between the different cooling schemes to be observed. One finding was
that regardless of the cooling hole orientation and shape, all schemes produced a pair
of counter-rotating vortices on the component surface starting at the coolant hole exit
and sweeping downstream. The strength of the vortices varied based on the geometry
of the holes. Figure 2.13a shows the vorticity at the exit plane for four different shaped
holes while 2.13b shows the corresponding velocity vectors at a distance of x/D = 2
downstream from the hole. The secondary flow vortical structures for the cylindrical
film hole used as a reference (REF) and the ISHAP case were clearly the strongest
while the elongated (FDIFF) and wide (LDIFF) holes had significantly reduced vortex
strength.
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(a) Vorticity at coolant hole exit plane (b) Velocity vectors at x/D = 2
Figure 2.13: Coolant hole exit plane vorticity and corresponding velocity vectors
highlighting secondary flows [28]
2.4.3 Slot Cooling. Based on the work of Hartnett et al. [29], among
others, it has been shown that in almost all cases a large continuous slot yields higher
film cooling effectiveness levels over a much larger area than those achieved by discrete
cooling holes. The problem with slot cooling is that the size of the slot itself leaves the
component to be cooled structurally unsound. Under the temperatures and pressures
of modern engines, if a slot were to become unstable and warp, the cooling slot could
ingest hot gases rather than eject coolant.
In his 2002 paper, Bunker [30], tested two holes-in-slot configurations and com-
pared the results to an array of standard cooling holes ejecting fluid directly to the
surface rather than into a trench, see Figure 2.14. The holes-in-slot geometry ap-
pear to gain several benefits similar to slot cooling while not degrading the structural
integrity of the component like a standard slot.
Bunker found that a narrow slot, just slightly larger than the inlet holes,
achieved the best results. Combining this geometry with a shallow trench, less than
half the hole diameter, achieved increases in film cooling effectiveness of 50 - 75%
compared to a discrete hole scheme. The shallow trench results are shown in Figure
2.15. He also found that there was virtually no variation in the results over the blow-
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Figure 2.14: Radial Film Hole Geometries [30]
Figure 2.15: Shallow Trench Geometry and Results [30]
ing ratio range 1 - 4. Using this scheme could offer the possibility for coolant savings
compared to a discrete hole scheme and significant savings compared to a standard
slot scheme.
The current film cooling analysis discussed in this report included a standard
slot cooling scheme. Due to manufacturing times and availability of experimental test
resources, the holes-in-slot geometry could not be tested.
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2.5 Heat Transfer and Surface Temperature Calculations
In the experimental testing conducted by Evans [8], the surface temperature of
the test rig flat plate and the heat flux to the flat plate surface were determined using
temperature measurements from two thermocouples embedded at different depths in a
heat transfer gauge that mounts flush with the flat plate. Applying Fourier’s Law and
assuming one-dimensional heat transfer, the heat transfer between the thermocouples
can be found. Equation 2.16 shows Fourier’s Law where k is the thermal conductivity
of the conducting medium, T is the temperature at known locations and x is the
distance from a reference location [31].
q′′x = −k
dT
dx
(2.16)
For steady-state conditions the value of q′′x is constant allowing Equation 2.16
to be rearranged and integrated as shown in Equation 2.17.
∫
q′′xdx = −
∫
kdT (2.17)
The heat transfer gauges are made from Hastelloy-X R©. From the experiments
of Evans [8], the temperatures in the gauge material range from 450K at the deeply
embedded thermocouple, 1.9 cm from the surface of the flat plate, to 850K near the
surface. Within this range the thermal conductivity of the Hastelloy-X R© varies signif-
icantly. The manufacturer, Haynes International, provided the thermal conductivity
in a product data sheet summarized in Table 2.1. Using the provided data a linear
least squares fit can be found for the variation of thermal conductivity over the given
temperature range as shown in Figure 2.16.
From the linear least squares fit, the value of k can be written as show in
Equation 2.18 where a0 and a1 are constants from the least squares analysis of the
thermal conductivity of Hastelloy-X R©.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Thermal Conductivity of Hastelloy-X R© [32]
Temperature (K) k (W/m-K)
366.5 11.0
533.2 14.1
866.5 20.8
977.6 22.9
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Figure 2.16: Least squares linear fit of thermal conductivity of Hastelloy-X R©
k(T ) = a0 + a1T (2.18)
Following the derivation in [8], Equation 2.18 can be substituted into (2.17) and
integrated. ∫
q′′xdx = −
∫
(a0 + a1T )dT (2.19)
q′′xx− C = −
(
a0T + a1
T 2
2
)
(2.20)
a1T
2
2
+ a0T + q
′′
xx− C = 0 (2.21)
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In the above equations C is the constant of integration. Since there are two ther-
mocouples in the heat transfer gauge, two temperatures are know and two equations
can be written to solve for C.
a1T
2
1
2
+ a0T1 + q
′′
xx1 − C = 0 (2.22)
a1T
2
2
2
+ a0T2 + q
′′
xx2 − C = 0 (2.23)
By setting (2.22) equal to (2.23) the value of q′′x can be solved. Equation 2.24
shows the value of the heat flux per unit area.
q′′x =
a1
2
(T 21 − T 22 ) + a0(T1 − T2)
(x2 − x1
(2.24)
The value of C can be found by substituting the value of q′′x back into Equation
2.22 or 2.23. When the values of q′′x and C are known, the surface temperature can
be calculated using equation 2.21 by setting x=0 and solving for T .
2.6 Calculation of Stoichiometric Fuel-to-Air and Equivalence Ratios
In the test rig used by Evans [8], propane was used as fuel in a well stirred
reactor, WSR, to test the performance of film cooling schemes in a fuel rich environ-
ment. Turns [33], provides the global reaction for propane-air combustion presented
as Equation 2.25.
C3H8 + 5(O2 + 3.76N2)→ 3CO2 + 4H2O + 18.8N2 (2.25)
The equivalence ratio, Φ, is used to determine quantitatively whether a combus-
tion condition is rich (Φ >1), lean (Φ <1) or stoichiometric (Φ=1). The equivalence
ratio is defined as the ratio of the fuel-to-air ratio at a given condition relative to the
stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio. This relationship is better shown in equation form as
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Equation 2.26
Φ =
(
ṁfuel
ṁair
)
(
ṁfuel
ṁair
)
stoic
(2.26)
In Equation 2.26, ṁfuel is the mass flow rate of propane (fuel) and ṁair is the
mass flow rate of air (oxidizer). The stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio can be found using
the number of moles of fuel and oxidizer on the left-hand side of Equation 2.25 since
the global reaction is written to stoichiometric conditions. The stoichiometric values
are shown in Equation 2.27 where MW is the molecular weight.
(
ṁfuel
ṁair
)
stoic
=
1×MWC3H8
5× (4.76×MWair)
= 0.06395 (2.27)
2.7 Experimental Analysis of Film Cooling
The effect of heat release in cooling films due to secondary combustion was
studied experimentally in [8], [34] and [35] all using the same test rig. The test
rig, described in detail by Evans [8], used a WSR whose exhaust flowed over an
instrumented flat plate. The flat plate contained two ports for interchangeable film
cooling inserts where each insert featured a different cooling hole shape. The previous
studies tested several cooling hole shapes for a number of blowing ratios, equivalence
ratios and using nitrogen and air for the coolant gases. Figure 2.17 shows the test rig
and an enlarged view of the film cooling inserts.
The three previous studies report that the magnitude of the heat release due to
combustion in the cooling film was controlled by the amount of fuel in the exhaust,
the blowing ratio of the cooling scheme and the geometry of the cooling hole. These
studies also found that there was no heat release in the cooling film for main stream
fuel-to-air ratios less than stoichiometric [34]. Polanka et al [34] also reported that
the fanshaped hole provided the expected adiabatic effectiveness for all non-reacting
flows, however, when fuel streaks were present in the exhaust stream this cooling hole
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Figure 2.17: Previous research test rig (left) [35] and film cooling inserts (right) [8]
shape had the largest area of negative effectiveness of all the shapes tested for the
same blowing ratios. The negative effectiveness was due to a secondary combustion
of the exhaust fuel streaks reacting with the cooling air resulting in an increased
heat transfer rate to the surface. Figure 2.18 shows a secondary combustion for an
equivalence ratio of 1.5 using an angled cooling hole and blowing ratios of 0.5, 1.0 and
1.5. As expected the secondary combustion only occurred when air was used as the
cooling gas since nitrogen is inert. As the blowing ratio was increased, the length of
the flame caused by secondary combustion was also increased.
The plots in Figure 2.19 confirm that there was no heat release in the cooling
film for equivalence ratios less than 1.0 as the nitrogen and air coolants produced
seemingly identical heat flux results. For an equivalence ratio of 1.5, the nitrogen and
air coolants produced very different results with the air coolant yielding a higher heat
flux for all blowing ratios and all hole shapes. The difference in heat flux between the
nitrogen and air coolants was a minimum for the normal coolant holes meaning that
there was less of an impact on the surface due to the secondary combustion.
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Figure 2.18: Angled hole visible burning for (a) M=0, (b) M=0.5, air, (c) M=1.0,
air, (d) M=1.0, N2, and (e) M=1.5, air [35]
(a) Φ = 0.8 and Φ = 0.95 (b) Φ = 1.5
Figure 2.19: Graphical relationship of blowing ratio to heat flux for three equiva-
lence ratios at x/D = 20 [34]
Polanka et al. [34] included a companion CFD study to their experimental data
which examined the secondary combustion process of fuel streaks reacting with film
cooling air. Lin et al. [36] was an in-depth follow-on study to [34] that was strictly CFD
based. Both studies used three-dimensional geometry, k-ω SST turbulence models
and a two-step propane reaction model. In these studies, no flow stagnation would
occur so the k-ω SST turbulence model was a good choice since this model performs
very well for wall bounded flows. The turbulence-chemistry interaction was handled
through the use of the eddy-dissipation-concept, EDC, which is an extension of the
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eddy-dissipation model capable of handling multi-step reactions in turbulent flows.
The EDC makes the assumption that reactions occur in small turbulent structures
over a given time scale where the time scale is proportional to the square root of the
kinetic viscosity over the dissipation rate. Three coolant hole geometries were studied
including normal holes, angled holes and fanshaped holes. Both studies found that
for equivalence ratios below 1.0, no secondary combustion occurred. Lin et al. [36]
presented a vector flowfield for the flow pattern above and downstream of the cooling
hole for a blowing ratio of 1.0 shown in Figure 2.20. Like the results shown in Figure
2.13b, the flow pattern obtain by Lin et al. showed a pair of counter-rotating vortices
originating from the fluid ejection from the hole and dissipating as they traveled
downstream.
(a) Velocity vectors above hole (x/D =
1.7)
(b) Velocity vectors downstream of hole
(x/D = 7.0)
Figure 2.20: Velocity vectors above and downstream of cooling hole highlighting
secondary flow structure [36]
One significant benefit to CFD is the ability to create visualizations of any
parameter of interest from any angle. The images of secondary combustion from
previous experimental testing like those shown in Figure 2.18 were reported to be
difficult to capture and do not quantify the resulting temperatures of combustion. The
CFD visualization shown in Figure 2.21 clearly shows the combustion temperatures
achieved in the secondary reactions as well as the negative cooling effectiveness for the
air coolant cases for a main stream equivalence ratio of 1.5 and a coolant blowing ratio
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of 1.0. These CFD results from Polanka et al. [34] confirm their experimental data in
that the fanshaped cooling hole did produce the largest region of high temperature
combustion and negative effectiveness compared to the other two hole shapes.
Figure 2.21: Temperature contours (left) and cooling effectiveness (right) for Φ =
1.5 and M = 1.0. a-c) N2 injection d-f) air injection [34]
2.8 Limitations of Previous Research
All the previously mentioned papers related to the UCC covered experimental
and numerical analysis of small scale systems with a cavity radius on the order of
5.5 centimeters. To date, there are no know papers related to UCC analysis for a
fighter scale engine. For this reason information related to the UCC design and g-
loaded combustion were gathered from the previously mentioned sources and used as
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a starting place for a fighter scale analysis. The generation of the UCC geometry used
in the current study is discussed in the next chapter. While there was no information
directly related to fighter scale UCC analysis, studies related to numerical analysis of
turbines and reacting flows would prove useful in the numerical setup of the current
study.
The previous experimental testing discussed in Section 2.7 regarding secondary
reactions in cooling films did not test the slot or offset normal hole inserts. Addi-
tionally, only one cooling scheme was tested at a time using the downstream insert
location with the upstream bay filled by the solid blank insert. These studies did
not determine the impact combining cooling schemes could have on the formation or
mitigation of secondary reactions.
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III. UCC Numerical Analysis Methodology
This chapter discusses the test methodology of the numerical analysis on the UCC
system. A numerical analysis was used to characterize the flow conditions in the UCC
test section over a wide range of flow and geometry variations for increasing levels of
computational complexity.
3.1 UCC Geometry
A traditional combustor section of a fighter-scale engine features a compressor
exit guide vane to turn the flow axial prior to entering the combustor, and a turbine
inlet guide vane at the exit of the combustor to provide fluid at the correct angle to
the first turbine stage. In a UCC, the compressor exit guide vane and the turbine IGV
are combined into a single vane located directly below the UCC cavity. Figure 3.1
shows the orientation and dimension of components in the ultra-compact combustor
tested in this study. The combustor section inlet is on the left of Figure 3.1 with the
combustion products exiting to the right. The inlet and exit dimensions were sized
to nominal fighter scale engine dimensions for the compressor exit and the turbine
inlet passages, respectively. The inner radius of the passage at the exit was 31.75
centimeters with an outer radius of 38.1 centimeters. The passage expansion was
performed at a shallow 7◦ angle per wall to prevent separation due to the adverse
pressure gradient resulting from the diffusion. A single test was conducted in the
preliminary analysis that used a 3.81 centimeter circumferential cavity in place of the
4.83 centimeter dimensions. The results of this test are shown in Chapter 4, but no
further discussion of this configuration will be made since the remaining dimensions
are consistent with Figure 3.1 and only one test was conducted.
For the current study, two UCC turbine vane designs were used. The first design
was a ‘typical’ turbine vane design that assumed the flow entering the combustor sec-
tion exited the compressor axially. This vane turned the axial flow 70◦ with a Zweifel
load coefficient of 0.80 to match a representative turbine inlet angle. The Zweifel load
coefficient was calculated using the definition presented by Baskharone [37] shown in
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Figure 3.1: Cross-sectional view of UCC section used in the current analysis (cm)
Equation 3.1.
Z = 2
b
s
cos2β2(tanβ1 − tanβ2) (3.1)
In Equation 3.1, s is the vane spacing, b is the vane chord, β1 is the vane inlet angle
and β2 is the vane exit angle. A compressor exit guide vane would be required to
achieve axial flow into the combustor section, however, this vane was used to compare
to previous small scale UCC testing which used a similar vane design. The 10.16
centimeter axial chord of the vane was longer than a typical turbine vane to allow
the vane to establish the flow turning prior to the UCC cavity. The cavity could then
introduce the hot gases prior to the vane throat. Furthermore, the combination of
the vane turning and flowpath expansion was anticipated to further dispurse the hot
gases. The resulting chord of this vane was 12.03 centimeters. To study the effects of
vane solidity on the interaction of the fluid in the circumferential cavity with the core
flow, the number of vanes arrayed around the annulus was varied. The orientation
and thickness of this vane allowed for up to 60 vanes to fit without overlap or sonic
conditions in the vane passages.
The second vane studied was a composite of a representative compressor exit
guide vane and turbine IGV. With the compressor exit guide vane removed, this
‘hybrid’ vane allowed the fluid exiting the compressor to maintain its swirl as it entered
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the UCC section. The fluid was then turned slightly more in the circumferential
direction to match the same representative turbine inlet angle as the typical vane.
The hybrid vane only required 16◦ of turning and had a Zweifel load coefficient of
0.70. Figure 3.2 shows the development of the hybrid vane shape. The axial chord
of this vane was also set at 10.16 centimeters, however, due to the steep angle of the
vane, the chord length was 21.07 centimeters. The maximum vane thickness was 2.07
centimeters to enable internal cooling passages to be added in the airfoil at a later
date. Due to the orientation and thickness of the hybrid vane, metallic blockage of
the core flow and overlap occurred if the number of vanes was increased beyond 30.
The typical vane and the hybrid vane are shown in Figure 3.3 relative to the UCC
circumferential cavity. The leading edge of both vanes was positioned upstream of the
circumferential cavity to introduce the hot gases from the cavity prior to the throat
of the vane passage to aid in mixing with the core flow. The circumferential cavity
was positioned upstream in the diffuser to allow fluid exiting the cavity to more easily
span a shorter radial distance and to provided the greatest length for mixing of the
core flow with the hot cavity flow.
Figure 3.2: Origin of the hybrid vane design
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Figure 3.3: UCC turbine vane designs tested
3.2 CFD Solver Settings
There are a number of CFD codes in existence today, many of which are designed
for very specific research applications or flow regimes. The current study takes advan-
tage of the commercially available FLUENT R© 6.3 code which is capable of parallel
processing while modeling three-dimensional internal flows, combustion, turbulence,
heat transfer and easily exporting data to a post-precessing package such as TecPlot
360 R© or FieldView R© for creating visualizations. All test configurations discussed later
used a three-dimensional, node centered, steady-state, pressure-based solver with a
RANS turbulence model. The SIMPLE algorithm was selected for pressure-velocity
coupling which uses a relationship that enforces mass conservation and establishes
the pressure field within the domain. All solutions presented in Chapter 4 were run
with second-order accuracy for momentum, density, energy and species where appli-
cable. Turbulent production and dissipation along with pressure were kept first-order
to aid computational speed and stability. A single unstructured block resolved the
domain volume. All mesh generation was performed in Gridgen R© and exported for
use in FLUENT R©. For numerical stability, the test cases could be started at the final
desired settings and order of accuracy. The starting sequence for each level of analysis
discussed in this chapter is shown in Appendix A.
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3.3 Secondary Flow Study (Turbulence Model Selection)
With the anticipation that secondary flows could have a substantial impact
within the UCC section, specifically from horseshoe and passage vorticies, a simplified
study was conducted. This study ensured the computational grid resolution that
would be used in the analysis was sufficient to capture the secondary flows and that
the turbulence model selected was capable of capturing the desired flow structures
prior to creating computational domains of the full UCC test sections. This study was
performed without the presence of the circumferential cavity and strictly modeled the
flow around the hybrid vane using the designed entrance length of 3.67 centimeters
between the last compressor rotor (entrance to the combustor section) and the leading
edge of the UCC turbine vane as shown in Figure 3.1. Following the findings of
Hermanson and Thole [13], the RNG k − ε turbulence model was selected for the
secondary flow study for the models’ ability to handle stagnation flows and conditions
with high streamline curvature.
The secondary flow study used the computational domain shown in Figure 3.4,
which represents a simplified combustor passage section with the vane spacing based
on 20 vanes arrayed around the UCC annulus. The mass flow rate through the passage
was set to 2.5 kg/s which represents 1/20 of a nominal total engine core mass flow
rate of 50 kg/s with an engine representative operating pressure of 4.6 MPa. This
test was conducted with two grid configurations. The first used an unstructured lower
Figure 3.4: Secondary flow test domain
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wall mesh that was extruded into a structured volume. The initial cell spacing was
adjusted to achieve a wall y+ value between 30 and 60. The second configuration
used an unstructured volume mesh generated from the same wall meshes used in the
first configuration. The volume grid boundary decay was adjusted to set the wall
y+ values in the domain between 30 and 60. The same solver settings were used as
discussed in Section 3.2.
In both test cases a sufficient boundary layer was established to form a horse-
shoe and passage vortex around the vane as shown in Figure 3.5. However, due to
the short entrance length, the vortex structures were weak and dissipated quickly
rather than grow through the passage. This study did conclude that the RNG k − ε
turbulence model combined with the tested unstructured grid resolution was capable
of generating secondary flow structures identical to the results obtained using the
structured volume grid. The RNG k− ε turbulence model was used for all remaining
analysis documented in this report. Additionally, it was shown that due to the short
entrance length producing weak vortex structures, the effect of the secondary flows
would not be as large as originally anticipated.
Figure 3.5: Resulting horseshoe and passage vortices with surface trace on the vane
surface
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3.4 Computational Domain
The UCC computational domain consisted of a single vane extracted from the
complete three-dimensional UCC section. Figure 3.6 shows the domain highlighted
from the full annulus, shown here for the 20 hybrid vane array. Computational do-
mains were created for the typical vane featuring 20-vanes, 30-vanes, 45-vanes and
60-vanes arrayed around the complete UCC annulus. A 20- and 30-vane domain was
also created for the hybrid vane. A 0-vane domain was created using the 30 hybrid
vane domain with the vane removed, making a total of 7 domains. The 0-vane domain
was used twice, once with an axial core flow input as with the typical vane and again
with a 54◦ inlet angle comparable to the hybrid vane. As the number of turbine vanes
arrayed around the complete annulus was increased, the width of the computational
domain was decreased to maintain only one vane in the domain, as shown in Figure
3.7. The use of rotationally periodic boundaries allowed only a single vane section to
be computed while including the effects of having the remaining vanes in the complete
circular array. Figure 3.7 shows the locations of the periodic surfaces along with the
other boundary conditions, all non-labeled boundaries were walls. A 3-axis reference
frame is also shown in each domain with the z-axis representing the axial direction
of the engine. All domains used an unstructured volume mesh with a combination
of structured and unstructured meshes along the walls and inlets. The vane surface
and the walls of cylindrical inlet ports were gridded with a structured mesh to reduce
faceting while the remainder of the surfaces were meshed with an unstructured grid.
The specifications of the vane spacing, throat width and axial solidity (σ) as
defined by Equation 3.2 [38] are shown in Table 3.1 for each of the cases represented
in Figure 3.7. In Equation 3.2, c is the chord and s is the vane spacing.
σ =
c
s
(3.2)
In both 20-vane domains and the 0-vane domain, a total of 80 pairs of air
injector ports were used, this resulted in 8 ports per domain. It was anticipated that
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Figure 3.6: Computational domain relative to full array
Table 3.1: Vane spacing, throat width and axial solidity for all test configurations
Vane Count Vane Style Vane Spacing Throat Width Axial Solidity
20 Hybrid 10.0 cm 2.82 cm 2.09
30 Hybrid 6.65 cm 1.34 cm 3.11
20 Typical 10.0 cm 5.50 cm 1.19
30 Typical 6.65 cm 3.10 cm 1.78
45 Typical 4.43 cm 1.77 cm 2.67
60 Typical 3.32 cm 1.20 cm 3.62
at least 40 fuel injectors would be needed for the system to meet the fuel mass flow
requirements for a fighter scale engine. The fuel injectors were centered on the OD
wall of the circumferential cavity to allow for a 90◦ spray angle while maximizing the
distance to either wall. For adequate mixing of the fuel and air in the circumferential
cavity, four air injectors were positioned around each fuel injector. For comparison
purposes, the number of air injection ports in the remaining domains were adjusted to
maintain as close to 80 pairs of air inlet ports as possible around the complete UCC
annulus without having partial holes in individual domains. The 30-vane and 45-vane
configurations required 90 pairs of injector ports while the 60-vane configuration could
only fit 60 pairs of ports. All ports injected air into the circumferential cavity at 35◦
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(a) 20 hybrid vane domain (b) 30 hybrid vane domain
(c) 20 typical vane domain (d) 30 typical vane domain
(e) 45 typical vane domain (f) 60 typical vane domain
Figure 3.7: Computational domains
relative to the tangent of the cavity. Table 3.2 shows the port spacings and total
number of ports for each domain tested. Simple math proves that it is not possible
to have 80 inlet ports and 90 inlet ports arrayed around the same diameter engine
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and achieve the same spacing as Table 3.2 shows for the 20 and 45-vane domains.
The 20-vane domain maintained constant spacing around the full annulus while the
45-vane domain maintained uniform spacing of the inlet ports within the domain
but required a smaller spacing between domains. The 30 and 60-vane configurations
were able to maintain uniform spacing around the full annulus. In addition to the
20 hybrid vane domain, only the 30 hybrid-vane domain was used in reacting flow
simulations where the fuel injectors would be used. As with the 20-vane configuration,
two fuel injectors were used per domain and spaced such that equal spacing would
be maintained around the complete array. This spacing pattern did not result in the
uniform pattern obtained with the 20-vane domain. The position of the fuel injectors
relative to the air inlet ports for the 20 hybrid vane and 30 hybrid vane domains is
shown in Figure 3.8.
Table 3.2: Circumferential cavity fuel and air inlet specifications per test section
Parameter 0-Vane 20-Vane 30-Vane 45-Vane 60-Vane
Number of Air Ports 6 8 6 4 2
Air Inlet Port Spacing*(cm) 2.81 3.16 2.81 3.16 4.21†
Air Inlet Port Spacing (deg) 4 4.5 4 4.5 6
Number of Fuel Injectors N/A 2 2 N/A N/A
Fuel Injector Spacing*(cm) N/A 6.34 4.23 N/A N/A
Fuel Injector Spacing*(deg) N/A 9 6 N/A N/A
* Linear distance between hole centers
† Equivalent spacing measured to adjacent domain
For the reacting flow tests which are discussed later, two types of fuel injectors
were used to test a liquid and a gaseous fuel. For the liquid fuel, the particle injection
function in FLUENT R© was used to allow a 90◦ hollow cone liquid fuel spray to be
injected at the specified locations without requiring any grid modifications to the
domains to create nozzles. For the gaseous fuel testing, the grids in the original
domains were modified to incorporate nozzles. Figure 3.9 shows the nozzle which was
designed to spray the gaseous fuel in a 90◦ hollow cone.
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(a) 20 hybrid vane (b) 30 hybrid vane
Figure 3.8: Fuel injector positioning relative to air inlet ports
Figure 3.9: Gaseous fuel nozzle specifications (cm)
In addition to a baseline UCC air injector size which had a diameter of 0.54
centimeters, additional domains were created for the 20 hybrid-vane and 30 hybrid-
vane test cases which increased the diameter of the air injector ports to 2 times and 3
times the baseline diameter. A final increase in inlet area was created by converting
the upper wall of the baseline geometry circumferential cavity to a mass flow inlet
with the inlet ports converted to walls. The 30 hybrid-vane test cases were not tested
with a 3x air injector diameter because there was not sufficient room for 6 ports of
that size. In fact, the 2x air injector ports for this domain were not fully 2 times the
baseline diameter due to insufficient space. Using the full 2x dimension resulted in
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the ports ending so close to the domain boundary that only highly skewed, irregular
cells could be generated for the circumferential cavity upper wall surface mesh and no
volume mesh could be produced. The actual 30 hybrid vane 2x air inlet port diameter
was 0.99 centimeters rather than the full 1.08 centimeters used in the 20 hybrid vane
domain. Figure 3.10 shows the three air inlet port variations. While the diameter
of the ports were increased, the on-center spacing for each configuration was held
constant.
(a) Baseline - ø= 0.54 cm (b) 2x - ø= 1.08 cm
(c) 3x - ø= 1.62 cm
Figure 3.10: Air inlet port size variations (Shown for 20 vane configuration)
Since all air inlet ports were drilled at an angle relative to the tangent of the
circumferential cavity, the inlet and exit area of the ports were elliptical. An equation
for the area of an ellipse was derived such that the area could be found relative to
the hole diameter and the inlet port injection angle. The area relationship is show in
Equation 3.3, where Aellipse is the elliptic area, ø is the diameter and λ is the injection
angle.
Aellipse =
πø2
4sin(λ)
(3.3)
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Table 3.3 shows the port diameters and total inlet area for each domain section
for the 20 hybrid vane and 30 hybrid vane configurations.
Table 3.3: Hybrid-vane domain air inlet port variations
20-vane 30-vane
Inlet Port Total Port Total
Name Diameter Inlet Area Diameter Inlet Area
Baseline 0.54 cm 3.19 cm2 0.54 cm 2.40 cm2
2x 1.08 cm 12.87 cm2 0.99 cm 8.05 cm2
3x 1.62 cm 28.75 cm2 N/A N/A
Upper Wall N/A 57.29 cm2 N/A 37.89 cm2
3.5 Preliminary Analysis
A preliminary, non-reacting flow analysis was conducted to observe bulk flow
patterns in the UCC system and determine what geometric parameters were most
influential in effecting changes in tangential velocity of fluid in the circumferential
cavity, radial migration of hot fluid out of the circumferential cavity and temperature
distribution at the domain exit. In place of numerically reacting fuel, air was injected
into the circumferential cavity at an estimated combustion temperature.
3.5.1 Grid Independence Check. Prior to the analysis, a grid inde-
pendence check was performed on the two 20-vane domains and the 30-vane domain
with the hybrid vane to ensure the resolution of the computational domain was not
influencing the test results. The independence with resolution of the above mentioned
domains were checked directly, however, the resolution of the remaining domains were
determined from the findings of the grid independence check and scaled according to
the domain width. While the width of each domain varied for each vane count around
the complete annulus, the vane and circumferential cavity cross-sectional dimensions
remained the same across all domains for each vane style and thus were gridded with
the same node spacing as the domains that were shown to be independent. Figure 3.11
shows the results of the variation of tangential velocity with increasing grid resolution.
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The variation in tangential velocity across all resolutions was less than 2.4%.
A variation of less than 5% within the CFD solution is considered independent and
thus any resolutions could have been used. The computational time for each grid
resolution was acceptable so larger cell volumes were selected for each case to ensure
sufficient resolution of the secondary flows. The average wall y+ value for each domain
selected was approximately 42, which falls within the required range of 30 to 60 for
the k-ε RNG turbulence model. Table 3.4 shows the resolution of each test domain.
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Figure 3.11: Grid independence check - Variation of circumferential cavity tangen-
tial velocity with grid resolution
Table 3.4: Mesh volume for each test domain
Vane Style Total # Vanes Number of Cells
Hybrid 20 4.4 x 106
Hybrid 30 3.1 x 106
Typical 20 4.4 x 106
Typical 30 3.6 x 106
Typical 45 2.8 x 106
Typical 60 2.3 x 106
No Vane 0 1.1 x 106
3.5.2 Test Conditions. For ground takeoff, the total fuel burn for a
fighter-scale engine was approximated at 2 kg/s. The compressor was estimated to
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provide air at a total flow rate of 72 kg/s. Removing flow for turbine cooling left
66 kg/s usable mass flow. The remaining core flow was split such that the mass
flow rate into the circumferential cavity was approximately 30% that of the core flow
rate. The resulting core mass flow rate was 50.5 kg/s and 15.5 kg/s was fed into the
circumferential cavity along with the 2 kg/s of fuel. For a 30% split, an equivalence
ratio of 2 in the circumferential cavity was achieved. In the preliminary analysis, 17.5
kg/s of air was injected into the circumferential cavity at an estimated combustion
temperature of 2200 K to account for the fuel and air mass flow rates and eliminate
the need for combustion modeling at this stage of the analysis. This simplification
drastically reduced computational time for each test case. Any density differences
due to modeling the fuel as air or energy losses that would occur to heat or vaporize
incoming fuel were neglected. The tests conducted in this analysis were performed for
an engine representative condition and a condition that could be run in an atmospheric
pressure laboratory test rig. The rig conditions were scaled to be comparable to the
engine conditions when operating at standard atmospheric pressure. Table 3.5 shows
various operating parameters for both the engine condition and the rig condition.
The mass flow rate values shown represent the mass flow rate through the complete
annulus.
Table 3.5: Operating parameters used in preliminary analysis for engine condition
and rig condition for complete annulus
Parameter Engine Condition Rig Condition
Operating Pressure (Static) 4,626,377 Pa 101,325 Pa
Core Mass Flow Rate 50.5 kg/s 1.47 kg/s
Core Flow Inlet Angle 54◦ 54◦
Core Flow Temperature 960 K 530 K
Core Flow Turbulence Intensity 5 % 5 %
Cavity Inlet Mass Flow 17.5 kg/s 0.58 kg/s
Cavity Inlet Flow Temperature 2200 K 1000 K
Cavity Inlet Turbulence Intensity 2 % 2 %
To ensure that all configurations of the computational domains maintained the
same total mass flow rates for the full annulus, the total mass flow rate was divided
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by the corresponding number of vanes since each domain contained only a single vane.
Table 3.6 shows the resulting core mass flow rate through the UCC test section and
the mass flow rate injected into the circumferential cavity (which included the fuel
flow rate) for the engine representative condition.
Table 3.6: Core and circumferential cavity inlet mass flow rates for engine condi-
tions, per section
Parameter 0-Vane 20-Vane 30-Vane 45-Vane 60-Vane
Core Inlet (kg/s) 1.683 2.525 1.683 1.122 0.8417
Cavity Inlet*(kg/s) 0.583 0.875 0.583 0.389 0.292
* Includes mass flow rate of fuel
Fluid density in this series of tests was modeled as an ideal gas. The constant
pressure specific heat, Cp, of the fluid was set as a constant at the default value for
air. The solution was run adiabatic with the effects of heat transfer to the metallic
structures of the UCC ignored. The solutions were run to 8,250 iterations, with
convergence monitored by residual plots and a force monitor.
A series of tests were conducted to characterize the flow properties in the cir-
cumferential cavity based on variations in the cavity inlet mass flow rate as well as
variations in the UCC test section geometry. The mass flow rate of air into the circum-
ferential cavity was tested at the values shown in Table 3.6 for the engine condition as
well as 75%, 50% and 25% of these values for each of the vane count variation domains
using both vane styles. The rig condition was tested at the same percentages of cavity
inlet mass flow rate but for the 20 hybrid vane domain only. The values in Table 3.5
represent a full throttle flight condition. The cavity inlet mass flow rate variation
tests simulated throttled conditions while testing the benefits and drawbacks of hav-
ing more or less vanes below the circumferential cavity. To determine the impact of
variations in core flow on the fluid properties in the circumferential cavity, the core
mass flow rate was varied at 125%, 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% of the core flow rate
listed in Table 3.6 using the 20-vane, hybrid vane style domain while maintaining a
100% cavity inlet mass flow rate.
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The final series of tests conducted in the preliminary analysis was to observe
the changes in flow properties as a result of variations in the cavity air inlet diameter.
For a constant cavity inlet mass flow rate, variations in inlet diameter effectively
change the inlet velocity. This series tested the impact of the injection velocity on the
flow properties, specifically the tangential velocity, in the circumferential cavity. All
four air inlet variations outlined in Table 3.3 were tested at 100%, 75%, 50% and 25%
cavity inlet mass flow rates while maintaining 100% core mass flow rate. Additionally,
the rig condition was run for 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate for each of the four air
inlet variations.
For each test case, the area-weighted average of tangential velocity, velocity
magnitude and density in the circumferential cavity were recorded. The difference
between the tangential velocity and the velocity magnitude allows the flow angle to
be calculated. The density was combined with the tangential velocity of the fluid
and the known cross-sectional area of the cavity to calculate the mass flow rate in
the circumferential cavity. Additionally, the area-weighted averaged total temperature
was recorded for the exit face of the domain and plots of the circumferentially-averaged
total temperature on the exit plane were created.
3.6 5-Species Reacting Flow Analysis
Following the preliminary analysis, the next level of analysis was to remove the
previous simplifications and include a 5-species reacting flow model. The 5-species
model used only stoichiometric products including the fuel, O2, N2, CO2 and H2O.
This analysis was performed using the 20- and 30-vane domains with the hybrid style
vane only.
3.6.1 Reacting Flow Grid Independence Check. Prior to complet-
ing the reacting flow analysis, a grid independence check was performed to ensure
that the grid resolution was not influencing the test results. While it was found that
the grid resolution used in the preliminary analysis was also sufficient for the reacting
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flow analysis, this outcome should not be assumed. The variations in grid resolution
were performed on the 20 hybrid vane domain using the grid adaptation function in
FLUENT R©. The grid was adapted two times from the original domain consisting of
4.4 x 106 cells to form domains with 7.1 x 106 and 10 x 106 cells. Figure 3.12 shows
the variation of tangential velocity in the circumferential cavity with grid resolution.
A maximum variation of only 1.8% was observed with the lowest and the highest grid
resolutions producing seemingly identical results. For this analysis, unlike the prelim-
inary analysis, the lowest grid resolution case was selected for use. With the addition
of the combustion modeling, the computational time was significantly increased and
any savings that could be obtained using a smaller grid was appreciated. Depending
on the machine processing the solution, the reacting flow cases took anywhere from
24-72 hours per case to reach convergence, using a maximum of 12 processing cores.
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Figure 3.12: Reacting flow grid independence check - Variation of circumferential
cavity tangential velocity with grid resolution
3.6.2 Test Conditions. With the removal of the previous simplifica-
tions, fuel and air needed to be injected separately into the circumferential cavity
with the fuel being injected using one of the methods discussed in Section 3.4. For
engine condition test cases, liquid kerosene was used as the fuel and for the rig condi-
tion test cases, gaseous propane was used. Additionally, the inlet temperature of the
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cavity air was set to the same temperature as the core air inlet temperature since in
an engine application both inlets would be fed from the compressor. Table 3.7 shows
the operating parameters for the engine and rig conditions calculated using the same
estimations for the compressor mass flow rate, film cooling requirements, circumferen-
tial cavity split and fuel mass flow rate outlined in Section 3.5.2. Maintaining a mass
flow rate of 2 kg/s of fuel and 15.5 kg/s of air, an equivalence ratio of 2 was achieved
in the circumferential cavity. The inlet temperature for the rig condition was reduced
to more closely match an obtainable temperature using the air heaters in the AFIT
COAL Lab. Additionally, the rig core mass flow rate, cavity inlet mass flow rate and
fuel flow rate were recalculated from the previous values to more closely scale to the
engine values.
Table 3.7: Operating parameters used in 5-species reacting flow analysis for engine
condition and rig condition for complete annulus
Parameter Engine Condition Rig Condition
Operating Pressure (Static) 4,626,377 Pa 101,325 Pa
Core Mass Flow Rate 50.5 kg/s 1.94 kg/s
Core Flow Inlet Angle 54◦ 54◦
Core Flow Temperature 960 K 366 K
Core Flow Turbulence Intensity 5 % 5 %
Cavity Inlet Mass Flow 15.5 kg/s 0.45 kg/s
Cavity Inlet Flow Temperature 960 K 366 K
Cavity Inlet Turbulence Intensity 2 % 2 %
Fuel Mass Flow Rate 2 kg/s 0.064 kg/s
Fuel Inlet Temperature 300 K 300 K
To include combustion modeling in FLUENT R©, species transport with volu-
metric reactions was activated. Species transport allows the code to calculate the
transport of each species and with the addition of volumetric reactions the code al-
lows for reacting flow using a finite-rate formulation. The effects of inlet diffusion
were also considered. Regardless of the fuel used, a single-step, 5-species model was
selected. The effects of turbulence and chemistry interactions were modeled using the
Eddy-Dissipation model. This model computes the mixing rate within a turbulent
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flow under the assumption that chemical kinetics occur quickly compared to the rate
that reactants are mixed by turbulent eddies. For inlet boundary conditions, the gas
species that are entering the domain need to be specified. The fraction of O2 entering
at each air inlet boundary was set to 0.23. With no other gases specified, FLUENT R©
then assumes that the remainder of the gas composition is N2.
For the engine condition test cases, two liquid kerosene particle injections were
created in FLUENT R© using the injections function. The coordinates of the injection
source matched the locations shown in Figure 3.8. The vertical coordinate was reduced
slightly to insure that the injection was taking place fully inside the domain and not
on the surface of the cavity wall. The injectors were modeled as hollow cones with 300
particle streams each. The nozzle radius was 0.127 centimeters with a spray angle of
90◦. A total of 10 diameter sizes of injected particles was used with a Rosin-Rammler
size distribution. The Rosin-Rammler distribution is an application of the Weibull
probability distribution as applied to the size of particles. The fuel mass flow rate
into each injector was 1/40 or 1/60 of the total fuel mass flow rate shown in Table
3.7 depending on whether the 20-vane or 30-vane domain was used, respectively.
Along with the particle injections, discrete phase modeling, DPM, was also
included in the simulation. DPM allows the code to model discrete liquid particles that
interact with the continuous bulk flow. The heat transfer into the liquid particles was
calculated and the particles were allowed to evaporate and combust. The interaction
of the discrete phase with the continuous phase occurred every 5 iterations.
For the rig condition test cases, two gaseous propane inlets were added to the
domain and the block mesh was regenerated. Using gaseous fuel did not require the
use of particle injections or DPM. A mass flow inlet boundary condition was added
to the inlet of the gas injector ports with the inlet species defined as 100% propane
with a 2% turbulent intensity.
For this series of tests, density was modeled as an ideal gas for both air and
the air-fuel mixture. The constant pressure specific heat for the mixture was set to
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‘mixing law’ which takes the properties of the individual species and the concentration
of the species into account. The Cp values for each individual fluid species was set
at the default constant values. The solution was run non-adiabatic with respect to
the fluids which allowed for heating of the fuels and/or evaporation of the liquid fuel.
The solution was run adiabatic with respect to the walls in that heat transfer to the
metal surfaces in the UCC section were not considered. The solutions were run to a
minimum of 7,000 iterations with convergence monitored by residual plots and a force
monitor.
A series of tests were conducted using the 20 and 30 hybrid vane domains with
varying cavity air inlet diameters to characterize the relationship between cavity air
inlet velocity and cavity tangential velocity for both the engine and rig conditions.
The engine condition was tested with the air inlet diameter variations shown previ-
ously, while the rig was tested with these same diameters plus a diameter smaller then
the baseline to have the engine and rig results cover roughly the same inlet velocity
range. A plot was generated that showed the relationship between the cavity air inlet
diameter, the cavity air inlet velocity and the tangential velocity for both vane con-
figurations at both test conditions. To show the accuracy of the plot, four additional
tests were run for the ‘ideal’ cavity tangential velocity of 114 m/s. The air inlet di-
ameter needed to achieve this velocity in each case was determined from the plotted
relationships. For the current engine diameter, a velocity of 114 m/s represented a
g-load of 3,500 g’s which according to Lewis [3] has the highest benefit from g-loaded
combustion. Based on the findings of Zelina et al. [2], this g-load also represents the
largest load possible at an equivalence ratio of 2 before blowout occurred, as shown
in Figure 2.4.
For each test case, the area-weighted average of the cavity air inlet velocity
magnitude along with the tangential velocity, velocity magnitude and density in
the circumferential cavity were recorded. Using the density and tangential veloc-
ity of the fluid and the known cross-sectional area of the cavity, the mass flow rate
in the circumferential cavity was calculated. Additionally, the area-weighted aver-
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aged total temperature was recorded for the exit face of the domain and plots of the
circumferentially-averaged total temperature on the exit plane were created.
3.7 12-Species Reacting Flow Analysis
With the UCC operating fuel rich at an equivalence ratio of 2, four additional
tests were run using a 12-species combustion model to determine if fuel was exiting
the circumferential cavity or if the fuel was broken down and intermediate species
were exiting the cavity. Additionally, the concentrations of the specific species exiting
the cavity were of interest. The 12-species model included the fuel, O2, N2, CO2,
H2O, CH4, CO, OH, H2, O, H and HO2 which represents stoichiometric products, less
complex fuel species and unstable intermediate combustion species. Since this analysis
was only a minor variation of the 5-species reacting flow analysis, an additional grid
independence check was not performed.
The FLUENT R© settings used in this analysis differed from the 5-species re-
acting flow analysis. In place of species transport with volumetric reactions, the
non-premixed combustion setting was activated. With this setting the code calcu-
lates the mixture fraction, which is the local mass fraction of fuel elements in all
species for each cell. Since all atomic elements are conserved in chemical reactions,
tracking burned and unburned fuel elements in each cell allows the combustion to be
modeled as a mixing problem rather than a complex non-linear combustion problem.
The chemistry was modeled as being in chemical equilibrium through the use of the
equilibrium model. The system was modeled as non-adiabatic to account for heat
transfer to the incoming fuel, and in the case of the liquid fuel allow for evaporation.
The effects of inlet mixture fraction diffusion were also included in the simulation.
The fuel inlet conditions were setup in the same way as the 5-species model.
Two discrete particle injections were created in the domains operating at the engine
condition using liquid kerosene and two gaseous propane inlets were added to the
domains for the rig condition tests. At domain boundaries, the mixture fraction
needed to be defined to tell the code what species were entering the domain. At the
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air inlet boundaries, a mixture fraction of 0.0 was used which stated that no fuel
species were entering. For the gaseous propane mass flow inlets, a mixture fraction of
1.0 was used which means that only fuel species were entering.
The density of the mixture and individual fluid species in this analysis were
specified by a probability density function, PDF. A series of PDF’s were created as
look-up tables for values of temperature, density and mixture fractions of species at
a number of flow conditions. It was also at this point that the number of species
desired was entered. Under equilibrium conditions FLUENT R© allows as many as
500 species to be tracked. For this analysis only the primary 12 species were used.
The Cp value for the mixture was again specified by the ‘mixing law’, but the Cp
values of the individual species were modeled as piecewise-polynomials. According
to the FLUENT R© manual [39], the Cp settings used in the preliminary and 5-species
analysis tend to over-predict temperature. Using the current settings, the combustion
temperatures should be more accurate.
The 12-species analysis was performed using the ‘ideal’ inlet diameters found in
the previous 5-species analysis for the engine and rig conditions using the hybrid style
vane with both the 20 and 30-vane configurations. These four tests used the same
operating parameters from the previous study as outlined in Table 3.7. For each test
case, the area-weighted average of tangential velocity, velocity magnitude and density
in the circumferential cavity were recorded. Using the density and tangential velocity
of the fluid and the known cross-sectional area of the cavity, the mass flow rate in the
circumferential cavity was calculated. The area-weighted averaged total temperature
was recorded for the exit face of the domain and plots of the circumferentially-averaged
total temperature on the exit plane were created. Additionally, the area-weighted
average of the mass fractions of each species were recorded in the cavity, at the exit
plane of the cavity and at the domain exit.
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3.8 Domain Modification Analysis
In an effort to improve the temperature distribution at the domain exit and
reduce the endwall heating on both the OD and ID endwalls, a modification to the
domain was considered. A 0.159 centimeter thick flat plate was positioned 0.32 cen-
timeters above the ID endwall beginning 0.32 centimeters upstream of the vanes array
and ending 0.32 centimeters downstream of the vanes as shown in Figure 3.13. The
plate allowed cool core flow to travel below the circumferential cavity region without
mixing with the fluid exiting the cavity. When the plate ended downstream of the
vanes, the fluid exited the passage buffering the ID endwall from the hot gases in a
similar manner as a film cooling slot.
Figure 3.13: 20 hybrid vane domain with core flow divider plate
This domain was tested under rig conditions with both the 5-species and 12-
species combustion models. The 12-species combustion model was used as described
in Section 3.7. The 5-species analysis differed slightly from the description given in
Section 4.2. Rather than use a constant Cp value for the individual species, variable
piecewise-polynomial values for Cp of each fluid species were used in an attempt to
obtain a more accurate combustion temperature. As with the previous analysis, the
area-weighted average of tangential velocity, velocity magnitude and density in the
circumferential cavity were recorded and used to find the mass flow rate in the circum-
ferential cavity. The area-weighted averaged total temperature was recorded for the
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exit face of the domain and plots of the circumferentially-averaged total temperature
on the exit plane were created. Additionally, for the 12-species analysis, the area-
weighted average of the mass fractions of each species were recorded in the cavity, at
the exit plane of the cavity and at the domain exit.
3.9 Engine Condition Domain Modification
It was noted during testing, and presented in Chapter 4, that a variation in
static pressure existed between the domain inlet and the cavity inlet. Running the
rig condition in a laboratory setting would allow each inlet to be fed from separate
air sources with different pressures if necessary. In an operational engine condition,
this variation would not be present because both inlets would be fed from the same
compressor. A modified 20-vane domain was created to allow the cavity inlet holes
to be fed from a bypass off the core flow as shown in Figure 3.14. The splitter
duct is 1/3 the height of the core flow inlet attempting to capture 1/3 of the core
flow to maintain the 30% cavity to core air ratio. Three cavity inlet port diameters
were tested including the baseline and 2x diameters discusses previously and 0.864
centimeters (1.6x) which is shown in Section 4.2 to be the ideal air inlet diameter for
the 20-vane engine condition.
Figure 3.14: 20 hybrid vane domain with cavity inlet splitter duct
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This domain was tested under engine conditions using liquid fuel with the 5-
species combustion model discussed in Section 4.2. The core mass flow inlet was
increased from 2.525 kg/s to 3.3 kg/s to include the cavity inlet mass flow require-
ment. All remaining parameters were maintained from those outlined in the ‘engine
condition’ column of Table 3.7.
3.10 Uncertainty
The uncertainty within the CFD solution is dependent on the accuracy of the
CFD solver, turbulence model, reaction mixing models, chemical kinetics models and
specific heat values. Most of these properties are internal to FLUENT R© and not
directly visible to the user. The repeatability of the solution and variation of results
within a converged solution were very good. A repeat test, using the same operat-
ing conditions, showed a difference of less than 1 m/s in average tangential velocity
and less than 10 degrees in the average temperature at the domain exit plane. The
variation within a converged solution with additional iterations showed oscillations
of approximately ±1.5 m/s tangential velocity from an average value and oscillations
of approximately ±10 degrees from an average total temperature on the domain exit
face. The values of tangential velocity reported in Chapter 4 was the peak value
obtained within a solution oscillation and the exit temperature listed was the total
temperature associated with that tangential velocity. The uncertainty due to the grid
resolution was previously shown to be 2.4% for the non-reacting cases and 1.8% for
the reacting flow cases.
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IV. UCC Numerical Analysis Results
The results of the series of numerical studies outlined in Chapter 3 is presented in this
chapter in order of increasing complexity beginning with the preliminary analysis and
ending with the 12-species analysis. Each level of complexity offered a deeper level of
understanding into the flow structures and behavior of fluid in the UCC section.
4.1 Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary analysis provided bulk flow results and a comparison of the
hybrid vane with the typical vane currently used in the small-scale studies. The two
vane designs represent two very different inlet conditions into the combustor section
yet the exit angle for both vanes was identical. The difference in circumferential cavity
tangential velocity between the two vane designs was minimal for the higher mass flow
rates but did reach a maximum of 45% for the 25% cavity inlet mass flow rate in the
30-vane domains. It was also found that there was a 20% variation in tangential
velocity as the number of vanes below the circumferential cavity was changed. This
result can be seen in Figure 4.1 which shows the variation of tangential velocity as a
function of vane count for each cavity inlet mass flow rate tested.
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Figure 4.1: Tangential velocity as a function of vane count and cavity mass flow
inlet percentage (engine conditions)
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At the time these results were obtained, the cause of the fluctuation in tangential
velocity relative to the number of vanes was not known. However, after completing
the air inlet port diameter study at the end of the preliminary analysis, the cause of
the variations became more apparent. There were two factors that were combined to
produce the variations; one related to the cavity inlet condition and the other related
to the flow pattern of fluid through the vane passages. For the 0-vane, 30-vane and 45-
vane domains, 90 pairs of air inlet ports were used. This number represents the most
inlet ports used around the complete annulus and thus the largest total inlet area. All
vane count variations used the same inlet mass flow rate and applying Equation 2.12
shows that the larger the area the slower the inlet velocity. It will be shown later that
there is a direct correlation between cavity inlet velocity and tangential velocity. The
60-vane domain had the least number of air inlet ports for the complete array and thus
had the largest cavity inlet velocity for the same inlet mass flow rate. Allowing the
cavity inlet mass flow rate to decrease while fixing the inlet area shows the trend of
increased tangential velocity for increased cavity inlet mass flow rate (increased inlet
velocity) as shown in Figure 4.2. If this relationship was the only factor contributing
to the tangential velocity, the 0-vane, 30-vane and 45-vane domains would all have
the same tangential velocity. For low tangential velocities, however, such as the 25%
cavity inlet mass flow rate shown in Figure 4.1, the variation between the 0-vane,
30-vane and 45-vane for the typical vane type was minimal.
The second cause for the velocity variation was a balance between metallic
blockage and benefits obtained by accelerated core flow through smaller vane passages
for increased numbers of vanes. Additional vanes below the circumferential cavity
reduced the area that the fluid could exit the cavity. This restriction caused an
increase in the mass flow rate in the cavity which resulted in a slightly increased
velocity. However, additional vanes also caused a greater pressure reduction between
the smaller vane passages. This reduction in pressure helped to draw fluid out of the
circumferential cavity which reduced the mass flow rate and ultimately caused a slight
decrease in tangential velocity. It is not possible to quantify the individual impact on
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Figure 4.2: Tangential velocity as a function of cavity mass flow inlet percentage
the mass flow rate resulting from metallic blockage or the pressure reduction between
the vanes since both variations occur as a pair. The combined effect can be quantified
and is shown in Figure 4.3 as the resulting cross-sectional mass flow rate in the cavity
for each vane count. For both vane types the 0-vane case serves as a baseline.
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Figure 4.3: Cavity cross-sectional mass flow rate as a function of vane count (100%
cavity inlet mass flow rate)
From Figure 4.3 it can be seen that the addition of 20 vanes below the circum-
ferential cavity resulted in a mass flow rate increase, meaning that the effects from
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metallic blockage dominated. For increased vane count beyond 20 vanes, the mass
flow rate in the cavity was reduced, indicating that the pressure reduction between
the vanes had enough of an impact to counter the effects from blockage. For both
vane types the mass flow rate in the cavity was never reduced below the 0-vane values.
An explanation of the large increase in mass flow rate for the 60-vane case is given
below.
Adding additional vanes had a negative effect at very high tangential velocities.
The fluid exiting the circumferential cavity hit the suction surface of the turbine vane
and flowed down the face of the airfoil to the ID endwall. Since the passage was
short, the fluid maintained enough momentum to roll up the pressure surface of the
neighbor vane. If the distance between vanes was decreased sufficiently, such as the
60-vane case, the high-velocity fluid exiting the cavity could roll up the neighbor vane
faster than it could be convected downstream by the core flow and could actually
re-enter the cavity or at a minimum block a large amount of fluid from exiting the
downstream section of the cavity. This flow pattern resulted in a much larger mass
flow rate in the cavity for the 60-vane domain than any other test case. Figure 4.4
shows streamlines of the exiting flow for the 20- and 60-vane domains with contours
of total temperature to show how the flow pattern affects the exit of hot gases from
the cavity. The negative effect of this flow pattern was removed by controlling the
tangential velocity in the cavity as shown later in this section. In Figure 4.4, the thick
black lines are streamlines of fluid exiting the cavity (streamlines are not shown in
the cavity for figure clarity) and the thin black lines are streamlines of the core flow.
In both test cases shown, the core flow near the OD endwall became entrained by
the cavity flow and was redirected into the vane, reducing the surface temperature
drastically.
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(a) 20-vane
(b) 60-vane
Figure 4.4: Streamlines and contours of total temperature for typical style vane
domains (Thick black lines are streamlines exiting the circumferential cavity, thin
black lines are core flow streamlines)
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The combustor section exit temperature profile is of critical importance to the
turbine blade durability. The temperature profile, or pattern factor, establishes the
work potential of the turbine rotor along with setting the cooling flow requirements
to the airfoil. Ideally, the temperature in the middle third of the blade would be
the hottest with the temperature decreasing toward the endwalls. Because endwalls
are difficult to cool, and there are other complications with hot gas ingestion in the
engine seams along the ID endwall, it is important to keep these surfaces as cool
as possible. The temperature at the domain exit plane is presented using a pattern
factor as defined by Mattingly et al. [1] and shown in Equation 4.1. All station 4
temperatures in this equation were taken as total temperatures on the exit plane.
PF =
Tt4max − Tt4avg
Tt4avg − Tt3
(4.1)
Figure 4.5 shows the circumferentially-averaged temperatures at the combustor
section exit for 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate in all tested domains. Of the cases
shown, the 45-vane, typical vane style, resulted in the most uniform temperature
distribution with no excess heating of either endwall. Of the remaining cases, at least
one endwall was heated above the average temperature. Reductions of cavity inlet
mass flow rate in general resulted in a more uniform temperature distribution as the
mass flow rate into the cavity was reduced. Additionally, because of the way the test
cases were set up using injection of hot gas into the cavity rather than combustion
modeling, lower mass flow rates into the circumferential cavity resulted in less available
energy and lower average temperatures at the exit to the combustor section. These
results are shown in Appendix D.
For the 20 hybrid vane case shown in Figure 4.5, the fluid exiting the circum-
ferential cavity was able to maintain more momentum due to the larger angle of the
vane. The high momentum resulted in the fluid exiting out of the cavity further in the
radial direction, leaving a cooler upper endwall. The cooler OD endwall resulted in a
lower average temperature which caused an increase in the pattern factor compared
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Figure 4.5: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit (100% cavity inlet ṁ)
to the typical vane. The tabulated properties of tangential velocity, cavity mass flow
rate, pattern factor and g-load for the 100% cavity inlet mass flow rates are shown
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in Table 4.1. With the more perpendicular typical vane, the momentum of the fluid
exiting the cavity was reduced and the fluid stayed closer to the OD endwall result-
ing in a higher average temperature. Both vanes produced approximately the same
maximum temperature at the ID endwall. The rig condition using the 20 hybrid vane
domain, which was shown in Figure 4.2 to have a lower tangential velocity, produced
a more uniform result similar to the 30-vane domains. The tabulated properties of
the rig condition tangential velocity, cavity mass flow rate, pattern factor and g-load
for 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate is shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1: 100% mass flow rate into the circumferential cavity test results for varied
geometry (engine conditions)
Vane Style Vane Tangential Mass Flow Rate1 Pattern g-Load
Count Velocity Factor
No-Vane 2 0 540 m/s 10.70 kg/s 0.62 78,000
No-Vane 3 0 554 m/s 10.32 kg/s 0.38 82,100
Typical 20 606 m/s 11.31 kg/s 0.66 98,250
Hybrid 20 602 m/s 11.76 kg/s 0.79 97,000
Typical 30 558 m/s 10.93 kg/s 0.34 83,300
Hybrid 30 571 m/s 10.98 kg/s 0.21 87,200
Typical 45 534 m/s 10.69 kg/s 0.12 82,100
Typical 60 667 m/s 14.3 kg/s 0.42 119,000
1 Cross-sectional mass flow rate through circumferential cavity
2 Axial core flow representative of typical vane configuration
3 54◦ angled core flow representative of hybrid vane configuration
Table 4.2: Result for 100% mass flow rate into the cavity using the 20 and 30 hybrid
vane domains (rig conditions)
Vane Style Vane Tangential Mass Flow Rate1 Pattern g-Load
Count Velocity Factor
Hybrid 20 388 m/s 0.36 kg/s 1.4 40,250
Hybrid 30 334 m/s 0.44 kg/s 0.22 30,000
1 Cross-sectional mass flow rate through circumferential cavity
Variation of the core flow percentage had virtually no effect on the velocity
of the fluid in the circumferential cavity or the mass flow rate through the cavity.
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Table 4.3 shows the results of the five core flow percentage variations. The area-
weighted averaged total temperature at the exit to the domain, however, increased as
the core mass flow rate was decreased, which resulted in a corresponding decrease in
the pattern factor. This pattern is the expected result. Since the mass flow rate into
the circumferential cavity was unchanged for all core flow variations, the same energy
was released from the cavity. For reduced core mass flow rates, the hot cavity air was
mixed with less cooler core air, allowing the fluid at the exit of the domain to remain
hotter. For the higher core flow rates, the ID endwall temperature was elevated but
had a lower average temperature at the exit plane. Additionally, as the core mass
flow rate was reduced, the temperature distribution at the exit plane became more
linear. Figure 4.6 shows the circumferentially-averaged total temperature at the exit
of the domain for each variation of the core mass flow rate.
Table 4.3: Results for core mass flow rate variations. 20-vane, hybrid style vane
domain, engine conditions
Core Flow Tangential Mass Flow Rate1 Pattern g-Load
Percentage Velocity Factor2
125% 594 m/s 11.52 kg/s 1.83 94,400
100% 602 m/s 11.97 kg/s 0.79 97,000
75% 594 m/s 11.40 kg/s 0.53 94,400
50% 592 m/s 11.37 kg/s 0.42 93,800
25% 591 m/s 11.07 kg/s 0.53 93,450
1 Cross-sectional mass flow rate through circumferential cavity
The one major problem with the results presented thus far is the g-loading on
the fluid in the circumferential cavity. For all test cases, with the exception of one
of the 25% mass flow rate test cases, the g-load on the fluid well exceeded 7,500
g’s, which both Lewis [3] and Zelina et al. [2] reported to be the blow out limit for
stoichiometric combustion. From Figure 2.4 it can be seen that at an equivalence
ratio of 2, on which the mass flow rate values were based, any g-loading value above
3,500 g’s would result in blowout. Even if a reduced equivalence ratio was used, the
g-loading cutoff for blowout would be exceeded. While the variations in mass flow rate
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Figure 4.6: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section exit
with core mass flow rate variations using 20-vane, hybrid vane style domain (engine
conditions)
into the circumferential cavity helped to understand the flow physics, the 100% test
cases represent takeoff conditions and other full throttle maneuvers. The engine must
be able to operate at the full range of mass flow rates, meaning that simply reducing
the mass flow rate into the cavity is not an option to limit the g-load. G-loadings
upwards of 80,000 g’s, as seen in the previously presented results, would immediately
result in a blowout and an unusable engine as the throttle setting was increased. The
tangential velocity of the fluid in the cavity must be reduced to reduce the g-load to
no more than 3,500 g’s at the takeoff condition to ensure the engine could operate at
the desired equivalence ratio and necessary mass flow rates.
Since variations in the number or geometry of the vanes and core flow percent-
ages did not cause any appreciable reduction in tangential velocity, another alternative
was sought to reduce the g-load. Reduction of the injection velocity was investigated
by changing the cavity air inlet area. Using the 20 and 30 hybrid vane domains, the
diameter of the air injection ports were enlarged, as discussed in Section 3.4. For
constant mass flow rates, as the inlet area increased, the injection velocity decreased.
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As shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 for 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate for engine and rig
conditions, the tangential velocity within the cavity was extremely dependent on the
inlet velocity. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show that this dependence is linear. These figures
also reveal that this relationship was maintained at lower cavity inlet mass flow rates,
making the relationship mass flow rate independent.
Table 4.4: Results for air inlet area variations, 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate,
20-vane, hybrid style vane domain
Op Inlet Inlet Tangential Mass Flow Pattern g-Load
Con Name Area1 Velocity Rate2 Factor
Engine Baseline 3.19 cm2 602 m/s 11.76 kg/s 0.79 97,000
Engine 2x 12.87 cm2 213 m/s 3.79 kg/s 0.41 12,100
Engine 3x 28.75 cm2 89 m/s 1.67 kg/s 0.35 2,100
Engine Top Wall 57.29 cm2 61 m/s 1.20 kg/s 0.34 1,000
Rig Baseline 3.19 cm2 388 m/s 0.36 kg/s 1.66 40,300
Rig 2x 12.87 cm2 141 m/s 0.12 kg/s 0.37 5,300
Rig 3x 28.75 cm2 60 m/s 0.05 kg/s 0.55 1,000
Rig Top Wall 57.29 cm2 40 m/s 0.04 kg/s 0.64 400
1 Total inlet area for the domain section
2 Cross-sectional mass flow rate through circumferential cavity
Table 4.5: Results for air inlet area variations, 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate,
30-vane, hybrid style vane domain
Op Inlet Inlet Tangential Mass Flow Pattern g-Load
Con Name Area1 Velocity Rate2 Factor
Engine Baseline 2.40 cm2 571 m/s 10.98 kg/s 0.21 87,000
Engine 2x 8.05 cm2 210 m/s 4.08 kg/s 0.43 11,800
Engine Top Wall 37.89 cm2 67 m/s 1.15 kg/s 0.32 1,200
Rig Baseline 2.40 cm2 334 m/s 0.44 kg/s 0.22 30,000
Rig 2x 8.05 cm2 136 m/s 0.13 kg/s 0.19 5,000
Rig Top Wall 37.89 cm2 41 m/s 0.04 kg/s 0.23 450
1 Total inlet area for the domain section
2 Cross-sectional mass flow rate through circumferential cavity
The results for the 20-vane and 30-vane analysis were presented on separate
plots for clarity, but as shown in Figure 4.9, the relationship is the same for both
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Figure 4.7: Plot of tangential velocity vs. cavity air inlet velocity for the 20 hybrid
vane domain
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Figure 4.8: Plot of tangential velocity vs. cavity air inlet velocity for the 30 hybrid
vane domain
geometries. Figure 4.10 shows the resulting relationship between the inlet area and
the tangential velocity.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of tangential velocity vs. cavity air inlet velocity for both hybrid
vane domains
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Figure 4.10: Plot of tangential velocity vs. cavity air inlet area for the 20 hybrid
vane engine condition
In Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.10 it can be seen that the rig condition tangential
velocity results were closely matched to the 50% mass flow rate engine condition
despite a large difference in operating pressure, mass flow rate and inlet temperature.
The results are similar because the resultant inlet velocities were very closely matched,
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confirming that the inlet velocity is the driving parameter in controlling tangential
velocity regardless of the remaining parameters.
In Figure 4.7 it can be seen that the lower cavity mass flow rates (50% and 25%)
operating with the larger diameter inlets (slower velocity inlets) achieved faster cavity
tangential velocities than the higher mass flow rate cases using the same inlets. This
anomaly was the result of the lower mass flow rates entraining core flow fluid into the
cavity. Another effect of the entrained core flow in the circumferential cavity was a
greatly reduced cavity temperature. The flow pattern in the cavity for the lower mass
flow rates revealed a bulk flow in the circumferential direction in conjunction with a
swirl component. This pattern was not observed in the higher flow rate cases which
only had a circumferential flow component.
The exit temperature profile was impacted by the variation of the air inlet area
as well. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the circumferentially-averaged total temperatures
for each inlet area variation using 100% cavity inlet mass flow rate for the 20 and
30 hybrid vane domains at engine conditions, respectively. Figures 4.13 and 4.14
show the same parameters for the 20 and 30 hybrid vane domains at rig conditions,
respectively. In all four cases the OD endwall temperature was fairly constant with
the largest variation at 13%. The ID endwall, however, was the region most impacted
by the air inlet area variation and the change in tangential velocity. In general, higher
inlet velocities resulted in higher ID endwall temperatures. There was not a direct
linear relationship that applied to the results since the 20-vane, 3x diameter case
resulted in a lower ID endwall temperature than the top wall injection case. This
relationship does show, however, that slower tangential velocities do not allow the
fluid exiting the circumferential cavity to completely penetrate the core flow and heat
the endwall as it is convected downstream.
To understand why the exit temperature changes, contour plots of the total
temperature on the vane, ID endwall and domain exit are shown in Figure 4.15 for
100% cavity inlet mass flow rate for each inlet diameter test case using the 20 hybrid
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Figure 4.11: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit with air inlet variations using the 20 hybrid vane domain (engine conditions)
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Figure 4.12: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit with air inlet variations using the 30 hybrid vane domain (engine conditions)
vane domain. In the baseline and 2x diameter inlet test cases, region 1 highlights
the areas on the suction surface that were cooled by OD core flow that was entrained
by the high-velocity cavity flow and swirled into the vane. The profile of the hot
fluid on the vane surface after exiting the cavity was directly proportional to the
velocity of the fluid in the circumferential cavity. Faster cavity flows had little or no
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Figure 4.13: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit with air inlet variations using the 20 hybrid vane domain (rig conditions)
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Figure 4.14: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit with air inlet variations using the 30 hybrid vane domain (rig conditions)
curvature at location 2, but due to the momentum of the fluid exiting the cavity, the
profile at location 3 was almost linear. The 3x and top wall inlet domains showed
more curvature at location 2, to the extent that the fluid on the vane surface did not
reach the endwall. There was still fluid downstream, however, that swirled off the
vane surface and caused ID endwall heating. Additionally, the fluid at location 3 did
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not have the same linear profile observed in the baseline case resulting in a reduced
heated footprint. A smaller heated area on the vane surface means that there will be
less area to cool in future iterations of the analysis. Because the endwall surface is
difficult to cool and ingestion of hot gases into the ID engine seams could result in
catestrophic failure, the ideal situation would have no excess heating of either endwall.
The contour plots for the 30 hybrid vane domain under engine conditions and the rig
condition tests using the 20 and 30 hybrid vane domains are shown in Appendix D.
(a) Baseline Inlet (b) 2x Area Inlet
(c) 3x Area Inlet (d) Top Wall Inlet
Figure 4.15: Total temperature contours on UCC components using 100% cavity
inlet mass flow, 20 hybrid vane domain under engine conditions
Figure 4.16 shows streamlines from the 3x air inlet test case of the flow exiting
the circumferential cavity interacting with the core flow and convecting downstream.
Reducing the tangential velocity in the cavity allowed greater control over the exit
pattern of the cavity fluid. The slower cavity flow did not have the same swirl pattern
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between the vanes that was shown in Figure 4.4 and thus did not heat the pressure
surface of the neighbor vane or the ID endwall below the cavity. There was, however,
some localized heating of the ID endwall downstream. Additionally, the cavity fluid
was able to exit across the entire width of the cavity uninhibited by fluid that exited
from the upstream edge of the cavity and swirled around to block the fluid at the
downstream edge of the cavity.
Figure 4.16: Streamlines from the 3x area air inlet, 20 hybrid vane domain under
engine conditions
While no fighter-scale UCC experimental studies have been conducted to sup-
port the current CFD results, a recent experimental study by Lebay et al. [40] con-
ducted on a small-scale UCC section showed the flow pattern of hot gases exiting the
circumferential cavity. The geometry and flow conditions in the study by LeBay et
al. were not exactly matched to the current fighter-scale numerical analysis, however,
the pattern of fluid exiting the circumferential cavity provided some confidence that
the CFD results from the current analysis were reasonable. Figure 4.17 shows a time
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lapsed sequence of pictures from the LeBay et al. study using a circumferential cavity
velocity to core flow velocity ratio of 3.456 operating at atmospheric pressures. The
test rig used in the study featured a constant core flow channel (and vane) height of
2.8 centimeters with a circumferential cavity width of 3.8 centimeters. The radius of
curvature of the cavity was 5.5 centimeters.
Figure 4.17: Time lapse sequence of fluid exiting the circumferential cavity during
small-scale UCC experimental testing [40]
The velocity ratio in the current CFD analysis that was most closely matched
to the experimental conditions used by Lebay et al. was 4.45 and was found using
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the 30 hybrid vane domain with a baseline air inlet diameter under rig conditions.
The contours of total temperature on the vane surface for this test case are shown in
Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.18: Contours of total temperature in the 30 hybrid vane domain with
baseline air inlet diameters under rig conditions. Velocity ratio = 4.45
Comparing the CFD results from the current numerical study shown in Figure
4.18 to the experimental results from LeBay et al. shown in Figure 4.17 produced
several similarities. In both figures the majority of the hot gases exited the circum-
ferential cavity from approximately the downstream third of the cavity. Additionally,
the profile of the hot gases at location 1 in both figures is fairly linear and spanned the
radial distance of the vane. While it is not clearly visible in the still images of Figure
4.17, a fluid swirl pattern between the UCC turbine vanes similar to that shown in
Figure 4.16 can be seen in a corresponding video taken by LeBay et al. (not shown).
The mass flow rate in the circumferential cavity is an indicator of how far the
fluid travels in the cavity from the injection hole to its exit into the core flow. Using
the 20-vane domain as an example, the value of the mass flow rate into and out of the
circumferential cavity was 0.875 kg/s per section. The cross-sectional mass flow rate
in the circumferential cavity, however, was much higher. This value was larger than
the section inlet mass flow rate but less than the total inlet mass flow rate for the
engine. The cavity cross-sectional mass flow rate was a result of the fact that the fluid
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does not enter the cavity and immediately exit the cavity at the next vane, resulting
in a build-up of fluid. The amount of fluid transported in the cavity was proportional
to the number of inlets upstream from a reference location whose fluid has not exited
the cavity. Larger mass flow rates mean that fluid is staying in the cavity longer and
thus traveling farther before exiting. Dividing the cavity mass flow rate from Table
4.4 by the inlet mass flow rate per vane section (0.875 kg/s), the number of vanes
and the physical distance between the inlet and exit position were determined. These
measurements were verified by interrogating the streamlines in the CFD solutions.
Figure 4.19 shows the streamlines in the circumferential cavity for the 20 hybrid vane
domain at engine conditions for the baseline and 3x air inlets.
Figure 4.19: Streamlines in the circumferential cavity for the 20 vane domain using
baseline air inlets (above) and 3x air inlets (below)
Using the tangential velocity from Tables 4.4 and 4.5 and the arc length traveled
between the fluid inlet and exit, the residence time was computed. The resulting
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residence times are shown in Table 4.6 for engine and rig conditions for 20 and 30 vane
domains. The range of residence times shows the lowest and highest time calculated
for all air inlet variations. Between the two vane types there was virtually no difference
in residence time further supporting that for low vane counts, the number of vanes
has little to no effect on the properties in the circumferential cavity.
Table 4.6: Residence time for 20 and 30-vane domains
Vane Count Test Condition Residence Time
20 Engine 0.0024-0.0027 sec
20 Rig 0.0034-0.0038 sec
30 Engine 0.0026 sec
30 Rig 0.0039-0.0043 sec
Despite the fact that the 3.81 centimeter circumferential cavity test case was the
first case run in the preliminary analysis, it is the last geometry variation discussed in
this section. The reason the results are presented out of order is because the previous
analysis and discussion helped to explain the results obtained in the 3.81 centimeter
case. This test was run only once and used the engine conditions in a 20 hybrid vane
domain with baseline diameter air inlet ports. The result from this test is shown in
Table 4.7 with the results of the same test conducted with the 4.83 centimeter cavity
used in all other analysis in this report.
Table 4.7: Circumferential cavity flow properties using different cavity sizes
Cavity Size Vane Tangential Mass Flow Rate1 g-Load
Count Velocity
3.81 cm 20 610 m/s 6.77 kg/s 99,500
4.83 cm 20 606 m/s 11.31 kg/s 98,250
1 Cross-sectional mass flow rate through circumferential cavity
When the results of the 3.81 centimeter cavity test case were obtained, it was
hypothesized that the cavity was too small to hold the desired cavity inlet mass flow
rate which resulted in a large cross-sectional mass flow rate through the cavity and the
extremely high tangential velocity. Based on this result, a larger cavity measuring 4.83
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centimeters, was tested. From Table 4.7, it can be seen that the tangential velocity
in the circumferential cavity was only reduced 0.7% with the new cavity size; not the
reduction in velocity that was expected. The mass flow rate through the cross-section
of the circumferential cavity was increased for the larger cavity while maintaining a
similar tangential velocity and fluid density. The only reason the larger cavity resulted
in a larger cross-sectional mass flow rate was due to the larger cross-sectional area. It
was not until the preliminary analysis was completed that these results made sense.
Both domains used the same size and number of cavity inlet ports with the same
cavity inlet mass flow rate. From the previous analysis it was shown that the inlet
velocity had the largest control over the tangential velocity and that the seemingly
linear relationship of cavity inlet velocity to tangential velocity was independent of
the inlet mass flow rate. From the comparison between the different cavity sizes, it
was determined that this relationship extends beyond a correlation that only applied
to a specific cavity dimension. For a steady-state solution, the amount of fluid in the
circumferential cavity was adjusted to maintain the flow properties dictated by the
cavity inlet conditions.
While the relationships of inlet velocity to tangential velocity and bulk flow
patterns were validated by the complex analysis of the reacting flow models, the
pressures on the cavity inlets obtained in the preliminary analysis were not feasible. In
FLUENT R©, only the domain exit pressure and mass flow rates into the domain could
be set. Due to the extremely high cavity inlet temperature resulting from injecting air
at combustion temperatures, the pressure required to maintain the desired mass flow
rate into the cavity was 55% larger than the domain inlet pressure. This resulted in a
cavity inlet pressure in excess of 7,227,000 Pa. The large cavity inlet pressure resulted
in an increase in total pressure across the combustor section in approximately 50% of
the test cases. In an engine, both the domain inlet and the cavity inlet would be fed
from the same compressor. The huge pressure demand for the cavity inlet ports could
not be supported. The cavity inlet pressure was reduced in the advanced analysis
using realistic inlet temperatures with combustion models.
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4.2 5-Species Reacting Flow Analysis
The primary focus of the 5-species analysis was to quantify the relationship of
cavity inlet velocity to tangential velocity using a 5-species reacting flow model that
included stoichiometric reactants and products. This model allowed fuel and air to
be injected into the cavity separately and the cavity inlet temperature to be reduced
from the preliminary analysis value. Using the air inlet variations and solver settings
discussed in Section 4.2, the 20 and 30 hybrid vane domains were run with engine and
rig conditions. Each domain was run at each operating condition using several cavity
inlet diameters. The results for each test case series are shown in Figure 4.20 as the
solid lines. These lines use the common x-axis and the y-axis on the left side of the
plot to display the relationship between cavity inlet velocity and tangential velocity.
From these results it can be seen that the engine conditions produced a slightly higher
tangential velocity for the same inlet velocity. The engine condition also had a higher
combustion temperature which could be contributing to a lower cavity density and
slightly higher tangential velocity. The tangential velocity data range in the figure
goes from 350 g’s to 7,000 g’s.
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Figure 4.20: Relationship of cavity inlet velocity to cavity tangential velocity and
hole diameter for the 5-species analysis
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The dashed lines shown in Figure 4.20 represent the diameter of the inlet ports
relative to the cavity inlet velocity. These lines use the common x-axis with the y-axis
on the right side of the figure. These lines are color coded to specific test configurations
and are based on the mass flow rate into the domain section and also the number of
air inlet ports in each domain. There is a variation in these relationships based on the
density at the inlet of the cavity inlet port and are shown for generic inlet densities.
The specific mathematical relationship derived to produce the dashed lines is given
in Equation 4.2. In this equation, the resulting cavity inlet port diameter (ø) is given
in centimeters. The equation was derived using the ideal gas relationships, the area
of an ellipse as determined by the injection angle, and accounts for the specified mass
flow rate through all of the inlet ports in each domain section.
ø =
(
4ṁsectionsin(λ)
IρinletVinletπ
)Q
× 100 (4.2)
In Equation 4.2, ṁsection is the mass flow rate into the domain section, λ is
the inlet port injection angle, I is the number of inlet ports per domain section and
ρinlet and Vinlet are the density and velocity at the entrance to the cavity inlet port
(boundary surface). The values of the exponent, Q, was tailored to best fit the CFD
results for each test configuration and are given in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Values of the exponent, Q, for each test configuration
Test Configuration Value of Q
20-Vane Engine 0.5045
20-Vane Rig 0.502
30-Vane Engine 0.5035
30-Vane Rig 0.503
The idea of an ‘ideal’ tangential velocity was introduced and discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2 as relating to the maximum g-load in the circumferential cavity for a given
equivalence ratio without resulting in blowout. This situation allows for the largest
benefit from g-loaded combustion while maintaining a stable flame. For the current
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study the ideal tangential velocity was 114 m/s resulting in a g-load of approximately
3,500 g’s. Using the correlations presented in Figure 4.20, the cavity inlet velocity was
found for the ideal tangential velocity for each test configuration. The cavity inlet
port diameters were then determined based on these inlet velocities through the use
of Equation 4.2. The cavity inlet mass flow rates were still the same as those outlined
in Table 3.7. The results of the ideal tangential velocity analysis are shown in Table
4.9.
Table 4.9: Inlet port diameters and fluid properties for 5-species, ‘ideal’ tangential
velocity analysis
Test Inlet Port Inlet Tangential Pattern g-Load
Configuration Diameter Velocity Velocity Factor
20-Vane Engine 0.8641 cm 46.9 m/s 113.5 m/s 0.45 3,446
20-Vane Rig 0.5208 cm 56.6 m/s 113.5 m/s 0.47 3,446
30-Vane Engine 0.7931 cm 46.3 m/s 111.6 m/s 0.44 3,329
30-Vane Rig 0.4789 cm 55.6 m/s 114.7 m/s 0.55 3,516
With identical cavity and core inlet mass flow rates and the inlet port diameters
tuned to achieve the same tangential velocity in the circumferential cavity, the exit
temperature profiles for the engine and rig conditions appear to follow similar trends.
The trends are especially noticeable for the 20-vane domains, as shown in Figure 4.21.
The combustion temperatures were lower for the rig conditions which resulted in a
lower temperature at the domain exit plane as well.
While the 30-vane domains produced a more uniform temperature, the 20-vane
domains produced a pattern closer to the desirable temperature profile with cool
endwalls and a hot central section of the passage. The 20-vane domains did not
produce the full desired profile due to the ID endwall remaining hot, but the profile
above 33 centimeters was desirable.
Figures 4.22-4.25 are provided to help illustrate how the exit temperature pro-
files were formed and identify the engine surfaces impacted by the hot gases exiting
the cavity. The contour plane in the circumferential cavity in Figures 4.22-4.25 shows
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Figure 4.21: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit using the 5-species model and ideal air inlet diameters for each test configuration
a variation in cavity temperature resulting from the use of a combustion model. These
contour planes also help illustrate the mixing properties and primary combustion re-
gions within the cavity. The variation in temperature throughout the circumferential
cavity was not seen in the preliminary analysis due to the simplifications used.
Figure 4.22: Total temperature contours on UCC components for ideal tangential
velocity in the 20 hybrid vane domain under engine conditions
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Figure 4.23: Total temperature contours on UCC components for ideal tangential
velocity in the 20 hybrid vane domain under rig conditions
Figure 4.24: Total temperature contours on UCC components for ideal tangential
velocity in the 30 hybrid vane domain under engine conditions
Figure 4.25: Total temperature contours on UCC components for ideal tangential
velocity in the 30 hybrid vane domain under rig conditions
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The static and total pressures were calculated at the domain inlet, circumfer-
ential cavity inlet and domain exit for each ideal test configuration. The results are
reported in Table 4.10 along with the pressure difference from the domain inlet to
the domain exit. A negative percent difference indicates a pressure drop across the
combustor.
Table 4.10: Calculated pressures for ‘ideal’ test configurations using a 5-species
combustion model
Test Pressure Domain Cavity Domain %
Configuration Type Inlet (Pa) Inlet (Pa) Exit (Pa) Difference
20-Vane Engine Static 4,975,743 5,112,463 4,626,353 -7.02
Total 5,113,571 5,139,236 4,834,597 -5.45
20-Vane Rig Static 115,951 131,303 101,325 -12.61
Total 119,212 133,820 108,022 -9.39
30-Vane Engine Static 5,459,956 5,579,885 4,625,999 -15.27
Total 5,584,357 5,606,926 4,923,104 -11.84
30-Vane Rig Static 126,864 141,146 101,314 -20.14
Total 129,817 143,723 110,730 -14.7
Any pressure drop within the combustor section reduces the drop that could
be obtained across the turbine rotors and therefore reduces the work potential of
the turbine. The UCC is being designed to replace a traditional can-type combustor
which currently has an average pressure drop of 6%. For an accurate comparison of the
complete pressure drop across the same set of components, the pressure drop across
the turbine inlet guide vane must also be considered for the traditional combustor
since the UCC includes that component. With the turbine inlet guide vane included,
the complete pressure drop across a traditional combustor from the exit of the last
compressor rotor to the inlet of the first turbine rotor is approximately 8%. The
20-vane domain offered the lowest pressure drop in static and total pressure for both
the engine and rig conditions for the conditions tested and reduced the pressure loses
compared to the traditional combustor. One item to note, however, is that using
the current test setup with a domain inlet and a separate cavity inlet each operating
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at slightly different pressures allowed additional pressure to be added to the system
through the cavity inlets. This configuration could be artifically reducing the pressure
drop across the UCC section due to the addition of pressure. In an engine where the
core flow and cavity inlet flow would both be fed from the same compressor and
have the same static pressure, the pressure loss across the combustor system could
potentially be increased.
To show the primary regions of pressure loss within the domains Figures 4.26
through 4.29 are provided. These figures show contours of absolute and total pressure
on the walls of the 20-vane domain under engine and rig conditions. Due to the
relatively small difference in pressure from the domain inlet to the exit, the contours
in Figures 4.26 - 4.29 are shown in gray scale because this color scheme more clearly
shows subtle variations in value. The absolute pressure shown in the figures is the
actual static pressure at each location. As a result of the way FLUENT R© outputs
pressure data, the total pressure values are referenced to the operating pressures
shown in Table 3.7 for each condition. From the contours of Figures 4.26 - 4.29 it can
be seen that the bulk of the pressure drop (darker contours) occurred immediately
downstream of the circumferential cavity. The pressure drop in this location was the
result of a large shear interaction between the UCC and core flows.
Figure 4.26: Absolute (static) pressure contours on UCC components in the 20
hybrid vane domain under engine conditions
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Figure 4.27: Total pressure contours on UCC components in the 20 hybrid vane
domain under engine conditions
Figure 4.28: Absolute (static) pressure contours on UCC components in the 20
hybrid vane domain under rig conditions
Figure 4.29: Total pressure contours on UCC components in the 20 hybrid vane
domain under rig conditions
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The previous 5-species results were all obtained using a constant value of Cp
for each fluid species as discussed in Section 4.2. Based on the FLUENT R© documen-
tation [39], a variable value of Cp for each fluid species using a piecewise-polynomial
relationship as a function of temperature more accurately predicts combustion tem-
peratures. A constant value of Cp tends to over predict temperature. The 20-vane
ideal rig configuration was re-run using the 5-species model and piecewise-polynomial
relationships of Cp to determine the impact on the combustion temperatures and tan-
gential velocity in the circumferential cavity. Figure 4.30 shows the circumferentially-
averaged total temperatures on the domain exit for the 20-vane ideal rig configuration
with constant Cp values and again with piecewise-polynomial values of Cp. From Fig-
ure 4.30 it can be seen that the variable Cp reduced the maximum temperature and
produced a more uniform profile while leaving the upper endwall temperature the
same. The average temperature in the cavity was reduced 19% and the average tem-
perature at the domain exit was reduced 13%. The temperature variation caused a
2.9% increase in tangential velocity resulting from a 1.2% increase in inlet velocity. A
negligible difference in pressure at the domain inlet and the cavity inlet was observed.
Table 4.11 shows the differences in the fluid properties resulting from the two Cp
definitions.
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at com-
bustor section exit using the 5-Species model and ideal air inlet diameter for the 20
vane domain under rig conditions with and without variable Cp values
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Table 4.11: Fluid properties for 5-species ‘ideal’ tangential velocity analysis for
constant and variable Cp values using the rig condition
Cp Model Tangential Inlet Average Cavity Average Exit
Velocity Velocity Temperature Temperature
Constant 113.5 m/s 56.6 m/s 2,346 K 2,018 K
Piecewise-Poly 116.8 m/s 57.2 m/s 1,906 K 1,755 K
Figure 4.31 shows the difference in temperatures calculated using the two defi-
nitions of Cp using contour plots which show more of the domain than the exit plane
temperature profiles. The differences between the contours is subtle with both solu-
tions displaying almost identical flow and temperature patterns, but the temperatures
calculated using the variable Cp were slightly lower.
(a) Constant Cp
(b) Piecewise-Polynomial Cp
Figure 4.31: Total temperature contours on UCC components for ideal tangential
velocity in the 20 hybrid vane domain under rig conditions using different definitions
of Cp
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4.3 12-Species Reacting Flow Analysis
The purpose of the 12-species analysis was to determine the concentrations of
species throughout the combustor section and also characterize the species entering
the turbine section. The 12-species analysis was performed for the 20 and 30 hybrid
vane domains using engine and rig conditions for the ideal cavity inlet diameters de-
termined during the 5-species analysis. The tangential velocity in the circumferential
cavity and the corresponding inlet velocity for each case is shown in Table 4.12.
Table 4.12: Inlet port diameters and fluid properties for 12-species analysis using
‘ideal’ inlet diameters determined from 5-species analysis
Test Inlet Port Inlet Tangential g-Load
Configuration Diameter Velocity Velocity
20-Vane Engine 0.8641 cm 51.87 m/s 115 m/s 3,500
20-Vane Rig 0.5208 cm 72.9 m/s 142 m/s 5,400
30-Vane Engine 0.7931 cm 55.7 m/s 133.1 m/s 4,700
30-Vane Rig 0.4789 cm 77.2 m/s 151.2 m/s 6,100
From Table 4.12 it can be seen that the tangential velocities obtained using the
12-species analysis did not result in the ideal velocity of 114 m/s with the exception
of the 20-vane engine configuration. The reason for the difference is due to the fluid
in the 12-species analysis being treated as an incompressible fluid. The solution
was run incompressible due to stability requirements of the CFD simulations. For
incompressible solutions, the CFD code determines the operating density based on
the operating pressure. The operating pressure in each test configuration was only
matched at the domain exit with all other upstream locations operating at higher
pressures. This meant that the density at the domain and cavity inlets was too low
in each test configuration. A lower density fluid at the cavity inlet resulted in a
higher inlet velocity as shown in Equation 2.12. Based on the relationship of inlet
velocity to tangential velocity shown in Figure 4.20, the higher inlet velocity resulted
in higher tangential velocity. The 20-vane, engine configuration, was least effected
by the change to an incompressible fluid because this solution had the lowest cavity
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inlet pressure relative to the operating pressure and thus had the smallest change in
density at the cavity inlet. Figure 4.32 shows the original tangential velocity to cavity
inlet velocity relationship obtained during the 5-species analysis with the locations of
the 12-species solutions plotted as well.
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Figure 4.32: Relationship of cavity inlet velocity to cavity tangential velocity and
hole diameter
From Figure 4.32 it can be seen that with the exception of the 30-vane rig con-
figuration, the data points collected during the 12-species analysis do not lie directly
on the corresponding lines obtained during the 5-species analysis. It can also be seen,
however, that the data points from the 12-species analysis lie between data points
from the 5-species analysis that were connected linearly. If the slope of each line was
continued from the slower velocities to the faster velocities and gradually turned to
connect to the higher velocity data point rather than connecting the points linearly,
the lines would all cross the corresponding 12-species data points.
While the temperature profiles within the domain and at the domain exit plane
were not the focus of the 12-species studies, the circumferentially-averaged total tem-
peratures on the domain exit plane were calculated and are shown in Figure 4.33.
Comparing Figure 4.33 to the exit plane results calculated during the 5-species anal-
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ysis shown in Figure 4.21, shows that the general profiles produced a similar pattern
with the relative magnitudes between the test configurations remaining the same.
The 12-species model did, however, predict decreased temperatures in each test. The
temperature reduction with the 12-species model was the result of using the piecewise-
polynomial values of Cp and the ability to store energy in dissociated intermediate
species, neither of which was accounted for in the 5-species analysis.
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Figure 4.33: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit using the 12-Species model and ideal air inlet diameters with piecewise-polynomial
Cp values
Again in this study, the static and total pressures were calculated at the domain
inlet, circumferential cavity inlet and domain exit for each ideal test configuration.
The results are reported in Table 4.13 along with the pressure difference from the
domain inlet to the domain exit. A negative percent difference indicates a pressure
drop across the combustor. For all test configurations in this series with the excep-
tion of the 30-vane rig configuration, the 12-species model predicted lower pressure
losses compared to the 5-species model. Again, the 20-vane domain offered the lowest
pressure drops in static and total pressure for both the engine and rig conditions with
only a 5.2% loss in static pressure and a 4.4% loss in total pressure for the engine
condition.
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Table 4.13: Calculated pressures and losses for ‘ideal’ cavity inlet diameters using
a 12-species combustion model
Test Pressure Domain Cavity Domain %
Configuration Type Inlet (Pa) Inlet (Pa) Exit (Pa) Difference
20-Vane Engine Static 4,876,523 5,047,109 4,625,225 -5.15
Total 5,024,492 5,076,711 4,801,645 -4.44
20-Vane Rig Static 114,402 132,340 101,324 -11.43
Total 118,133 135,582 106,797 -9.59
30-Vane Engine Static 5,322,815 5,471,457 4,626,383 -13.08
Total 5,469,196 5,504,071 4,885,918 -10.66
30-Vane Rig Static 131,520 149,348 101,325 -22.95
Total 135,217 152,915 108,466 -19.78
Based on the results of the 5-species analysis and the results presented above
from the 12-species study, the 20 hybrid vane domain is the better UCC configuration
offering the lowest pressure loses and a temperature distribution on the domain exit
plane closest to the desirable temperature profile. For the remainder of this chapter
the results are focused on the 20 hybrid vane domain.
Using the 12-species combustion model allowed iso-surfaces of specific species to
be displayed within the domain. Figures 4.34 through 4.41 show iso-surfaces of mass
fractions of fuel, CO, OH and H2 for the 20 hybrid vane domain using the engine
and rig conditions, respectively. Since iso-surfaces can only be shown for one specific
quantity at a time, a mass fraction of 1/3 of the maximum mass fraction within the
domain was displayed for each species. The decimal number located in the legend of
each image indicates the mass fraction shown in the iso-surface. If a mass fraction
near the maximum was used, only iso-surfaces within the circumferential cavity would
be shown since that was the location of maximum combustion and thus resulted in
the highest concentrations of the species listed above. Using a mass fraction value
closer to the minimum level within the domain allowed the locations of the species
outside the cavity to be seen as well. The species that are shown in Figures 4.34
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through 4.41 are the compounds that can be used as fuels (fuel, H2), produce the
largest heat release (CO) and indicate combustion (OH).
Figure 4.34: Iso-surface of C12H23 colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane engine config-
uration
Figure 4.35: Iso-surface of H2 colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane engine config-
uration
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Figure 4.36: Iso-surface of CO colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane engine config-
uration
Figure 4.37: Iso-surface of OH colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane engine config-
uration
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Figure 4.38: Iso-surface of C3H8 colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
Figure 4.39: Iso-surface of H2 colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
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Figure 4.40: Iso-surface of CO colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
Figure 4.41: Iso-surface of OH colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
At the mass fractions shown, the fuels are located in a relatively cool region of
the cavity. The CO and H2, which produce nearly identical surfaces, are the products
of the fuel breakdown and are located within the hottest regions of the domain where
combustion is taking place. As an indicator of combustion, OH is also located within
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the hottest regions of the domain. The iso-surfaces of CO and H2 show the flow
pattern of the cavity inlet air by the formation of ripples and tubes around the air
jets.
From a burning in the turbine perspective, it is important to know the species
that are exiting the UCC section into the high-pressure turbine. The radial position
of the species is also important. The specific species of interest are those species that
contribute to secondary combustion in film cooling jets such as fuel, CO, H, H2 and
OH. CO is the primary source for heat release but the concentration of OH is also
of value since it indicates the presence of combustion. Figures 4.42 and 4.43 show
the circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at the 20 hybrid vane domain
exit for high and low mass fractions, respectively. The circumferentially-averaged
mass fractions of species at the domain exit for high and low mass fractions in the 20
hybrid vane rig configuration are shown in Figures 4.44 and 4.45, respectively. The
species plots for the 30 hybrid vane engine and rig configurations can be found in
Appendix D.
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Figure 4.42: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor sec-
tion exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a
20 hybrid vane engine configuration
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Figure 4.43: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor sec-
tion exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a
20 hybrid vane engine configuration
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Figure 4.44: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor sec-
tion exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a
20 hybrid vane rig configuration
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Figure 4.45: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor sec-
tion exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a
20 hybrid vane rig configuration
A comparison of the exit temperature profiles from Figure 4.33 to the species
mass fraction plots show a correlation between higher temperature regions at the exit
plane and higher mass fractions of CO, OH and H2. The profiles of these species and
CO2 have very similar shapes to the temperature profiles indicating that CO, OH and
H2 are the primary sources and indicators of heat release and combustion while CO2
is the primary combustion product. As expected, the profile of O2 had an inverse
shape from the temperature and combusting species profiles since O2 is used in the
reactions.
4.4 Domain Modification Analysis
From Figures 4.30 and 4.33 it can be seen that the 20 hybrid vane domain only
produced half of the desired temperature profile at the exit of the UCC section by
leaving the ID endwall extremely hot. Additionally, from Figures 4.22 and 4.23 it
can be seen that the ID endwall was excessively heated in the region between the
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circumferential cavity and the domain exit. To solve the problem of the ID endwall
heating, a divider plate was added to the domain as discussed in Section 3.8. The
addition of the divider plate allowed cool air to bypass the circumferential cavity
region and exhaust along the ID endwall just beyond the trailing edge of the vanes.
By doing this, the bypassed air remained cool and produced a film cooling like effect
on the ID endwall buffering the hot gases off the wall. The plate not only allowed
the ID endwall to remain cool, but the temperature profile at the domain exit was
also effected, producing the desired heating profile. Since the temperature profiles of
the engine and rig condition have been shown to produced similar trends, this test
was conducted using the rig condition only. The exit temperature profiles are shown
in Figure 4.46 for the 5-species and 12-species models with and without the divider
plate. All models used in this comparison used piecewise-polynomial values of Cp. The
temperature at the ID endwall was reduced to match the OD endwall temperature,
however, the change in temperature with increased radial position was not as large.
This result is an indication that the height of the slot created by the splitter plate
was too large. Figure 4.47 shows the total temperature contours on the domain exit
plane for each combustion model with and without the divider plate. Figure 4.42
was provided to show contours of total temperature throughout the remainder of the
domain. This figure shows contours on the domain exit, ID endwall, divider plate and
vane surface compared to the original 20 hybrid vane rig configuration without the
divider plate. The temperature scale in Figure 4.42 was set to match the scale used
in the previous domain plots from Section 4.2 while the temperature scale in Figure
4.47 was set to a more refined range based on the local maximum.
In Figure 4.42 it can be seen that the heating on the upper surface of the divider
plate was not nearly as severe as the heating on the ID endwall in the domain without
the plate. It seems logical that the ID endwall downstream of the plate would remain
cool due to the film cooling effect produced by the divider plate, but it would also
be expected that the upper surface of the divider plate would have the same heating
pattern as the ID endwall from the domain without the plate. The difference is the
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Figure 4.46: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit using the 5- and 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with
piecewise-polynomial Cp values for a domain with and without the divider plate
(a) 5-Species no plate (b) 5-Species w/ plate (c) 12-Species no plate (d) 12-Species w/ plate
Figure 4.47: Total temperature contours on domain exit plane for 5- and 12-species
combustion models with and without the divider plate
result of a vortex created on the upper surface at the leading edge of the divider plate.
To help prevent separation through the diffused combustor section, the walls of the
diffuser were each tapered at a shallow 7◦ angle. In order to achieve a constant radius
ID endwall that produced a 7◦ taper angle, the inlet to the combustor section was
also angled at a 7◦ angle as shown in Figure 3.1 and also in Figure 4.49 which includes
the divider plate. Due to the 7◦ inlet angle, the fluid entering the combustor section
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(a) Without Divider Plate
(b) With Divider Plate
Figure 4.48: Total temperature contours on UCC components for ideal tangential
velocity in the 20 hybrid vane domain under rig conditions with and without the
divider plate
hit the lower surface of the divider plate and produced a separation and recirculation
region on the leading edge upper surface. This recirculation formed a vortex that
was convected into and along the suction surface of the UCC turbine vanes as shown
in Figure 4.50. In contrast, the streamlines shown in Figure 4.51 pass through the
same points in the domain, but these streamlines originated in the circumferential
cavity thus directing hot gases directly to the endwall. With the addition of the plate
induced vortex, the fluid exiting the circumferential cavity was buffered off the divider
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plate. This interaction of fluid exiting the cavity and the plate induced vortex is better
shown in Figure 4.52 which shows a vector plane downstream of the circumferential
cavity. In this figure it can be seen that the upper cavity exit vortex caused by the
shear interaction of circumferential flow and core flow is countered by the divider
plate induced vortex which forced the hot gases off the vane surface and into the free
stream. There was some heating of the upper surface of the divider plate near the
trailing edge of the vane caused by the plate induced vortex entraining some hot gas
from the cavity exit vortex and directing it down into the plate surface. Additionally,
the plate induced vortex was significantly weakened as it convected downstream due
to the interaction with the cavity exit vortex. The weakened vortex allowed some
hot gases to reach the divider plate surface. The temperatures in Figures 4.50 and
4.51 appear hotter than those in Figure 4.48 because a more refined scale was used
in Figures 4.50 and 4.51.
Figure 4.49: Cross-sectional view of UCC section with the divider plate (Dimensions
are in centimeters)
The addition of the divider plate had a minimal impact on the fluid properties
within the circumferential cavity. Table 4.14 shows a comparison of the previously
presented 5- and 12-species, 20 hybrid vane rig condition data without the divider
plate along with the results using the divider plate.
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Figure 4.50: Plan view of domain showing streamlines of the vortex formed from
the divider plate, contours are colored by total temperature
Figure 4.51: Plan view of domain without the divider plate showing streamlines
through the same points in the domain as Figure 4.50, contours are colored by total
temperature
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Figure 4.52: Upstream view of UCC turbine vanes with divider plate showing
streamlines and a vector plane positioned downstream of the circumferential cavity
Table 4.14: Comparison of fluid properties within the circumferential cavity for 5-
and 12-species combustion models with ‘ideal’ inlet diameters with and without the
divider plate
Combustion Test Inlet Port Inlet Tangential Pattern g-Load
Model Config. Diameter Velocity Velocity Factor
5-Species w/o Plate 0.5208 cm 57.2 m/s 116.8 m/s 0.37 3,646
5-Species w/ Plate 0.5208 cm 58.0 m/s 117.8 m/s 0.51 3,709
12-Species w/o Plate 0.5208 cm 72.9 m/s 142 m/s 0.34 5,400
12-Species w/ Plate 0.5208 cm 72.8 m/s 142 m/s 0.44 5,389
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From Table 4.14 it can be seen that the cavity inlet velocity and tangential
velocity was only increased approximately 1 m/s for the 5-species case while there was
virtually no change in the velocities in the 12-species case. Using both combustion
models, the pattern factor was increased using the divider plate. Both endwalls
remained cool using the divider plate which made the temperature profile less uniform
and resulted in an increased patter factor.
Using the results from the 12-species analysis, iso-surfaces of C3H8, CO, H2
and OH were created within the domain to show the change in the locations of the
reactions as a result of the addition of the endwall plate. The iso-surfaces are shown
in Figures 4.53 through 4.56. Comparing each of these figures to the corresponding
species in Figures 4.38-4.41 shows that the species, and therefore the reactions that
took place outside of the cavity, were moved in the positive Y direction off the ID
endwall. The upward shift can also be seen in Figure 4.46 where the upper boundary
of the region of hot temperatures was moved upward from the 36 centimeter to 37
centimeter radial position. Also using the 12-species model, the circumferentially-
averaged species mass fractions at the domain exit were calculated and plotted for the
domain with the addition of the endwall plate. These plots are shown in Figures 4.57
and 4.58. Compared to the previous circumferentially-averaged species mass fraction
plots which skewed the species toward the ID endwall, the plots for the domain with
the divider plate are nearly symmetric about the center line of the passage.
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Figure 4.53: Iso-surface of C3H8 colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
with divider plate
Figure 4.54: Iso-surface of H2 colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
with divider plate
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Figure 4.55: Iso-surface of CO colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
with divider plate
Figure 4.56: Iso-surface of OH colored by total temperature using the 12-species
combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a 20 hybrid vane rig configuration
with divider plate
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Figure 4.57: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor sec-
tion exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a
20 hybrid vane rig configuration
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Figure 4.58: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor sec-
tion exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with a
20 hybrid vane rig configuration
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In addition to the thermal management provided by the divider plate, the pres-
sure losses across the combustor were reduced approximately 2% in static pressure
and about 1% in total pressure. The pressures calculated using both combustion
models along with the corresponding results without the divider plate are shown in
Table 4.15. The reduced pressure loses can possibly be attributed to the divider plate
reducing the impact of secondary flow structures. While the horseshoe and passage
vortices were still present around the leading edge of the UCC turbine vane, the vor-
tices were trapped below the divider plate. Figure 4.59 shows the streamlines around
the leading edge of the UCC turbine vane with and without the divider plate. While
the divider plate was only tested for the rig condition, the pressure loses for the engine
condition could be expected to be reduced a similar amount. If the same reduction in
pressure loss is applied to the 20-vane engine condition, a static pressure loss of 3.2%
and a total pressure loss of 3.4% would be obtained across the combustor.
Table 4.15: Calculated pressures and losses for ‘ideal’ cavity inlet diameters using
a 5- and 12-species combustion model with and without the divider plate
Combustion Test Pressure Domain Domain %
Model Configuration Type Inlet (Pa) Exit (Pa) Difference
5-Species w/o Plate Static 115,951 101,325 -12.61
Total 119,212 108,022 -9.39
5-Species w/ Plate Static 113,263 101,248 -10.61
Total 116,613 106,384 -8.77
12-Species w/o Plate Static 114,402 101,324 -11.43
Total 118,133 106,797 -9.59
12-Species w/ Plate Static 112,081 101,299 -9.62
Total 115,814 106,219 -8.28
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(a) Without Divider Plate
(b) With Divider Plate
Figure 4.59: Streamlines around UCC turbine vane for the 20 hybrid vane domain
under rig conditions with and without the divider plate
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4.5 Engine Condition Domain Modification
In Tables 4.10 and 4.13 a static pressure difference between the domain inlet
and the cavity inlet ports was observed on the order of 2.6% for the engine condition
and 11.7% for the rig condition. For rig testing, the cavity inlet ports and the domain
inlet will be fed from separate air sources. For each of these inlets, the mass flow
rate can be set and the resulting pressures needed to maintain that flow rate are free
to vary until a steady-state solution is achieved. In an engine, however, the cavity
and the domain inlet will both be fed from the same compressor. As such a pressure
differential between the inlets cannot occur. To show that the a solution could still
be achieved and that the relationships of tangential velocity and cavity inlet velocity
are still valid for this case, an additional series of tests was conducted using the
domain shown in Figure 3.14. This domain used a bypass duct off the domain inlet
to redirect air to the circumferential cavity. Having a direct linkage between the two
inlet locations ensured the static pressures would match. Three tests were conducted
with this domain under engine conditions only with the air inlet port diameters as the
only variation between the test cases. The 2x and baseline inlets discussed in Section
3.4 were used along with the ideal diameter inlet (0.8641 cm) found in Section 4.2.
The static pressures at the domain inlet, entrance to the cavity inlet ports and domain
exit are shown in Table 4.16 for each of the ducted test configurations.
Table 4.16: Calculated static pressures at the domain inlet, cavity inlet port and
domain exit for the ducted domain
Test Cavity Inlet Domain Cavity Inlet Domain
Configuration Diameter Inlet Port Exit
2x Inlet 1.08 cm 4,872,379 Pa 4,863,176 Pa 4,620,780 Pa
Ideal Diameter Inlet 0.864 cm 5,000,664 Pa 5,002,625 Pa 4,621,007 Pa
Baseline Inlet 0.54 cm 4,700,694 Pa 4,705,004 Pa 4,625,829 Pa
From Table 4.16 it can be seen that the static pressure difference described above
was reduced to approximately 0.1%. This slight variation in pressures is due to noise
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within the CFD solution. Figure 4.60 shows the relationship of cavity inlet velocity to
tangential velocity and the corresponding inlet port diameter. While the layout of this
plot is the same as Figures 4.20 and 4.32, the location measured for the cavity inlet
velocity was different. In the previous plots, the cavity inlet velocity was measured
at the entrance to the cavity inlet port. This location was convenient because the
surface was a boundary condition making the calculation of the area weighted velocity
easy. Additionally, with this location being a boundary condition, the fluid entered
the cavity inlet ports with a uniform velocity and direction. With the current ducted
domain, the entrance to the cavity inlet ports had fluid entering in a non-uniform
manor with the inlet velocity influenced by the free stream velocity in the plenum.
Streamlines through the cavity inlet are shown in Figure 4.61 for the original domain
and the ducted cavity inlet domain. To get a more accurate velocity measurement,
the location where the measurement was taken was moved from the cavity inlet port
entrance to the cavity inlet port exit. This move allowed the fluid in the inlet ports
to stabilize in both direction and velocity before the measurement was taken. The
20-vane engine condition relationship shown in Figure 4.20 was adjusted to represent
the relationship with respect to the cavity inlet port exit velocity and is shown in
Figure 4.60 as the solid blue line. The dashed blue line represents the relationship
between cavity inlet velocity and inlet port diameter based on a representative cavity
inlet density of 18.0 kg/m3. This line was generated using the relationship shown in
Equation 4.3 discussed at the end of this section.
The three diamond markers in Figure 4.60 represent the three ducted inlet
test cases. It can be seen that there was a slight variation in tangential velocity of
approximately 5-7 m/s for the ducted cases compared to the previous relationship,
though the same general trend was followed. It can also be noted that unlike the
previous cases with a fixed mass flow rate into the cavity, the cavity inlet velocities
with the ducted test cases were not necessarily larger for smaller diameter inlets.
Using a fixed bypass duct did not allow for variations in the bypass ratio to be made
to achieve the desired cavity mass flow rate for each case. The reduced mass flow rate
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Figure 4.60: Relationship of cavity inlet velocity to cavity tangential velocity and
hole diameter for the ducted cavity inlets
into the cavity using the bypass duct drastically impacted the cavity inlet velocity,
and thus the tangential velocity. Table 4.17 shows the magnitude of the reduction in
mass flow rate into the cavity summed for all 8 inlet ports in the domain section as
well as the resulting tangential velocity, cavity inlet velocity and cavity inlet density.
As a reference, the previous test cases used a fixed cavity inlet mass flow rate of 0.775
kg/s.
Table 4.17: Fluid properties in the ducted domain
Test Cavity Inlet Tangential Cavity Inlet Inlet Mass
Configuration Velocity Velocity Density Flow Rate
2x Inlet 21.7 m/s 27.87 m/s 17.4 kg/m3 0.278 kg/s
Ideal Inlet 66.28 m/s 78.0 m/s 18.0 kg/m3 0.560 kg/s
Baseline Inlet 65.4 m/s 87.7 m/s 44 kg/m3 0.526 kg/s
In Figures 4.20, 4.32 and 4.60 the value of the inlet velocity does not actually
matter. This value is simply an intermediate value used to correlate the tangential
velocity and the cavity inlet port diameter. In the previous analysis which used the
cavity inlet velocity at the entrance of the cavity inlet port, the inlet port diameter
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(a) Original Domain
(b) Ducted Domain
Figure 4.61: Streamlines into the circumferential cavity for the 20 hybrid vane
domain under engine conditions with and without a ducted cavity inlet
was calculated based on the elliptical area of the port as shown in Equation 4.2. With
the cavity inlet port exit used as the reference velocity for the ducted domains, the
area used in the calculation of the inlet port diameter was the circular area of the port.
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Equation 4.3 shows the derived relationship of cavity inlet velocity to the diameter
of the cavity inlet ports, measured in centimeters, for all cases with the cavity inlet
velocity measured at the inlet port exit.
ø =
(
4ṁsection
IρexitVexitπ
)0.4981
× 100 (4.3)
In Equation 4.3, I is the number of cavity inlet ports used in the mass flow
rate measurements, ρexit is the density at the exit of the inlet port and Vexit is the
velocity at the exit of the inlet port. The exponent was adjusted slightly from 0.5
to more accurately represent the CFD results. For the previous test cases that used
the controlled boundary condition inlet, Equations 4.2 and 4.3 will produce the same
inlet diameter result provided the correct velocity is used in each equation. The same
cannot be said for the ducted inlet test cases which require the length of the inlet port
to stabilize the fluid. These cases can only use the relationship shown in Equation
4.3. To show the validity of this relationship, cavity inlet diameters calculated using
Equation 4.3 are shown in Table 4.18 for each test case compared to the actual inlet
diameter specified in the domain geometry.
Table 4.18: Calculated versus actual cavity inlet diameters
Test Calculated Inlet Actual Inlet
Configuration Diameter Diameter
2x Inlet 1.10 cm 1.082 cm
Ideal Inlet 0.864 cm 0.88 cm
Baseline Inlet 0.54 cm 0.55 cm
This series of tests was performed as a proof of concept to show that the engine
condition could be run at matched pressures between the domain inlet and the cavity
inlet. Additionally, these tests further confirmed that the relationship of tangential
velocity to cavity inlet velocity was independent of mass flow rate. Additional tests
will be required to optimize the bypass ratio and cavity inlet port configuration to
obtain the desired mass flow rate for a given cavity inlet port diameter.
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V. Experimental Film Cooling Test Methodology
With the UCC and many modern production turbine engines operating at fuel rich
conditions, the likelihood of secondary combustion reactions occurring in the film
cooling streams of these engines increases drastically. An experimental film cooling
study was performed to try and mitigate the negative impact of reacting coolant
films by using combinations of cooling films in series. By putting the coolant streams
in series it was thought that the reactions would occur in the first coolant stream
enabling the second coolant stream to buffer the hot gases from the surface the way
typical film cooling was designed to work.
5.1 Test Setup
The test setup consisted of an instrumented flat plate test rig that channeled
the exhaust from a well stirred reactor (WSR) over a flat plate. Figure 5.1 shows the
orientation of the test rig with the WSR. The flat plate test section was the same as
outlined in great detail by Evans [8], but the test setup included several changes.
Figure 5.1: Experimental test setup
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5.1.1 Well Stirred Reactor. The well stirred reactor developed by
Nenniger et al. [41], and modified by AFRL after several years of design iterations
was used to replicate the flow conditions at the exit of the circumferential cavity of a
UCC or the turbine inlet conditions downstream of a conventional burner. The WSR
is aptly named since the combustion products are mixed at a very high rate resulting
in a nearly uniform distribution of temperature and reactant species in the exhaust
stream.
The AFRL WSR was formed from two toroidal half sections made of cast
zirconia-oxide separated by an Inconel R© jet ring and placed inside a metal hous-
ing. The internal reactor volume formed by the two toroidal sections was 250 cm3.
In contrast to the toroidal components used by Evans [8] which featured discrete ex-
haust holes, the toroid design used in the current study featured a continuous exhaust
port. The thermal and aerodynamic stresses exerted on the ceramic surrounding the
discrete exhaust holes of the previous reactor often resulted in oblation, cracks and
breakage. The current design minimized the stresses in the ceramic by allowing the
exhaust products to freely exit the reactor through a continuous exhaust port. Figure
5.2 shows the lower half of the WSR toroid with the jet ring and several additional
features used to start and monitor the reactions. Figure 5.3 shows the complete
toroidal assembly with the continuous exhaust port. Premixed fuel and air were fed
into the jet ring manifold through two inlet ports. The fuel-air mixture then exited
the jet ring into the reactor toroid through 48 discrete jets. Thermocouples located in
four positions around the jet ring monitored the ring temperature to ensure warping
or material failure temperatures were never reached. Additionally, large variations
in temperature from one part of the ring to another could indicate a crack in the
reactor. The jet ring and reactor ceramic components were cooled by nitrogen which
continuously flowed through the metal housing. In addition to cooling the reactor
components, the nitrogen filled the housing with an inert gas which minimized the
risk of explosion if a fuel leak occurred as the result of cracks in the reactor.
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Figure 5.2: Lower half of the toroid with the jet ring in the WSR housing
Figure 5.3: Complete toroidal setup with the jet ring in the WSR housing
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5.1.2 Test Rig. With the exception of the Hastalloy-X R© pipe that
contained the transition section, the remainder of the test rig was identical to the rig
described by Evans in Section 3.2 of [8]. The Hastelloy-X R© pipe was replaced by a
longer stainless steel pipe to house the transition section and a new flow straightener
section designed for this study. With the details about the test rig provided by
Evans, only an overview of the test rig and the modifications used in the current
study are described in this report. The test rig was a turbulent flat plate modified
to accept film cooling inserts and water cooling while providing temperature and
pressure measurements in strategic locations around the rig. The rig as designed by
Evans included a test section, two film cooling assemblies, four heat transfer gauge
assemblies, a transition section, a window assembly and an aft plate. Figure 5.4 shows
the arrangement of the components within the test rig.
Figure 5.4: Test rig with sections and assemblies labeled [8]
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5.1.2.1 Test Section. The test section was comprised of two
separate pieces; a flat plate and an instrument block. The flat plate was machined
from a solid piece of Hastelloy-X R© measuring 22.9 cm by 5.1 cm by 5.1 cm. Slots were
cut into the material as shown in Figure 5.5 to allow two film cooling assemblies and
four heat transfer gauge assemblies to be inserted through the back of the plate. The
inserts were sized such that all surfaces were flush with the surface of the flat plate.
Water cooling holes were drilled through the side of the plate near the back surface
to allow a continuous flow of water to cool the material to prevent warping or failure.
The water entered the flat plate in the channel closest to the instrument block and
exited at the top of the plate. This flow direction is opposite from the direction used
by Evans. The grooves machined along the length of the plate were sized to accept
the glass for the window assembly.
Figure 5.5: Test section, flat plate design [8]
The instrument block was fitted with a pressure tap and thermocouple port,
as shown in Figure 5.6, to measure the properties of the fluid as it entered the test
section. The flat plate was connected to the instrument block in such a way as to
create a 2.5 mm forward facing step as shown in Figure 5.7. The step was intended to
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trip the boundary layer to the turbulent regime for a wide range of Reynolds numbers
and ensure the boundary layer was fully turbulent at the film cooling air inlets.
Figure 5.6: Test section, instrument block [8]
Figure 5.7: Test section, forward facing step [8]
5.1.2.2 Film Cooling Assemblies. The film cooling assemblies
are comprised of a cooling hole insert and a plenum. The cooling hole insert is the
portion of the assembly that is inserted through the flat plate of the test section to
eject the film cooling fluid. Six cooling hole inserts were created, as shown in Figure
5.8, including normal holes, offset normal holes, angled holes, fan-shaped laidback
holes, an angled slot and a solid blank. For the current study the fan-shaped laidback
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holes, the angled slot, offset normal holes and the solid blank were used in varying
combinations.
Figure 5.8: Film cooling inserts [8]
The normal hole and the offset normal hole inserts featured cylindrical holes
with a 0.51 mm diameter drilled perpendicularly through the 2.54 mm thick end of
the cooling insert. At this ratio of hole diameter to material thickness an (L/D) of 5
was achieved. The holes were spaced 3.81 mm apart. The offset normal holes included
an additional row of holes, offset from the first row but with the same diameter and
spacing. The fan-shaped laidback holes started with a 0.51 mm cylindrical hole drilled
at 30◦ to the surface. An (L/D) of 5 was attained in this insert by reducing the wall
thickness to 1.27 mm. At the exit, the hole was flared 10◦ and a layback of 10◦ was
added. Figure 5.9 shows a schematic of the fan-shaped laidback cooling holes. The
angled slot was 0.51 mm by 3.81 cm cut through the 1.27 mm thick end of the cooling
insert at 30◦. Appendix B shows detailed schematic drawings of the cooling inerts
used in this study.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the fan-shaped laidback holes (in inches) [8]
The cooling hole insert was connected to the plenum with a high-temperature
gasket adhesive. Each assembly was secured to the back of the test section with
two machine screws. Air or nitrogen was fed into the plena from the AFRL facility
supply. Thermocouples located inside the plena measured the temperature of the
cooling fluid at a distance of 5.1 mm from the outside surface of the cooling insert.
The thermocouples were shielded by ceramic sleeves to ensure that no contact occurred
between the thermocouple and the walls of the cooling insert. Figure 5.10 shows the
components of the film cooling assemblies.
Figure 5.10: Film cooling assemblies [8]
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5.1.2.3 Heat Transfer Gauge Assembly. The heat transfer
gauge assembly is composed of a solid machined Hastelloy-X R© block and a mounting
plate as shown in Figure 5.11. Similar to the cooling inserts, the heat transfer block
is designed to be inserted through the back of the flat plate of the test section with
the gauge surface flush with the flat plate. The mounting plate is used to secure the
heat transfer block to the flat plate while allowing two thermocouples to pass through
it into the block.
Figure 5.11: Heat transfer gauge assembly [8]
The two thermocouples embedded in the heat transfer block were installed at
two separate depths from the surface but in-line relative to the gauge surface. The
near-surface thermocouple was inserted to a depth of 11.7 mm into the block at a
distance of 3.8 mm from the gauge surface. The channel machined into the block
allowed access for the thermocouple wire to reach the front of the block without
interacting with the second thermocouple. The second thermocouple was installed
through the back of the block and inserted to a location 19.1 mm from the gauge
surface.
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The thermocouples in the two upstream gauges labeled ‘C’ and ‘D’ in Figure 5.12
were 10.4 mm downstream from the downstream cooling hole insert (approximately 20
cooling hole diameters). The thermocouples in the downstream gauges labeled ‘A’ and
‘B’ were 38.4 mm downstream of the downstream cooling hole insert (approximately
75 cooling hole diameters). The on-center spacing between the film cooling inserts was
12.7 mm (approximately 25 cooling hole diameters). Figure 5.12 shows the labeled
heat transfer gauges and the relative position with respect to the cooling hole inserts.
Figure 5.12: Heat transfer gauge labels and positions
5.1.2.4 Transition & Flow Straightener Section. The high-
density ceramic components in the transition section designed by Evans [8] were
unchanged in the current experiment, however, a flow straightener was introduced
upstream of the transition section. The transition section was designed to smoothly
connect the circular exhaust port of the WSR with the modified rectangular shape
of the test section inlet. Six discs of high-density zirconia-oxide measuring 8.9 cm
in diameter and 2.5 cm thick were used to build up the transition. Zirconia has a
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very high heat tolerance, is an excellent insulator and is easily machined into the
desired shape. The transition stack was pinned together with ceramic alignment rods
and inserted into a sleeve of lower density zirconia-oxide. The entire assembly was
inserted into the test rig end of a 19.5 cm long stainless steel flanged pipe as shown
in Figure 5.13. The flange allowed the pipe to be connected to a spring supported
mounting plate bolted to the bottom of the test rig. The mounting plate supported
the weight of the test rig and was spring supported to allow for thermal expansion. In
addition to the transition stack, a stack of three machined 8.9 cm diameter by 2.5 cm
thick high-density zirconia-oxide discs which served as a flow straightener (see Figure
5.14) were inserted into the WSR end of the stainless steel pipe. This stack also used
two ceramic alignment pins to maintain orientation. The ceramic discs of the flow
straightener sat directly on the upper toroid of the WSR and funneled the exhaust
into the circular end of the transition section. In the previous work by Evans [8],
a difference in temperature and heat flux was noticed between the left heat transfer
gauges and the right heat transfer gauges. This difference was believed to be the
result of exhaust that maintained a swirl through the test section after exiting the
WSR. The flow straightener was implemented to eliminate or reduce the swirl in the
exhaust.
Figure 5.13: Transition section assembly
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Figure 5.14: Single machined flow straightener disc (left), flow straightener stack
sitting on WSR exhaust port (right)
Several flow straightener designs were considered and a CFD analysis was per-
formed to determined the extent to which the final design could remove the swirl in
the flow. Figure 5.15 shows the five flow straightener designs that were considered and
Table 5.1 outlines several parameters including the hole diameter, material blockage
of the flow and (L/D) or equivalent (L/D) for each design. All variations are designed
to match the 5.08 cm diameter dimension of the exhaust port on the WSR and the
inlet to the transition section.
Table 5.1: Flow straightener design specifications for all designs considered
Design Hole Diameter Blockage Area Percent Blocked L/D
Design 1 0.635 cm 11.88 cm2 59 % 12
Design 2 0.508 cm 12.77 cm2 63 % 15
Design 3 N/A 7.57 cm2 37 % 5.7
Design 4 N/A 5.5 cm2 27 % 5.5
Design 5 N/A 6.73 cm2 33 % 6.0
Despite having the highest (L/D) values, Designs 1 and 2 were not used due to
the large percentage of blockage they produced. Design 3 offered a reduced blockage
while maintaining a respectable (L/D) value. This design was not used because it
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(a) Design 1 (b) Design 2 (c) Design 3
(d) Design 4 (e) Design 5
Figure 5.15: Flow straightener designs considered
was predicted that thermal expansion of the inner ring would result in compression
fractures and ultimately breakage of the arms. Design 4 offered similar benefits to
Design 3, but allowed the arms to freely expand. This design was not used due to
manufacturing issues and the thin dimension of the arms. The 0.25 inch diameter
tool required for use in the CNC machine that was planned to cut the ceramic discs
could not fit between the tips of the arms of Design 4. Design 5 was selected for
use because it offered a respectable (L/D) while meeting manufacturing requirements
with an increased arm thickness. A detailed manufacturing drawing of the Design 5
flow straightener is shown in Appendix C.
Design 5 was tested numerically using FLUENT R© to determine the extent that
it could remove swirl from a test flow. A numerical ‘test rig’ was created as shown in
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Figure 5.16 that injected hot air into a lower circular chamber below the straightener
section to impart a swirl. The total mass flow rate of air entering the chamber from
all four inlet ports was 0.0085 kg/s which is roughly 450 SLPM. The fluid was allowed
to pass through the straightener section and exit from the pressure outlet at the top
of the rig.
Figure 5.16: Numerical ‘test rig’ for flow straightener testing
The streamline results of the numerical analysis shown in Figure 5.17a show that
the swirl was removed from the fluid after the flow straightener section. A review of
the vectors at the test rig exit plane shown in Figure 5.17b show that there was no
bulk flow swirl as evidenced by the fact that only the arrowheads are visible.
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(a) Design 5 Streamlines
(b) Design 5 Exit Plane Vectors
Figure 5.17: Design 5 flow straightener numerical test results
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5.2 Air, Nitrogen and Fuel Supply
Air and Nitrogen were both supplied under pressure by the AFRL facility supply.
Air was used as the oxidizer in the WSR and as a cooling gas in the majority of the
film cooling experiments. Nitrogen was used to cool the WSR jet ring as discussed in
Section 5.1.1 and as a cooling gas in some film cooling experiments. The plumbing
to the test rig was configured to allow the independent manual selection of either
nitrogen or air to either of the film cooling assemblies. This setup allowed one film
cooling assembly to use one coolant gas while the other assembly used the other gas.
Having this ability allowed for greater flexibility in the test matrix and a wider range
of test configurations to be performed. All fluids that were provided to the WSR and
test rig were heated. For consistency, the temperature of the combustion air that fed
the WSR was heated to 310◦ K for all testing. The temperature of the cooling gases
was not easily controlled and the fluid temperature varied based on the flow rate.
The propane used to fuel the WSR was provided from a 100 lb (45.4 kg) tank
located outside the test cell. To ensure a sufficient supply of gaseous propane to
meet the flow rate demand, the tank was heated with a belt heater. The propane
supply lines located just inside the facility were also heated to prevent condensation
of propane inside the pipe. The flow rate of propane was regulated by a mass flow
controller located along the supply line after the heaters. The propane and heated
combustion air were combined just upstream of the premixed fuel-air inlet to the
WSR.
The mass flow rates (measured in SLPM) of the majority of the fluids used
in this experiment were managed by the mass flow controllers located on the blue
panel shown in Figure 5.18. This panel has controls for combustion air, fuel vaporizer
air, afterburner air, combustion dilution nitrogen, and fuel. The combustion air and
fuel controls were used as intended, but the fuel vaporizer air and dilution nitrogen
control were used to manage the flow rate of coolant gases into the upstream film
cooling assembly plenum. Both coolant gases supplied to the downstream film cooling
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assembly were managed by the Brooks Instruments controller shown in Figure 5.18,
external to the panel.
Figure 5.18: Flow controls for air, nitrogen and fuel supplied to the WSR and test
rig film cooling plena
5.3 Data Acquisition
All thermocouple, pressure and chemical sampling measurements from the test
rig and the WSR were recorded automatically every 2 seconds using a LabView inter-
face running on the data acquisition computer shown in Figure 5.18. All of the mass
flow controller settings with the exception of the Brooks Instruments controller were
also recorded using LabView. The Brooks Instruments controller settings were man-
ually logged during testing. Figure 5.19 shows a screen shot of the LabView software
used for system monitoring and data logging.
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Figure 5.19: Screen shot of LabView system monitor and data logging interface
The manual log not only recorded the Brooks Instruments controller settings for
each test case, it also recorded the data point window and blowing and equivalence
ratios for each test case. The manual log was created in Microsoft Excel and included
calculations of the required flow rates in each film cooling assembly to achieve the
desired blowing ratios. The upstream blowing ratio calculation included the free
stream contributions of the flow rates of combustion air and fuel while the downstream
blowing ratio calculations included the free stream contributions of the flow rates of
the combustion air, fuel and upstream cooling fluid. An example of the manual log
is shown in Figure 5.20
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Figure 5.20: Sample of manual log and blowing ratio calculation spreadsheet
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5.4 Test Plan
Testing included analysis of the fan-shaped laidback holes with the solid blank
upstream, the angled slot upstream with the fan-shaped laidback holes downstream
and the offset normal holes upstream with the fan-shaped laidback holes downstream.
Both air and nitrogen were tested as the cooling fluid to determine the performance of
the film cooling schemes with and without secondary reactions. With the exception of
a baseline case running at fuel lean conditions for each configuration, the remainder
of the testing was conducted at fuel rich conditions. All testing was conducted with a
water cooling flow rate of 0.5 GPM. Data was taken for 60 seconds for each test point
with a 5 minute delay after changes in cooling scheme parameters and a 10 minute
delay after equivalence ratio changes to allow temperatures in the rig to stabilize
before the next data point was taken.
5.4.1 Single Cooling Scheme. Testing with a single cooling scheme
allowed for a baseline result of the surface temperature, heat flux and convective heat
transfer coefficient in the presence of secondary combustion to be measured. The
fan-shaped laidback holes were tested with a blowing ratio of 0.5, 1 and 2 with a
WSR equivalence ratio of 0.6, 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 with air and nitrogen used as the film
cooling fluid. The total combustion air flow rate into the WSR was 425 SLPM, half
of the value used by Evans [8]. The flow rate was reduced to reduce the thermal and
aerodynamic stresses on the WSR and test rig since testing was conducted at hotter
conditions near stoichiometric. A reduced data set was conducted at an equivalence
ratio of 0.6 and 1.5 at a combustion air flow rate of 850 SLPM for comparison to the
results obtained by Evans [8].
5.4.2 Cooling Schemes in Series. The study of film cooling with two
cooling schemes in series was conducted to observe the variation in surface temper-
ature, heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient in the presence of secondary
combustion compared to the baseline result. The angled slot and offset normal holes
were tested upstream of fan-shaped laidback holes at blowing ratios of 0.5, 1, 2, 3
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and 4 for the upstream scheme and a constant blowing ratio of 2 for the fan-shaped
laidback holes. Equivalence ratios of 0.6, 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 were run in the WSR with
multiple combinations of air and nitrogen used in the upstream and downstream film
cooling assemblies. All testing was completed at a combustion air flow rate of 425
SLPM.
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VI. Experimental Film-Cooling Test Results
For each of the test configurations described in Chapter 5, the values of the heat flux,
temperature at the surface of the heat flux gauges and the convective heat transfer
coefficient were calculated. These values were found using the heat transfer equations
and thermal conductivity of Hastelloy-X R© presented in Section 2.4. The calculations
were performed using the experimentally collected free stream exhaust temperature
and both temperatures from each heat transfer gauge. The differences between air
and nitrogen as the cooling gas were also calculated for the heat flux and heat transfer
coefficient. The film cooling effectiveness was computed but will not be presented in
this report. The use of water cooling artificially increased the film cooling effectiveness
to levels near, and in some cases above, 1.
Figure 6.1 shows the exhaust exiting the test rig for several WSR equivalence
ratios. For Φ < 1, there was no fuel in the exhaust to react with the ambient air
as the exhaust stream exited the test rig, however, for Φ > 1 the amount of the fuel
in the exhaust stream is clearly shown by the intensity of the reaction caused by
the interaction of the fuel in the exhaust with the ambient air. The intensity of the
reactions caused by fuel in the exhaust interacting with oxygen in the film coolant
followed the same pattern.
(a) Φ = 0.6 (b) Φ = 1.1 (c) Φ = 1.5
Figure 6.1: Fluid exiting the test rig for various WSR equivalence ratios (ṁair =
425 SLPM)
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As expected, the temperature of the exhaust from the WSR was directly related
to the equivalence ratio of combustion within the reactor. The solid blue markers
and polyfit line in Figure 6.2 shows the relationship of equivalence ratio and reactor
exhaust temperature as measured at the inlet of the test rig, under current test
conditions. This figure also shows data obtained by Evans [8] at a higher flow rate
and comparison data collected at the same flow rate at the start of the current study.
The largest measured temperature occurred during slightly fuel rich combustion at
an equivalence ratio of 1.1.
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Figure 6.2: Reactor exhaust temperature at the entrance to the test rig as a function
of equivalence ratio. Current study (ṁair=425 SLPM) with polyfit line. Evans [8]
data and comparison data (ṁair= 850 SLPM)
The results shown in the remainder of this chapter are presented by film cooling
hole configuration followed by comparisons made between the different configurations.
6.1 Single Film Cooling Scheme
The single film cooling scheme was tested to provide a baseline for the results
obtained using two film cooling schemes in series. For this series of tests, the fan-
shaped laidback holes were tested in the downstream position with a solid blank filling
the upstream position.
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In addition to comparing the WSR exhaust temperature at the entrance of the
test rig to results obtained by Evans [8] at two equivalence ratios, comparisons of
the heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficients were also made. This compar-
ison ensured the WSR, instrumentation and data acquisition system were operating
correctly to produce repeatable results. For an equivalence ratio of 0.6, the compar-
ison of the heat flux is shown in Figure 6.3 with the comparison of the convective
heat transfer coefficient shown in Figure 6.4. For Φ = 1.5, the comparison plots are
shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 for the heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient,
respectively. The difference in the magnitude of the results obtained by Evans and
those collected in the current study were due to slight differences in the WSR exhaust
temperature shown in Figure 6.2 and a 0.25 GPM difference in the water cooling flow
rate. The fact that the trends in the data were maintained, however, showed that the
current setup was correct and the instrumentation and data acquisition system was
functional.
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Figure 6.3: Heat flux comparison to Evans [8], Φ = 0.6, ṁair=850 SLPM, Fan-
shaped holes, Coolant=Air, M=Variable
Based on the results obtained by Evans [8], any condition run at Φ < 1 did
not show any significant differences in surface temperature, heat flux or convective
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Figure 6.4: Convective heat transfer coefficient comparison to Evans [8], Φ = 0.6,
ṁair=850 SLPM, Fan-shaped holes, Coolant=Air, M=Variable
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Figure 6.5: Heat flux comparison to Evans [8], Φ = 1.5, ṁair=850 SLPM, Fan-
shaped holes, Coolant=Air, M=Variable
heat transfer using air and nitrogen as the cooling gas. For this reason only one fuel-
lean test condition was conducted at Φ = 0.6. As expected, the calculated surface
temperature of each heat transfer gauge was approximately equal when using air
and nitrogen, as shown in Figure 6.7 where the temperature is plotted as a function
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Figure 6.6: Convective heat transfer coefficient comparison to Evans [8], Φ = 1.5,
ṁair=850 SLPM, Fan-shaped holes, Coolant=Air, M=Variable
of blowing ratio. The heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient were also
comparable using the two coolant gases with the results shown as a function of blowing
ratio in Figure 6.8 and 6.9, respectively.
In this case it is easy to see that the results using air and nitrogen as the cooling
gas were almost identical, indicating that no heat release occurred in the cooling film
due to secondary reactions. It can also be seen that the downstream heat flux gauges
(‘A’ and ‘B’) recorded a cooler surface temperature than the upstream gauges (‘C’
and ‘D’) as shown in Figure 6.7. There was a slight difference noted between the left
and right gauges for the same downstream distance. This result was also recorded in
the data collected by Evans [8]. The fact that a difference in temperature was still
observed even with the addition of the flow straightener shows that residual swirl in
the exhaust stream was not the cause of the unbalanced temperatures reported by
Evans. It was discovered during the offset normal hole testing, discussed later, that
the difference was the result of improperly seated thermocouples in two heat transfer
gauges in the test rig, not a flow phenomenon. The problem was easily corrected
by swapping and re-seating the thermocouples between the ‘B’ and ‘C’ heat transfer
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Figure 6.7: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped
holes, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure 6.8: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped holes,
Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
gauges. While any residual swirl was removed from the WSR exhaust stream by the
addition of the flow straightener, the flow straightener was shown to be an unnecessary
addition.
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Figure 6.9: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped
holes, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
When the fuel-rich equivalence ratios were tested, there was a very noticeable
difference in the calculated parameters between air and nitrogen. The largest dif-
ferences between air and nitrogen for this film cooling configuration occurred for an
equivalence ratio of 1.3. These results are shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 for the
surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient, respectively. The results
for the other equivalence ratios tested are shown in Appendix E.
From Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 it can be seen that the upstream gauges showed
the largest difference in surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient for
the different cooling gases. The differences in these values for the downstream gauges
was much less pronounced indicating that the secondary reaction in the cooling film
occurred upstream or over the upstream gauges and the reactions had finished by
the time the cooling air reached the downstream gauges. The temperature of the air
near the wall was increased due to the secondary reaction occurring upstream of the
downstream gauges and was most likely the cause of the consistent minimal difference
between the cooling gases observed in the downstream position.
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Figure 6.10: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped
holes, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure 6.11: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped holes,
Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
To quantify the differences between air and nitrogen for the heat flux and the
heat transfer coefficient, Figures 6.13 and 6.14 are provided. In all difference plots
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Figure 6.12: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped
holes, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
provided in this report, a positive value is the result of the parameter being larger
with air compared to nitrogen (Difference = Air -N2).
While the data showing an increased temperature, heat flux and heat transfer
coefficient all indicate that secondary reactions occurred for all test cases with Φ >
1, there was no visible reactions observed. Evans [8] reported seeing visible reactions
for several test cases but no mention was made of a visible reaction occurring with
the fan-shaped laidback holes despite evidence that a reaction had occurred in his
analysis as well.
During this series of testing, intense localized heating of the stainless steel pipe
housing the flow straightener and transition section was observed and is shown in
Figure 6.15. The vertical cherry red section of the pipe was caused by a vertical crack
in the low-density and high-density ceramic of the transition section which allowed
heat from the exhaust to reach the stainless steel pipe. The horizontal cherry red
section was caused by a horizontal crack in the low-density ceramic located between
the high-density ceramic components of the flow straighter and transition section. No
change in performance of the WSR or measurements in the test rig were observed as
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Figure 6.13: Heat flux difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-shaped holes,
Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure 6.14: Heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, Fan-
shaped holes, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
a result of the cracks. The remaining testing was conducted without replacing the
ceramic components.
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Figure 6.15: Cherry red sections of the stainless steel pipe housing the flow straight-
ener and transition section caused by cracks in the ceramic components
6.2 Film Cooling Schemes in Series
Film cooling schemes in series were tested in the exhaust of fuel-rich combus-
tion to determine if a reduction in surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer
coefficient could be achieved by controlling the location of secondary reactions. Two
different configurations were tested, one with an angled slot and the other with offset
normal holes upstream of the fan-shaped laidback holes. These schemes were selected
for use in the upstream bay due to the volume of air that is ejected for equivalent
blowing ratios compared to a single row of holes.
6.2.1 Upstream Slot, Downstream Fan-Shaped Laidback Holes.
This configuration was tested for a WSR equivalence ratio of 0.6 to once again verify
that no secondary reactions occurred. This configuration also provides an indication
of the additional cooling benefits provided by the slot. Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18
show the surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient, respectively.
These figures can be compared to Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, for a blowing ratio of 2
in the fan alone. In Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 the blowing ratio variation was in the
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fan-shaped holes, compared to Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18 where the blowing ratio
in the fan-shaped holes was fixed at 2 and the variation of blowing ratio was for the
slot. For a slot blowing ratio of 0.5 the surface temperature was reduced 10 degrees
and continued to decrease for higher blowing ratios compared to the fan-shaped holes
alone which maintained a fairly uniform temperature across all blowing ratios.
In the remaining figures of this chapter, the figure caption outlines the test
configuration for the upstream (US), and downstream (DS, cooling holes. When the
plot legend indicates there are separate results for air and nitrogen, this variation
occurred in the downstream fan-shaped holes that lists ‘Air/N2’ as the coolant gas.
The blowing ratio along the x-axis in all plots is for the upstream slot/holes that list
the blowing ratio as ‘M=Variable’.
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Figure 6.16: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
For the slot/fan film cooling configuration, the largest surface temperature,
heat flux and heat transfer coefficient occurred at Φ = 1.5 with a slot blowing ratio of
0.5. These results are shown in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23 for the surface
temperature, heat flux, delta heat flux, heat transfer coefficient and delta heat transfer
coefficient, respectively. For this condition, the slot is providing sufficient oxygen, far
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Figure 6.17: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.18: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
more than the fan-shaped laidback holes alone could, with the largest amount of fuel
in the exhaust tested to produce a secondary reaction. With a low blowing ratio in
the slot, the reactions occurred at the exit of the slot and were quickly convected
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downstream along the face of the flat plate, heating the surface. As the slot blowing
ratio was increased, the secondary reactions occurred further away from the wall as
the film penetrated further into the free stream which allowed the coolant from the
fan-shaped laidback holes to cool the gauges.
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Figure 6.19: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
As previously mentioned, the largest heat flux and surface temperature for this
cooling configuration occurred for a slot blowing ratio of 0.5 with the upstream gauges
reporting higher values than the downstream. At a slot blowing ratio of 2, the temper-
atures reported in all gauges were at the their closest value. At a slot blowing ratio
of approximately 1.5, the heat flux between the upstream and downstream gauges
was approximately equal. For increased slot blowing ratios, the upstream heat flux
continued to decrease while the downstream heat flux decreased slightly. This pattern
supports the statement that at higher slot blowing ratios, the coolant exited the slot
further into the free stream flow and caused the secondary reactions to occur away
from the wall, thus resulting in less heat flux to the gauges, specifically the upstream
gauges. It was also noted that with the exception of the heat transfer coefficient,
beyond a slot blowing ratio of 2, there was very little difference in surface temper-
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Figure 6.20: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.21: Heat flux difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
ature for the downstream gauges and very little variation in heat flux on all gauges
when using air or nitrogen in the fan-shaped holes. This result indicates that at a slot
blowing ratio of 2, there was sufficient oxygen to burn the fuel in the exhaust near
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Figure 6.22: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.23: Heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US:
Slot, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
the surface of the flat plate and prevent a secondary reaction with the air exiting the
fan-shaped holes. These results also show that there is a film cooling configuration
that can relocate the secondary reactions away from the wall and reduce or prevent
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secondary reactions near the wall from occurring downstream. Using the upstream
slot, for Φ = 1.1 the optimal slot blowing ratio was found to be 3, while Φ = 1.3 and
Φ = 1.5 show a slot blowing ratio of 2 to be optimal. The results for Φ = 1.1 and
Φ = 1.3 are shown in Appendix E.
Photos were taken during the experiments for each slot blowing ratio and equiv-
alence ratio to capture visible burning in the slot coolant. The images associated with
the plots shown in Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23 are shown in Figure 6.24. In
the figure the slot is located at approximately 6 20/32” and the fan-shaped holes are
located at approximately 6 4/32”. The bottom and top edges of the upstream heat
transfer gauges are located at approximately 5 27/32” and 5 6/32”, respectively. The
bottom of the downstream heat transfer gauges are located at 4 9/32”. The visible
reactions can be seen as a blue/white flame beginning at approximately 6 10/32” and
convecting downstream (upward in the figure). The length of the flame is directly
related to the blowing ratio of the slot. At a slot blowing ratio of 0.5, the flame is
barely visible, but with M=4 in the slot, the flame is over 5.08 centimeters (2 in) long.
All the visible reactions that occurred using the upstream slot and downstream
fan-shaped holes for all equivalence ratios tested occurred in the slot coolant only. Like
the single cooling scheme tested using only the fan-shaped holes, no visible reactions
were observed from the fan-shaped holes, even though the data showed that reactions
did occur.
To provide a baseline for the previously presented results, the same series of tests
were conducted with nitrogen as the cooling gas in the slot. The results of these tests
are shown in Figures 6.25, 6.26, 6.27, 6.28, and 6.29. Due to the limitations of the
nitrogen mass flow controller feeding the slot, the lowest slot blowing ratio that could
be tested was 2. Using inert nitrogen in the slot helped to determine whether fuel
could penetrate the slot cooling film and react with the oxygen from the fan-shaped
holes. Additionally, when nitrogen was used in both cooling holes, a true non-reacting
baseline for the cooling scheme could be found for each equivalence ratio. The results
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(a) Slot M=0.5 (b) Slot M=1 (c) Slot M=2
(d) Slot M=3 (e) Slot M=4
Figure 6.24: Visible burning in slot film coolant (Φ = 1.5), scale is in inches
of the slot using nitrogen as the cooling gas with a WSR equivalence ratio of 1.1 and
1.3 are shown in Appendix E.
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Figure 6.25: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.26: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=N2,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
The results presented in Figures 6.25 - 6.29 show that when no oxygen was
present in the slot cooling film, fuel from the exhaust was able to penetrate the film
and react with the oxygen from the fan-shaped hole coolant. This result is shown
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Figure 6.27: Heat flux difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=N2,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.28: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
by the difference in temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient when air and
nitrogen were used as the cooling gas in the downstream holes. At a slot blowing ratio
of 2, even with the secondary reactions occurring in the fan-shaped hole coolant, the
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Figure 6.29: Heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US:
Slot, Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
average surface temperature was still approximately 75 degrees cooler then when air
was used as the coolant in the slot. This result indicates that the secondary reactions
occurring in the slot film are still occurring close enough to the wall that the heat
release effects the surface temperature.
6.2.2 US: Offset Normal Holes, DS: Fan-Shaped Laidback Holes.
Testing with an equivalence ratio of 0.6 was conducted to provide an indication of the
additional cooling benefits provided by the offset normal holes. Figures 6.30, 6.31 and
6.32 show the surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient, respectively,
for the addition of offset normal holes at Φ = 0.6. Once again a comparison can be
made to the fan-shaped holes with the upstream blank, but for a blowing ratio of 2
in the fan alone.
The results shown in Figures 6.30, 6.31 and 6.32 indicate that there was virtually
no benefit achieved by adding the offset normal holes. The heat flux and the heat
transfer coefficient were actually increased slightly as a result of the additional holes.
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Figure 6.30: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.31: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
In the results shown above for the offset normal holes, the issue with the ther-
mocouples in the heat transfer gauges was corrected and a difference in the results
between the left and right side gauges is no longer visible.
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Figure 6.32: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
For this cooling configuration, an equivalence ratio of 1.1 and 1.3 produced
comparable results for the largest surface temperature and heat flux, but Φ = 1.1
produced a slightly higher heat transfer coefficient. For this reason, an equivalence
ratio of 1.1 is reported as the worst case condition for this cooling scheme. The results
for this condition are shown in Figures 6.33, 6.34, 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37 for the surface
temperature, heat flux, delta heat flux, heat transfer coefficient and delta heat transfer
coefficient, respectively.
For this cooling scheme there was only a slight increase in the surface temper-
ature using air as the cooling gas. Additionally, the temperature remained relatively
constant showing only a slight increase across the range of blowing ratios. The differ-
ence in heat flux was increased slightly for higher blowing ratios as shown in Figure
6.35. Additionally, there was a sizable and steady increase in the convective heat
transfer coefficient with increases in blowing ratio. These results show that for this
equivalence ratio, there was no ideal blowing ratio that minimized the differences in
surface temperature, heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 6.33: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.34: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset Normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
Figure 6.38 shows the visible reaction images associated with the data presented
in Figures 6.33 - 6.37. Unlike the previous visible reaction images that occurred with
the slot, the free stream exhaust for the current condition was much brighter making
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Figure 6.35: Heat flux difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset Normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure 6.36: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
it harder to see the secondary reaction. The increased brightness was the result of
hotter combustion due to an equivalence ratio closer to stoichiometric and the fact
that there was no soot built up on the windows of the test rig to block some of the
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Figure 6.37: Heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US:
Offset Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
free stream light. To make the secondary reactions in the current images more visible,
the images were desaturated which darkened the free stream to gray and highlighted
the secondary reactions in white.
The location of the test rig components as measured by the scale in each image
is the same as shown for the slot. Unlike the slot, however, which had a single exit
for the coolant, the offset normal holes are located between 6 20/32” and 6 26/30”.
The fan-shaped holes are located at approximately 6 4/32”. The bottom and top
edges of the upstream heat transfer gauges are located at approximately 5 27/32”
and 5 6/32”, respectively. The bottom of the downstream heat transfer gauges are
located at 4 9/32”. The visible reactions can be seen as a white flame beginning at
approximately 6 24/32” and convecting downstream (upward in the figure).
The magnitude of the secondary reaction was directly related to the blowing
ratio in the offset normal holes. Low blowing ratios produced reactions near the wall
which convected downstream. Higher blowing ratios produced a larger penetration of
the reaction into the free stream fluid but still maintained a reaction along the wall as
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(a) Offset Normal M=1 (b) Offset Normal M=2 (c) Offset Normal M=3
(d) Offset Normal M=4 (e) Offset Normal M=4
Figure 6.38: Visible burning in offset normal hole film coolant (Φ = 1.1), scale is
in inches
well. This result differs from the slot, where higher blowing ratios in the offset normal
holes did not relocate the secondary reactions off the wall. This flow pattern explains
the fairly constant surface temperature across the range of blowing ratios tested.
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As a result of the decreased mass flow rate of coolant in the offset normal holes
compared to the slot for the same blowing ratios, there was no baseline case conducted
using nitrogen in the offset normal holes. These tests could not be conducted due to
the limitation of the nitrogen mass flow controller not being able to control flow rates
at the low rate required.
The current film cooling scheme did produce one unique result not seen in any
of the other schemes or previous research conducted by Evans. At an equivalence
ratio of 1.5, distinct visible reactions were observed for both the offset normal holes
and the fan-shaped laidback holes. No other condition tested produced a visible
reaction for the fan-shaped holes. These images can be seen in Figure 6.39. Upon
close examination of the images, it is also possible to see two distinct flames resulting
from the upstream and downstream rows of normal holes.
6.3 Comparisons Between Cooling Schemes
In each of the sections above, the results of a fuel-lean non-reacting condition
and the worst case equivalence ratio were shown. The purpose of showing the worst
case condition was to highlight the largest surface temperature, heat flux and heat
transfer coefficient that could occur with each scheme. Each cooling scheme also had
a best case equivalence ratio where the lowest surface temperature, heat flux and
convective heat transfer coefficient were observed. The upstream slot scheme offered
considerable improvements over the fan-shaped laidback holes alone while cooling in
the exhaust of fuel-rich combustion.
In each of the comparison plots, the results for the two upstream gauges and
the two downstream gauges were averaged together to produce a single upstream and
a single downstream gauge result. Only the results using air in all cooling holes for
all schemes is shown.
The comparison plots presented in this section show the best case scenario
achieved. The comparison plots for all equivalence ratios tested are shown in Ap-
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(a) Offset Normal M=1 (b) Offset Normal M=2 (c) Offset Normal M=3
(d) Offset Normal M=4 (e) Offset Normal M=4, N2 in
fan-shaped holes
Figure 6.39: Visible burning in offset normal hole and fan-shaped hole film coolant
(Φ = 1.5), scale is in inches
pendix E. The best case is defined as the condition that offered the greatest surface
temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient reductions compared to the fan-
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shaped holes alone. The best case occurred using the slot at Φ = 1.1. As you would
expect, the case with the least amount of fuel in the exhaust allowed the slot to cool
most effectively. For this condition the slot cooled the upstream surface by 80 degrees
and the downstream surface by 35 degrees with a slot blowing ratio of 2 as shown in
Figure 6.40. The corresponding heat flux and heat transfer coefficient comparisons
shown in Figures 6.41 and 6.42 also report a substantial reduction in both quantities
with the addition of the slot compared to the fan-shaped holes alone.
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Figure 6.40: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
At higher equivalence ratios (1.3 and 1.5) the cooling provided by the slot was
continually reduced as the equivalence ratio was increased. At Φ = 1.5, the slot only
provided approximately 10 degrees of cooling on the upstream gauge and heated the
downstream gauge approximately 20 degrees compared to the fan-shaped holes alone
as shown in Figure E.88 for a blowing ratio of 2 in all cooling holes. Figures E.89
and E.90 show the heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient across a range of
equivalence ratios also for a blowing ratio of 2 in all holes.
A WSR combustion at Φ = 1.1 produced the worst case for the offset normal
holes. From the comparisons shown in Figures 6.40 - E.90 it can be seen that there was
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Figure 6.41: Heat flux comparison, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Off-
set, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure 6.42: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
no benefit to using the offset normal holes and at this equivalence ratio all calculated
quantities showed an increase rather than a reduction for an increased blowing ratio.
In fact, at all equivalence ratios tested, the offset normal holes did not offer a benefit
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Figure 6.43: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = Variable, ṁair=425
SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=2, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure 6.44: Heat flux comparison, Φ = Variable, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/S-
lot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=2, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
and at all fuel-rich conditions resulted in increases in the calculated quantities for
increased blowing ratios.
From these results it can be concluded that it is very important to know the
combustion condition upstream of the area to be cooled to choose the appropriate
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Figure 6.45: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = Variable, ṁair=425
SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=2, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
film cooling scheme. For slightly fuel-rich conditions, it has been shown that signif-
icant reductions in surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient can
be achieved using an angled slot with a realistic blowing ratio of 2 upstream from
fan-shaped laidback holes also with a blowing ratio of 2. For cooling in the exhaust of
very fuel-rich combustion (Φ = 1.5), neither of the cooling schemes in series provided
an additional benefit to the fan-shaped laidback holes and in many cases caused an
increase in surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer coefficient. Additional
techniques will need to be investigated to improve the film cooling performance at
equivalence ratios at or above 1.5.
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VII. Conclusions
7.1 Overview
This thesis consisted of a two part investigation of concepts related to a fighter-
sized ultra-compact combustor. The first investigation was a numerical analysis per-
formed at increasing levels of complexity to quantify the relationships between fluid
velocity, temperature and species within the domain to the inlet conditions. Due
to the risk of g-load induced blowout, the control of the tangential velocity in the
circumferential cavity was an area of particular interest. Additionally, the locations
of combustion within the UCC section and the species and temperature profile in-
troduced downstream to the high-pressure turbine are important from a film-cooling
and burning-in-the-turbine perspective. The results of the numerical analysis have
already been used in the development of a laboratory test rig of the fighter-sized UCC
that will provide further understanding of the velocity relationships and flow patterns
though the test section. The second area of research was an experimental study which
investigated using film cooling schemes in series in an attempt to reduce or eliminate
secondary reactions in film cooling jets in the exhaust of fuel-rich combustion. This
topic is related to the UCC since the system runs at an equivalence ratio of 2 in the
circumferential cavity and the UCC turbine vanes located below the circumferential
cavity will require active cooling when the system moves beyond CFD simulations.
7.2 Numerical Analysis Results Summary
Based on all levels of numerical analysis complexity, it was found that the cir-
cumferential cavity inlet velocity was the primary parameter that controlled the tan-
gential velocity of the fluid in the cavity. Correlations were found between the cavity
inlet velocity, tangential velocity and cavity inlet port diameter that allowed a desired
tangential velocity (or g-load based on a fixed geometry) to be achieved. Additionally,
the cavity cross-sectional area, core mass flow rate and the number of vanes located
below the circumferential cavity were found to have a seemingly negligible impact on
the tangential velocity.
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Using a divider plate offset from the ID endwall allowed cooler air from upstream
of the combustor to bypass the combustor section and produce a film-cooling-like
effect on the ID endwall, dramatically cooling the surface. Using the divider plate
also achieved the desired exit temperature profile of cooler endwall surfaces with the
maximum temperature maintained in the center of the engine passage. An additional
domain modification that fed the circumferential cavity inlet ports from a bypass
duct off the domain inlet showed that the linear relationship of cavity inlet velocity to
tangential velocity were maintained when the static pressures were matched between
the two inlets.
Using a 12-species combustion model showed that non-negligible amounts of CO
and H2 exited the UCC section into the high-pressure turbine which could potentially
result in secondary reactions. The amount of fuel remaining in the exhaust at the
end of the UCC section, however, was minimal. Any secondary reactions that occur
in the turbine section down stream of the UCC would most likely be the result of
reacting intermediate species and not combustion of the fuel itself.
7.3 Film Cooling Analysis Results Summary
Using an angled slot upstream of fan-shaped laidback holes provided the largest
reduction in surface temperature, heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient
across a wide range of blowing ratios and equivalence ratios compared to the fan-
shaped holes alone. A blowing ratio of 2 in both the slot and the fan-shaped holes
was found to provide the best balance between separation of the cooling film that
pushed the reactions off the wall, while allowing the least amount of fuel to penetrate
the film and react with the fan-shaped hole coolant. Offset normal holes upstream
of fan-shaped laidback holes provided a slight reduction in heat flux but caused an
increased in surface temperature and the convective heat transfer coefficient across
the range of blowing ratios tested.
A review of the visible reactions that occurred in the cooling film of the angled
slot show that regardless of the blowing ratio, the visible combustion began approxi-
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mately 0.79 centimeters (10/32 inch) downstream of the slot. If the fan-shaped holes
could be positioned to eject fluid into this location, the slot film might be pushed
off the wall a greater distance, and thus further reduce the impact of the secondary
reactions.
7.4 Conclusions
Despite the large number of geometry and flow conditions that could influence
the tangential velocity in the circumferential cavity, the only condition of consequence
was the cavity inlet velocity. The seemingly linear relationship between the cavity
inlet velocity and tangential velocity could be used to maintain a constant tangential
velocity (or g-load) within the circumferential cavity through the use of variable area
inlet ports. By strategically positioning the circumferential cavity and UCC turbine
vane in the upstream portion of the diffuser passage, the natural expansion of the flow
through this duct significantly aided the migration of the hot gases across the radial
span. With the fluid in the circumferential cavity traveling at the ideal tangential
velocity, the hot gases easily traversed the radial span of the diffuser. Consequently,
additional hardware was required to modify the flow pattern through the UCC section
to achieve the desired exit temperature profile and reduce the heat load on the ID
endwall.
The slot/fan combination scheme was able to reduce the surface temperature,
heat flux and convective heat transfer coefficient compared to the fan-shaped holes
alone for equivalence ratios below 1.5. This result is a significant milestone as it
suggests that the detrimental effects of secondary combustion in the vane passage
may be able to be controlled or at least minimized. This is one of the major obstacles
that needs to be overcome if the UCC concept is to be practically implemented in a
turbine engine.
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7.5 Recommendations for Future Work
While the current numerical analysis took a previously unresearched, open-
ended design problem and provided bounds on the flow properties, temperatures and
velocities in a UCC in a fighter-scale engine and provided relationships to control the
tangential velocity in the circumferential cavity, further analysis is still needed. An
additional investigation of the bypass ratio of the duct providing air to the circum-
ferential cavity in the modified engine domain should be performed to determine the
geometry requirements to achieve the desired mass flow rate into the circumferential
cavity. Alternate cavity inlet configurations such as injection through the side walls
of the circumferential cavity should be performed to reduce the circumference of the
engine and provide for more direct injection of fluid into the cavity. Additionally, film
cooling techniques, such as using film cooling schemes in series, should be integrated
into the UCC numerical analysis to determine the effectiveness and optimal locations
of the coolant. Experimental studies should be completed using the exact geometry
and operating conditions tested in the numerical analysis. The results of the numeri-
cal analysis should be compared to the experimental results for validation of the CFD
solutions.
With respect to the experimental film cooling study, research should be con-
ducted using a hole-in-slot cooling scheme in both the upstream and downstream film
cooling insert locations. This cooling scheme has been shown to provide the benefits
of a slot without the loss of structural integrity associated with a slot. The use of laser
diagnostics would also provide further insight into the flow patterns and combustion
properties in the film coolant. Additionally, since this research will lead to a cooling
scheme for the turbine vane in the UCC, flow patterns representative of those around
the vane should be used in addition to the flat plate studies.
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Appendix A. Numerical Starting Sequences
For numerical stability, the test cases could not be started with the final desired
settings and order of accuracy. For this reason, the cases were started first-order and
at a reduced level of complexity for the other solver settings. The sections below show
the order that solver settings and increased accuracy were added to the solution with
the approximate corresponding iteration number that the setting was added. These
are averaged numbers, some cases required more time at a specific condition before
making a change.
A.1 Preliminary Analysis Solver Starting Sequence
The preliminary analysis test cases were initialized to the domain inlet and
started first-order, laminar as an ideal gas. The following changes were made as the
solution progressed:
• RNG k − ε Turbulence Model (50)
• Second-order Momentum (100)
• Second-order Energy (200)
• Second-order Density (300)
A.2 Reacting Flow Analysis Solver Starting Sequence
The reacting flow models were more stable when started with a turbulence
model; however, they could not be started as an ideal gas. These test cases were ini-
tialized to the domain inlet and an x-direction velocity and temperature were patched
into the circumferential cavity region. The patch of x-direction velocity was used to
get the cavity fluid started in the correct direction while the temperature in the cavity
was set to 2,200 K to initiate combustion. The starting settings were: first-order with
the RNG k − ε turbulence model, the mixture density set as an incompressible ideal
gas and the fluid air density set as ideal gas. For the 12-species combustion analysis
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the mixture and fluid air density were started as ‘PDF’. The following changes were
made as the solution progressed:
• Second-order Momentum (50)
• Second-order Energy (150)
• Second-order Species (200)
• Mixture changed to Ideal Gas (N/A for 12-species analysis) (300)
• Second-order Density (350)
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Appendix B. Detailed Schematic Drawings of Film Cooling Inserts
The following schematics provide detailed specifications of the film cooling inserts
created by Evans [8] and used in the current analysis. All dimensions are in inches.
Figure B.1: Normal blank [8]
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Figure B.2: Fan-shaped laidback holes [8]
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Figure B.3: Angled slot [8]
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Figure B.4: Offset normal holes [8]
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Figure B.5: Solid blank [8]
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Appendix C. Detailed Drawing of Design 5 Flow Straightener
The following schematic is the design drawing used to machine the flow straightener.
Figure C.1: Design 5 flow straightener (inches)
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Appendix D. Numerical Analysis Supporting Results
This appendix provides the supporting results for the analysis presented in Chapter
4. Results are presented in the order they were discussed in Chapter 4.
D.1 Preliminary Analysis
D.1.1 Circumferentially-Averaged Total Temperature Profiles.
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Figure D.1: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 0 hybrid vane domain
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Figure D.2: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 0 typical vane domain
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Figure D.3: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 20 hybrid vane domain
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Figure D.4: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 20 typical vane domain
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Figure D.5: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 30 hybrid vane domain
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Figure D.6: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 30 typical vane domain
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Figure D.7: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 45 typical vane domain
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Figure D.8: Circumferentially-averaged total temperatures at combustor section
exit for varying cavity inlet mass flow rates for the 60 typical vane domain
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D.1.2 Total Temperature Contour Plots. Here
(a) Baseline Inlet
(b) 2x Area Inlet
(c) Top Wall Inlet
Figure D.9: Total temperature contours on UCC components using 100% cavity
inlet mass flow, 20 hybrid vane domain, rig conditions
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(a) Baseline Inlet
(b) 2x Area Inlet
(c) Top Wall Inlet
Figure D.10: Total temperature contours on UCC components using 100% cavity
inlet mass flow, 30 hybrid vane domain, engine conditions
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(a) Baseline Inlet
(b) 2x Area Inlet
(c) Top Wall Inlet
Figure D.11: Total temperature contours on UCC components using 100% cavity
inlet mass flow, 30 hybrid vane domain, rig conditions
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D.2 12-Species Reacting Flow Analysis
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Figure D.12: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor
section exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with
a 30 hybrid vane engine configuration
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Figure D.13: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor
section exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with
a 30 hybrid vane engine configuration
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Figure D.14: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor
section exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with
a 30 hybrid vane rig configuration
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Figure D.15: Circumferentially-averaged mass fractions of species at combustor
section exit using the 12-species combustion model and ideal air inlet diameters with
a 30 hybrid vane rig configuration
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Appendix E. Experimental Film Cooling Supporting Results
This appendix provides the results from all film cooling test cases conducted. The
plots are grouped by result type (surface temperature, heat flux, heat transfer coef-
ficient and comparison plots) and arranged within each section in order from lowest
to highest equivalence ratio. Within each subsection, the results are presented for
the fan-shaped holes alone, the slot upstream of the fan-shaped holes then the offset
normal holes upstream of the fan-shaped holes. The order remained consistent with
the order the data was presented in Chapter 6. The captions show the film cooling
configuration including the cooling gas used in each hole. The results using nitrogen
in the slot are shown immediately following the slot results using air as the cooling
gas for all fuel-rich equivalence ratios.
E.1 Surface Temperature
E.1.1 Φ = 0.6. Here
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Figure E.1: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.2: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.3: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.1.2 Surface Temperature, Φ = 1.1. Here
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Figure E.4: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.5: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.6: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.7: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.1.3 Surface Temperature, Φ = 1.3. Here
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Figure E.8: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.9: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.10: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.11: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.1.4 Surface Temperature, Φ = 1.5. Here
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Figure E.12: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.13: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.14: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.15: Gauge surface temperature, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.2 Heat Flux
E.2.1 Φ = 0.6. Here
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Figure E.16: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank, Coolant=N/A,
M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.17: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.18: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.19: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.20: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset Normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.21: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.2.2 Heat Flux, Φ = 1.1. Here
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Figure E.22: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank, Coolant=N/A,
M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.23: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.24: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.25: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.26: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=N2,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.27: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.28: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset Normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.29: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.2.3 Heat Flux, Φ = 1.3. Here
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Figure E.30: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank, Coolant=N/A,
M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.31: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.32: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.33: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.34: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=N2,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.35: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.36: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset Normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.37: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.2.4 Heat Flux, Φ = 1.5. Here
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Figure E.38: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank, Coolant=N/A,
M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.39: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.40: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=Air,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.41: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.42: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot, Coolant=N2,
M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.43: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.44: Gauge heat flux, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset Normal,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.45: Gauge heat flux difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.3 Heat Transfer Coefficient
E.3.1 Φ = 0.6. Here
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Figure E.46: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.47: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank, Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.48: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.49: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.50: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.51: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Offset Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.3.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient, Φ = 1.1. Here
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Figure E.52: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.53: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank, Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.54: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.55: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.56: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.57: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.58: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.59: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Offset Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.3.3 Heat Transfer Coefficient, Φ = 1.3. Here
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Figure E.60: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.61: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank, Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.62: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.63: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.64: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.65: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.66: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.67: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Offset Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.3.4 Heat Transfer Coefficient, Φ = 1.5. Here
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Figure E.68: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank,
Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.69: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank, Coolant=N/A, M=N/A, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=Variable
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Figure E.70: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.71: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.72: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Slot,
Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.73: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Slot, Coolant=N2, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.74: Gauge heat transfer coefficient, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Offset
Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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Figure E.75: Gauge heat transfer coefficient difference, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Offset Normal, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air/N2, M=2
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E.4 Comparison Plots
E.4.1 Φ = 0.6. Here
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Figure E.76: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.77: Heat flux comparison, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Off-
set, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.78: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = 0.6, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
E.4.2 Comparison Plots, Φ = 1.1. Here
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Figure E.79: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.80: Heat flux comparison, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Off-
set, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.81: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = 1.1, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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E.4.3 Comparison Plots, Φ = 1.3. Here
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Figure E.82: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.83: Heat flux comparison, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Off-
set, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.84: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = 1.3, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
E.4.4 Comparison Plots, Φ = 1.5. Here
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Figure E.85: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.86: Heat flux comparison, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Off-
set, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.87: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = 1.5, ṁair=425 SLPM,
US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=Variable, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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E.4.5 Comparison Plots as a function of Φ. Here
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Figure E.88: Gauge surface temperature comparison, Φ = Variable, ṁair=425
SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=2, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.89: Heat flux comparison, Φ = Variable, ṁair=425 SLPM, US: Blank/S-
lot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=2, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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Figure E.90: Gauge heat transfer coefficient comparison, Φ = Variable, ṁair=425
SLPM, US: Blank/Slot/Offset, Coolant=Air, M=2, DS: Fan, Coolant=Air, M=2
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One of the major efforts for turbine engine research is to improve the thrust to weight of the system. One novel concept for accomplishing this is the 
use of an Ultra-Compact Combustor (UCC). The UCC attempts to shorten the overall combustion length (thereby reducing weight) by performing the 
combustion in the circumferential direction along the outside diameter of the core flowpath. One of the major benefits of this design is enhanced 
combustion due to the establishment of a high-g field in the circumferential cavity. AFIT and the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) have been 
teamed for several years in understanding the fundamental aspects of this design. Prior to the research presented in this report, work has focused 
around small-scale missile-sized combustors. There is a current push within AFRL to investigate this system for a larger, fighter-sized engine. AFIT has 
led this push by performing Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations to scale the UCC. This thesis outlines this overall effort. Increasing the 
diameter of the UCC presents several challenges including how to control the fluid velocity in the circumferential cavity and how to turn the 
centrifugal combustion flow back to the axial direction into the high-pressure turbine rotor while presenting a uniform temperature across the 
turbine blades. Several numerical parameter studies have been conducted to establish relationships to predict tangential velocity based on cavity 
inlet conditions and determine a configuration that minimizes pressure losses through the combustor section. As a result of these investigations a 
0.75m diameter UCC combustor design has been developed along with a hybrid turning vane which replaces the last compressor vane and high-
pressure turbine vane. Furthermore, the issue of cooling the hybrid vane in the exhaust of the UCC, where not all the fuel is combusted within the 
circumferential cavity causing additional reactions within the vane section, was investigated. A film cooling experimental study was conducted in an 
effort to reduce or remove the negative effects that result from secondary combustion of unburned fuel with oxygen in the film coolant. 
Jet engines, ultra-compact combustor, UCC, inter-turbine burner, turbine-engine, film-cooling 
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